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Key to Transliteration 

The following system is used for transliterating Arabic in this thesis. 
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ABSTRACT 

One of my greatest hopes, after I had finished my M.A was to visit the British 

Library in London, in particular the section on oriental manuscripts. I soon 

fulfilled this desire and following the examination of the index of the 

manuscripts, I hoped to find one on the Language of al-Fiqh [Language of 

Jurisprudence] in particular. 

I found a manuscript by aI-Imam al-Nawawi which was amongst many 

others also belonging to him. This manuscript was entitled al-Tahrlr fi Sharh • • 

al-Ffiz al-Tan blh , which provides detailed explanations of the terms found in 
• 

al-Tanblh by aI-Shirazi that required further interpretation, mainly from a 

linguistic and occasionally from a religious side. Qadi Safad, an eminent 
• • 

scholar, stated that " the book of al-Tahrlr is of great benefit and of 
. -

widespread use for every knowledge seeker" (DIQ, p. 91). The status of al-

Tahrlr, was due to its focus on the language of al-Fiqh, taking into account the 
-

vanous linguistical aspects too. Occasionally, religious meanings are also 

provided. 

Al-Tahrlr explains the uncommon terms that were present in al-Tanblh by al-
I 

ShirazI. Al-Tanblh is considered to be one of the main and most important 

works ever to be compiled in the Shafi'i Jurisprudence School in the fourth 

century AH. Therefore, many scholars, including al-Nawawi went on to 



compile books regarding it, explaining, commenting, criticising and 

sUlrunanzmg it. AI-Tahrir is amongst one of these. As scholars in the early 
• 

centuries compiled books in Gharib al-Lughah, Gharib al-Hadith and Gharib 
A _'. 

al-Quran, they also compiled books in Gharib al-Fiqh, one of which is the book 

that I have edited. Al-Nawawi, an accomplished scholar and author, attained a 

high status in the oriental libraries and studies. AI-Tahrir was amongst many of - . --

his distinguished works, which were a site of attraction for many researchers. 

Al-Nawawi in al-Ta~rir referred to many linguistics books, which were well-

known and available at his time, such as Kiti1b al- 'Ayn by aI-Khalil, al-. - -

Tahdhib and al-Zi1hir by al-Azhari, al-Muhkam by Ibn Sidah and many others. 

In the editing of al-Ta~rir. I compared nine different manuscripts, all from 

different places and made the Berlin manuscript the main one, comparing the 

remammg eight with it. The Berlin manuscript is symbolized by (I). The 

differences in the manuscripts are noted at the bottom of each page (foot note). 

In authenticating and documenting al-Nawawl's explanations, I referred to the 

notable dictionaries and sources that al-Nawawi himself also referred to. I also 

made reference to the books of al-Gharib (uncommon words)~ Ghar'ib al-

Lughah. Gharfb al-Quri1n. Gharib al-ljadith. Mi1 TaltlGnu Ffhi al- 'Ammah, 

history, biographies and others. Where necessary, I have commented on these 

explanations and these can be found following the text, in volume two in the 
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chapter entitled 'al-Takhnjat wa al-Ta'liqat 'ala al-Nas.' Following this is a list 

of indexes; tenns, names, places, measurements, Quranic and Hadith verses . 
• 

I have dedicated a chapter to the language of al-Fiqh, its origin, how it has 

emerged, its chronological history and books compiled in this field. I also 

dedicated a chapter to the political and educational situation in al-Nawawi's 

era followed by a chapter on the life of al-Nawawi, his milieu and his works. I 

have given the editorial method followed by the description of the nine 

manuscripts. I have provided a summarized comparison between the works of 

al-Nawawi in al-Tahrfr and of al-Azhan in al-Zahir. I shed light on the 
• 

educational background of both authors, their subject topic, al-Azhan's impact 

on al-Nawawi, the methodology of the works of both scholars, similarities and 

differences, conclusion and an evaluation. I have assigned a chapter for the 

biography of the names mentioned in al-Ta~rfr followed by a bibliography. 
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• • 
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KK: Waili, al-Ma5jid fi aI-Islam 

LISA: Ibn Hajar, Lisan al-Mlzan. 
f 

LUB: Ibn al-Athlr, al-Lubab 

MA: Al-Hamawi, Mu 'jam al- 'Udaba ' . 
• 

MF: 'Adil Nuwaybid; Mu 'jam al-Muffassirln. 
• 

MIZ: Al-Dhababi, Mlzan al-I'tidal. 

MR: Al-Mas'udi, Muriij al-Dhahab. 

MU: Al-Azbari, Muqqaddimat al-Tahdhlb. 

MUA: Kabbalab, Mu'jam al-Mua'llifin. 
... v v 

MUQ: Al-Dbababi, al-Muqtana. 

QR:Makki b. Abi Talib, al-Tabsirah fi al-Qira 'at al- 'Asharah. 
• 

RIJ: Al-Rafi'i, 'I'jaz al-Quran. 

SG: Al-Albaru, Sahlh al-Jami ' al-Saghlr. 
• • 

SH: M. Sbakir, al-Tarlkh al- 'Islaml. 

SI: Al-Dbababi, Siyar A 'lam al-Nubala t. 

SK: Ibn Katbir, al-SlJAah. 

SS: Ibn Sbaddad, al-A 'Iaq al-Khatfrah 

SUY: AL-SuyUti, al-Minhaj al-Sawiyy. 
o • 

TAl: Al-Qannuji, al-Taj al-Mukallal. 

TAR: Al-Kba!ib aI-Baghdadi, Tarlkh Baghdad. 
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TH: Ibn Hidayah, Tabaqat al-Shaft'iyyah. 

TS: Al-Subki, Tabaqilt aI-Shaft 'iyyah. 

TQ: Al-Asnawi, Tabaqilt al-Shaft'iyyah. 

UM: Al-Tabari, Tarfkh al- 'Umam wa al-MulUk. 
* 

WAF: Wafi, 'Ali' Abd al-Wamd, Fiqh al-Lughah. 
• 

WF: Ibn Khallikan, Wafayilt al-A 'yan. 

Y AF: AL-Yafi'i, As'ad b. 'Ali, Mirat al-Jinffn. 

YAQ: Al-Hamawi Yaqut, Mu 'jam al-Buldan. 
• 

b. : Ibn 

( ---/---) : AHI AD 

d.: Died 

n.d.: No date 
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LITERA TURE REVIEW 

The various fields of Arabic linguistic studies are very much related to the 

Quran and Sunnah (the tradition of the Prophet Muhammad). These studies 

flourished during the first four centuries of the rise of Islam which spread all 

over Arabia, Greater Syria, Persia and Andalusia. Five possible reasons which 

might have led to this vast spread of Arabic studies, are as follows: (1) 

First, the position of the Holy Quran amongst Muslims. The Quran, being the 

book that contains the Islamic Law (Shari'ah), forms part of every Muslim's 

life and makes it his or her duty to understand well including the verses and 

terms of the Quran in order to comply with the instnlCtions of the Islamic Law. 

This has made the Qurful the main reference for all Islamic Sciences where all 

scholars benefited, in one way or another, from the Quran in everything they 

produced. (2) 

Second, the language of the Quran created curiosity amongst whoever 

happened to read it, this in itself supported the challenge of the Quran to 

produce something similar to that revealed in it. This challenge sparked off 

researchers' and scholars' desires to research the language and find out what 

lay behind its style. (3) 
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Third, the worldwide spread of Islam where a large number of people, i.e. 

non-Arabs, embraced Islam. This led to the occurrence of mistakes, syntactic 

and semantic, in the use of Arabic by the non-Arab Muslims. Consequently, 

this affected their learning of Arabic and resulted in misinterpreting some of the 

verses of the Quran and some of the Prophet's I}adiths. If such a phenomenon 

spread widely, it could affect the Arabic language, by means of which people 

could tmderstand the Quran. Therefore, there was an apparent need to solve 

tIns phenomenon. (4) 

Fourth, the great role played by Caliphs to protect the Arabic language from 

being changed or replaced by colloquial Arabic. This was partly achieved by 

encouraging poets to compete with each other and to produce the finest types 

of poetry in rehlID for prizes. 

The greatest step taken was by 'Ali b. Abi Tfflib who asked Abu al-Aswad al-
• 

Du'ali to lay down the basic rules of Arabic grammar. (5) 

Fifth, the role played by some statesmen in Arabizing the language of 

Govenunent offices. TIns took place in newly-conquered regions like Iraq, 

Syria and Egypt where people were using Persian, Greek and Coptic 

respectively. This procedure encouraged many non-Arab Muslims to learn 

Arabic and master it to the degree of becoming authorities in this langtIage (6). 

However, the factors mentioned above were amongst many others, wmch 
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could have contributed to the promotion of the Arabic language and triggered 

the appearance of linguistic studies in Arabic. However, we cannot discuss 

these points in detail here because this is beyond the scope of this thesis. In 

general, the linguistic studies seemed to fall into two fields. The first, was that 

concerned with the compilation of dictionaries and poetry volumes and all 

other related syntactic, morphologic and rhetorical issues. The second field 

was concerned with the study of the language of religion, the topic of the 

present study. The language of religion seemed to be concerned with three 

fields. These are as follows: 

l)- The language of the Quran. A great number of detailed books which 

dealt with the language of the Quran were written. Most of these books 

focused on the uncommon words which exist in the Quran such as Gharlb al-

Ouran bv Ibn 'Abbass, Gharlb al-Ouran and Ta 'wll Mushkil ai-Duran, Ibn -- .. -- --

Qutaybah and Lughiit al-Quran by Ibn 'Abass, AI-Yasln (7) points out that the 

latter book was the first to be written concerning the language of the Quran, 

which soon after opened doors for scholars to produce many books in the same 

field. Scholars such as Muqatil b. Sulayman (d.150), Hishrun b. Mu~ammad al-

Kalbi (d.204), Haytham b. 'Adiyy (d.206), aI-Farra' (d.207), al-A~ma'i (d.213) 

and Abfl Zayd aI-Ansari (d.215) wrote many books in this field, but 

unfortunately all were lost. 
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2)- The language of l}adith. A large number of books were written in this 

field under titles such as Gharfb al-Hadfth, bv Abu 'Ubavdah Ma'mar b. al-. . - -
Muthanna (d.21 0), al-Na~ b. Shumayl (d.203), Abu' Amr al-Shaybaru (d.206), 

QU!IUb (d.206), aI-Farra' (d.207), al-A~ma'i (d.213), Abi'I Zayd al-An~fui 

(d.215), Abu 'Ubayd al-Qasim b. Sallam (d.224), Ibn al-A'rabi (d.231), 'Amr 

b. Abi 'Amr al-Shaybfuli (d.231) and Shimr b. Hamdawayh al-Harawi (d.255). 
fI 

Ibn Qutaybah wrote a book similar to that of Abi 'Ubayd al-Qasim b. Sallam 

and completed what was missing in Abi 'Ubayd's book by introducing the Fiqh 

terms which were common at that time. However, they were not placed in a 

separate book. 

3)- Gharib al-Fiqh or the rare terms of Language of al-Fiqh. Unlike the 

previous two fields, the language of al-Fiqh did not receive great attention from 

scholars and researchers. This might be attributed to three possible factors: 

i- Amongst the other fields, Fiqh came last in the order of importance. 

ii- Fiqh was mainly based on Quran and Sunnah. Moreover, the linguistic 

studies of Fiqh benefited from those studies oil Quran and Sunnah. 

111- Fiqh was not utilized to support linguistic argumentation as was the case 

with the Quran, poetry, prose and Sunnah. The use of Sunnah, however, was a 

matter of disagreement amongst linguists. In spite of all these factors, many 

studies of the language of al-Fiqh appeared throughout the past ages, due to the 
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continuous need for this type of science and the development of the linguistic 

denotation of some words. That is to say, some words acquired meanings that 

were not known before. The four schools of Fiqh (Hanafi, Malik!, Shafi'i and 
Ii 

l!anbali) played a major role in the rise and flourishment of this field. 

Examples of the production of some eminent scholars of these schools are as 

follows: 

Hanafi School .. 

1. Bayiin Kaslif al-AlJiiz, by Abu al-Mahamid Badr aI-Din Malllm1d b. Zayd 
6 • 

al-Lamislli (n.d.). The book explains 128 tenns arranged according to Hanafi 
• 

Fiqh headings. 

These tenns were commonly used by Jurists. The book was published in the 

first issue of Majallat al-Bahth al- 'Ilmf at 'Urn al-Qura University, Makkah 
~ 

1978. The editor was Muhammad Mustafa Shalabi 
• • 

2. [ilbatu al-falaba", by Najmu aI-Din b. I}afs al-Nasafi (d.537). The book 

contains the tenns used by ~anafi jurists arranged according to I}anafi Fiqh 

headings. The book was written in response to the difficulties expressed by 

many junior Hanafi scholars, concerning some controversial tenns in Fiqh . 
• 

The book which contains about 350 pages was published in Beirut by Dar al-

Qalam, 1986. 
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3. Al-Mu1!lzrib.ff Tartib al-Mu'rib, by Abu al-Fath Nasir b.'Abd al-Sayyid al-- - ..... ...... 

Mu!arrizi (d. 616). In this linguistical and jurisprudential dictionary, al-

Mu!arrizi explains the uncommon words, ~j-, which occasionally occur in 

Hanafi jurisprudence books. In addition to explaining some uncommon 
• 

linguistic phenomena, the author speaks about some scholars and places. This 

book is considered to be one of the most authoritative books for Hanafis. The 
• 

entries were alphabetically ordered. The initial letters of words were 

considered in chapters '...,.,Iy.i' ~ therefore, the book contains one chapter for each 

letter. In each chapter, the other letters of words were given separate 

sections, 'J~'. For instance, '~4~1' is found tmder the section for Harnzah 

and Bff'. Al-Mutarrizi refers to the works of other philologists, making use of 
• 

their views and arguments. For example, he quotes al-Azhari in the entry for 

)~, al-Shati'i in the entry for 'pI 0\5'/ and some other philologists. The book 

contains a large number of entries and consists of approximately 500 pages. 

4. Ants al-Fuqa/ta' fi Ta'rfliit al-AlfiiZ al-Mutadiiwalalt Bayn al-
• 

Fuqaltii', by Qasim al-Qtmawi (d. 978). The book is classified according to 

the Fiqh classification method. The subjects are arranged according to Hanafi 
• 

methodology. Thus, Matrimony (LS:.JI was introduced after Worship .;JI~L,AJI, 

unlike the practice of the Shafi'1' sand Ijanbali' s who introduce Dealings .;J~W.I 
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tenninology after that of Worship. Maliki's, however, usually introduce Jihad 

tenninology after that of Worship. AI-Qunawi begins with a linguistic 

definition of each tenu providing quotations from the Quran and Sunnah and 

then provides the religious meaning. However at times he reverses this order. 

In each chapter, he starts with a definition of the title and goes on to define all 

the relevant tenus. The author gives references concem.ing most of the matters 

he covers. One of these references was al-Sihoo. In the case of some of the 
• • • 

controversial terms, the author quotes the op1ll1ons of the four Fiqh schools 

without showing favor to any of them. This book was edited by Ahmad b . 
• 

'Abd al-Razzaq al-Kubaysi and published in Jeddah by Dar AI-Warn' 

containing approximatly 350 pages. 

5. A l-Klllliyiit, by Abu al-Baqa' Ayyftb b. Musa al-Husayni al-Quraymi al-
• 

Hanafi (d. 1094/--,>. The entries in this book are alphabetically ordered (in 
• 

the same way as in al-Mughribfi Tartib al-Mu 'rib) however the user does not 

need to search for the words under the entries for the roots. Therefore, looking 

for ~i, the user pays attention only to the first and second letters and does not 

need to look at it under ~, which is its root. 

The author often provides quotations from the Quran, Slmnah, poetry, exegesis 

books and various dictionaries. This book was edited by 'Adnan Darwish and 

Muhammad al-Misri consisting of approximately 1150 pages. 
• • 
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Maliki' School 

1. Sharh Gharib AlJiiz al-Mudawwanah, by al-Jibbi (n.d.) The author 
• 

arranged the entries according to the Fiqh classification method to make it 

user-friendly. Under the chapter of s.~J (ablution) the author pointed out that 

he explained certain terms, which he felt were controversial and in need of 

further clarification in al-Mudawwanah. To a large extent, al-Jibbi's 

methodology is similar to that of al-Nawawl. The book was edited and 

published in 1982, by Muhammad Mahffiz in (Beirut, n.d.) by Dar Al-Gharb 
• • • 

al-'Islfulli, containing approximately 141 pages. 

2. GllUrar al-Maqiilahfi Gharib al-Risiilah, by Abfl Abdullah Muhammad b . 
• 

MansUr b. Hamamah al-Mighrawl. The author explains the uncommon tenns 
• • 

and the terms included in al-Risa1ah by b. Abi Zayd al-Qayrawani. The entries 

were arranged according to the Ma:liki Fiqh classification method. The book 

was edited by al-Hadi Hamu' and Muhammad Abfl al-'Ajran. It was published 
• 

in Beinlt 1984 by Dar al-Gharb al-Islami. 

3. Sharh Hudlld Ibn 'Arajah, known as al-Hidiiyah al-Kiifiyah al-Shiifiyah 
• • 

Libayiin Ifaqii'iq al-'Imiim Ibn 'Arajah al-Wiifiyah, by Abu Abdullah 

Muhammad ai-Ansari al-Rassa (d. 894/_). The entries are arranged 
• • 

according to the Maliki Fiqh classification method but the chapter of #.1 

precedes that of 01S"" )1. The book which consists of two volumes contains 700 
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pages. This was edited by Muhammad Abu al-'Ajffin and aI-Tahir al-Ma'muri 
• 

and was published in Beirut 1988 by Dar al-Gharb al-IsHhni. 

Shafi'l School 

1. AI-Ziillir fi GIlarib Alfiiz al- SIliiji'i, by Abu MansUr Muhammad b. Ahmad 
• ••• 

al-Azhari (d. 370). This book is considered to be the most authoritative book in 

Shafi'i Fiqh tenninology, since most of the works which followed benefited 

from it. The entries in this book were arranged according to the Shafi'i fiqh 

classification method. It contained an explanation of the fiqh terminology in 

Mukhta~ar al-Muzanl. Al-Azhari usually highlights most of the linguistic and 

jurispnldential views about the tenns. The book was edited bv Muhammad 
~ . 

Jabr al-'Ilfi and published in Kuwait by al-Ma!ba'ah al-'Asriyyah in 1979. 

2. Ffilyatu al-Fuqallii', by Alpnad b. Faris al-Razi (d. 395). This book 

explains the uncommon words mentioned in Mukhtasar al-Muzani. The • 

entries are arranged according to the Shafi'i Fiqh classification method. The 

edited book was published in Beinlt by al-Sharikah al-Muttahidah in 1983. 

3. AI-Nazm al-Musta'tllab fi Ta/sfr GIlarib Alfiiz al-Mulladlldllab, by Battal 
• • 

b. Alnnad b. Sulayman al-Rukabi (d. 633). This book explains the unconnnon 
• 

words mentioned in al-Muhadhdhab by aI-Shirazi according to the Shafi'i Fiqh 

classification method. The author believed that al-Muhadhdhab needed further 

illustration because a large number of scholars were referring to it and 
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particularly many terms were in need of further clarification from sources like 

the Quran, Sunnah and other linguistic books and dictionaries. The book was 

edited by Mustara 'Abd aI-Hafiz Salim in 1988. 
• • • 

4. Talldllib al-Asmii' wa al-Luglliit, by al-Nawawi (d. 676). This book was 

published in two volumes. The volumes deal with linguistic issues, uncommon 

words, names of people, places and books. At the end of each chapter, the 

author introduces the place names whose initials belong to the letter covered in 

this chapter. As stated in the introduction, al-Nawawi quotes, in most of the 

terms discussed from a large number of relevant sources. 

5.AI-Misbiilt al-Mullir fi Gltarib al-S/wrlt al-Kabir, by Ahmad b. Muhammad . I·· 
b. 'Ali al-Fayyliml (d. 770). The author explains the uncommon words 

mentioned in al-Sharh al-Kabir by al-Rafi'i. The entries are alphabetically . 
ordered. This book is considered to be an important book because it is related 

more to the Arabic lexicography than to Fiqh books. This is true in the case of 

the materials covered and in the case of its methodology. In order to support 

his argument, al-Fayfiml refers to the works of other scholars such as Ibn 

Durayd, al-Azhari, al-Zamakhshari and others, quoting from Quran and Sunnah 

(see pp. 518-19). This book contains approximately 1000 pages and was 

published in (Beinlt, _/1980 ). 
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Hanbali School .. 
1. AI-Multi' 'Alii Abwiib al-Muqni', by Abu 'Abdullah Shams aI-Din .. 

Muhammad b. Abi al-Fath al-Ba'll (d. 709). The author explains the • • 

uncommon words, terms and linguistic issues in al-Mughni, by Ibn Qudamah. 

This book contains many interesting and useful points which are supported by 

references from the Quran, poetry and views of great scholars like al-Zajjaj, 

ai-Farra', al-Jawhari and others. Usually, the author mentions the linguistic 

meaning of the term and then gives the religious meaning. He then goes on to 

discuss the different points of view concerning the controversial terms. 

The entries are ordered according to the Hanball Fiqh classification method . 
• 

The author does not delay the explanation of a certain entry unless it is related 

to another chapter. The book begins with the introduction, then moves onto 

Purification, Worship, Prayer, Funerals, etc. The book was edited by 

Muhammad Bashir al-'Idlibi and was published in Beirut by al-Maktab al-.. 

Islam!, containing 500 pages. 

2. AI-Durr al-Naqi fi S/wrll Alfiiz al-KIliraqi, by Abu al-Mahasin yusufb. . . .. 

Hasan b. 'Abd al-Hadi (known as Ibn al-Mabarad), (d. 909). The author 
• 

explains many of the uncommon words in al-Khiraqi's book; he also explained 

some of the terms discussed in this book. The entries were classified 

according to Hanball Fiqh classification method. This book is very similar to .. 
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that of al-N awawi' s in the sense that it provides the linguistic meaning first, 

followed by the religious meaning. It also gives attention to linguistic issues 

such as derivation. In addition, it refers to the Quran, dictionaries and 

jurisprudencial references. The book was edited by Radwan b. Mukhtar b. 

Gharbiyyah and published by Dar al-Mujtama' Lil Nashr wa al-Tawzi'. The 

books mentioned above are the main sources in the field of the Language of al

Fiqh. 
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The Political Situation during al-Nawawi's era 

Al-Nawawl lived in an era where many changes and major events took place 

at both international and local level, in Sham' Syria' . 

The Mongols and Tatars emerged then as great powers in the heart of Asia 

and started expanding in various directions in Asia in the year (616/1219). 

The Tatars, led by their king Gengis Khan, crossed the Jay~un (!J y"-?) River and 

at the same time a savage war was taking place between the Tatars and the 

Muslims of Khawarizm Shah, (0\.:0 r)}~) later invaded by the Tatars.(l) They 

then invaded Bukhara (.s)~), Samarqand (..L:ir') and Azerbaijan (!J~)~() .In the 

following year, the Tatars expanded from the most remote part of China to 

Iraq and its suburbs and reached Arbil c1ui) . They occupied in that year all the .... -- - _.... -

provinces up to Iraq, the Arabian Peninsula, Syria and Egypt. They defeated 

all the factions in the regions of Khawarizm (r))'f"). (2) Ibn Kathlr said: "In 

general, if they invaded a country, they would kill all the fighters, men, many 

women and children. They would also loot everything in that country they 

needed and would bum everything they did not need ... All the areas which 

they did not reach became fearful for their own safety and remained anxious, 

in expectation of their arrival. Despite this, they worshipped the sun at 

sunrise. "(3) 
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The Tatars continued their advance until they invaded Baghdad, the capital 

of the 'Abbasi Caliphate, (4) and killed most of its inhabitants and brought 

about the end of the 'Abbasi Caliphate in 65611258. (5) 

The AvvUbis came after that, i.e. at the end of the 6th/12th century. They 
.... - ... .... 

remained until the end of the first half of the 7th century (648/1250). (6) 

The Ayyi'tbi Kingdom came to power in Egypt following the end of the 

Fatiml state which ruled in Egypt for more than two centuries. Salah aI-Dill aI-.. . 
Ayyllbi (532-58911137-1193) was considered to be the founder of the Ayyilbi 

Kingdom whose headquarters were in Egypt. Their rule expanded and covered 

Syria, Yemen and the Hijaz after a long conflict between Salah aI-Dill and the . .. . 
cnlsaders in Palestine and some cities in Syria. 

One could say that the Ayyilbi Kingdom which lasted less than a century, 

went through a period of power and expansion and then decline. 

The period of power came about when Salah aI-Din himself, took over the 
• 

Caliphate in Egypt (56411169) (7). He was then able to end the Fatimi rule and • 

the Fatimi Shi'at Islamic Jurisprudence (8). He removed the Fatimi judges and 

replaced them by Shaft'i judges and scholars, as Salah aI-Din himself was a 
• • 

SUUlli Shaft'i. 

It seems that the period of power was due to several factors: 
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The strong personality of Salah aI-Din and the strength of his faith in what he 
• • 

had to do. He wanted to place Egypt once again tIDder the rule of the 'AbbaSI 

Caliphate after it had seceded during the Fatinrl nde. Carl Brockelmann said: 
• 

"With tIDshakable energy and lIDusual diplomatic talent, Salah aI-Din 
• • 

succeeded in clambering out of this still rather critical situation into such a 

powerful position as had not for a long time been granted any prince of 

Islatn. "(9). 

Salah aI-Din relied on the army to a large extent. He gave it priority over other 
• • 

issues in state matters and later took over the commatld of the army himself. 

Salah aI-Din did not occupy himself with the luxuries of palace life. Salah al-
• • • • 

Din won the hearts of matlY people because of his frugal way of living. He 

also relied on his brothers and relatives who supported him. One could say 

that most of the expansion achieved by the A yyfibi Kingdom took place during 

the leadership of ~ala~ aI-Din which lasted for a quarter of a century. 

The second phase was that where ~al~ aI-Din divided the territory between 

his sons; Egypt was allocated to al-'Aziz 'Imad aI-Din. Syria was composed 

of provinces divided between many of his sons, for instatlCe Damascus was 

allocated to his son Nur ai-Din ' Ali. Busra and its districts, which is al-. -

Nawawl's province, was given to al-Dhafir b. Nasir. Yemen was allocated to 
~ . 

Sayf al-'Islam. (10) 
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The characteristics of this phase were disturbances and differences in most 

provmces and aI-Malik al-' .A.dil tried to carry out reform so as to reunite the 

kingdom. 

The third phase was that where the Ayylibi kingdom started weakening and 

declining after the fierce conflict between the Sultans. Soldiers began rebelling 
• • 

against the Sultans and even killing them as was the case of Tawran Shah 
• • • 

who was killed by his own soldiers. 

The Ayylibi Kingdom ended from the ruling point of view with aI-Malik al-

Salih (646/1248). (11) . . 

This period was characterized by the fact that the sons of Sultans took power 
• • 

regardless of their qualifications, competence or age,and despite their inability 

to manage affairs. Undoubtedly, if the reins of power fall into the hands of 

children, rarely do things head in the correct direction, and therefore the 

Ayylibi dynasty and its fate was sealed in (647/1249). Nevertheless, the 

Ayylibis left their fmgerprints in matters of Sunni belief in Egypt, Syria, Hijaz 
• 

and Yemen. They also encouraged the Shafi'i doctrine and Shafi'i 

jurispnldence. The Ayylibis gave their allegiance nominally to the' Abbasi 

Caliphate, although he had no real power behind him. (12) 

As far as the inheritance of power was concerned, it left a negative impact 

when decision-making was left to young people from the family itself. These 
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youngsters did not possess the qualities of rulers. This paved the way for the 

Mamluks at a time when the region was witnessing great changes. 

The Mamluks who emerged after the collapse of the Ayylibis (648-923/1250-

1517), were divided into two groups (13). The B¥ Mamluks, who are of our 

interest, ruled between (648-792/1250-1390) and al-Jarakisah Mamluks, who 

ruled between (792-923). With the end of al-Jarakisah Mamluks came the end 

of the Mamluki reign as a whole. 

The Bahri state was represented by two families only~ the family of al-Zarur 
• • 

Baybars al-Bunduqdari and the family of Mansur Qalawlin himself. The family 
• 

of Baybars ruled for over twenty years (658-678/1260-1279). Baybars himself 

ruled for eighteen years and then his son took over for two years. (14) 

The family of al MansUr Qalawlin lasted for a hundred and fourteen years with 
• 

the reigns of fifteen Sultans. Among these Sultans, four died natural deaths, • • 

seven were dethroned and the remaining five were killed. (15) 

The majority of these Sultans came to power when they were young. 
• • 

Therefore, they seemed like toys in the hands of senior Amirs or princes, who 

either dethroned them or killed them. An apparent reason for their long-lasting 

rule was the popularity of some of them who were loved by the people. Such 

Sultans were like Qalawlin, who ruled for twenty one years and his son al-

Nasir Muhammad, who ruled for forty three years, i.e. half the ruling period of 
• • 
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the whole family. They were amongst the four Sultans who died of natural 
• • 

causes. 

Al-Nawawi's region witnessed the collapse of the Ayyftbis and the advent of 

the Mamlfik's rule in Syria, Egypt and Hijaz. Christians were still present in 
• 

the regions of Palestine. It seems, however, that the major event was the 

Tatar's occupation of Baghdad and their advance in Syria. After fierce 

fighting, they invaded Damascus in (658/1260). 

The Mamlfiks in Egypt prepared themselves to fight the Tatars after they felt 

the Tatar danger. They prepared a military campaign under the command of 

Qutuz and faced the Tatars in 'Ayn Jillftt. The Qutuz army defeated the Tatars, 
~ . 

and with their defeat came the end of the Tatar nde in Syria. 

The victory of the Mamlftks over the Tatars allowed the area to enjoy a longer, 

more stable reign. It also raised the status of the Mamlftks and strengthened 

their authority. Qutuz and Baybars were among the most famous of their 

leaders (16). Baybars ruled between (658-676/1260-1277). This period 

represents the major part of the lifetime of al-Nawawl who died in the same 

year as al-~ilhir Baybars in 676/1277. (17) 
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THE STATE OF EDUCATION DURING AL-NA W A wi's ERA 

The Educational field enjoyed revival and progress during the lifetime of al-

Nawawi, despite the political changes and the major events in the region. The 

7th/13th Century, in which al-Nawawi lived was an era that witnessed an 

increase in the number of scholars and publications in the various fields of 

knowledge. Damascus had a multitude of various schools and the four schools 

of Jurispmdence~ The Hanafi, Mftlikl, Shftfi'i and Hanbali, had their own 
• • 

schools. Most of the latter were affiliated to the Shftfi'i school for the reason 

that after the advent of Ayyftbis, the Shftfi'i school became very active and 

expanded widely in Egypt, Iraq and Syria (~alft~ aI-Din al- Ayyftbi, himself 

was from the Shftfi'i school). Ibn Khaldftn said: "The Shftfi'i rite was at its 

best and had a large appeal. At that time, scholars such as Mu~yi aI-Din al-

Nawawi became famous under the aegis of the Ayytlbi state in Syria. Among 

the scholars who emerged at that time were: 'Izz aI-Din bin 'Abd al-Salftm, 

Ibn al-Ri:fah in Egypt, Taqiyy aI-Din bin Daqiq aI-'Id and Taqiyy aI-Din al-

Subki and others". (18) 

The Mamlftks devoted a lot of care to education, scholars and schools. An 

eminent figure during the Mamlftk period was al-Zfthir Baybars and some 
• 

schools were even named after him and were subsequently known as al-
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Zahiriyyah schools. These schools had libraries which were famous worldwide 

and still exist today. 

Ibn Kathir said: "He had a good impact and left behind places which were not 

built even at the time of the Caliphs and the kings of Bam Ayyfib. Al- lamr 
• 

also established the appointment of a judge from each one of the four main 

schools of Jurisprudence". (19) 

The following points reflect the progress of education: 

• The improvement of the Educational centres and the care devoted to them. 

• The increase in the number of scholars in various educational fields. 

• Educational production and the increase of recognized publications. 

Educational centres were represented by mosques, schools, al Dfu (home 

schools), churches and al-Adyirah, convents. The Caliphs devoted a great 

amount of effort to the constnlction, the reconstruction and the refurbishment 

of mosques. Ibn Katmr said: "Al-?ahir built many mosques and reconstructed 

the building of the Prophet's Mosque." (20) 

Mosques had great importance and were a symbol of Islam. These were 

institutions for the leanling and teaching of the Quran and understanding of its 

verses and concepts. They were also institutions for the teaching of the 

Prophet's Tradition, Islamic jurisprudence and the Arabic language. The 

rationale behind this is that the principals of Islam encouraged the above. 
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However, this does not mean that one can only study the above in the mosque, - - ~ 

but anything that adds to the knowledge of the leanlers (provided that the 

preservation of the mosque is maintained). 

With regards to the teaching body, the columns of mosques served as back 

rests for the emergence of scholars around which gathered students who 

benefited from their teaching (21). The Umaw]' Mosque in Damascus was one 

of the largest and most famous mosques. 

All the four main Jurisprudence rites, the Malik!, Hanafi, Shafi ']' and Hanbali, 
• • 

had teaching groups inside the mosque where the scholars from various rites 

were teaching different subjects. Students used to write what they heard 

scholars say. At times, everything was written then read aloud, simply to 

check and if necessary correct that what they had written was what they heard. 

Auditors were at liberty to question or argue with the teacher, and it was in 

fact, very largely by their success in such arguments that yOlmg teachers 

became more well known and made their reputation (22). This is a method 

similar to the one used by the predecessors (al- Mutaqadimin). 

Schools developed and their numbers increased in al-Nawawi's era. Schools 

were named after the caliph, the sultan or the ruler and would thus receive a 

great deal of care and attention. Schools were administered according to 

systems specific to each of them. The highest official in the school was called 
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the Shaykh and only those who were great at the time and awarded scholars 

certificates with distinction would reach this status. Some schools which 

specialized in the teaching of a particular subject such as Hadfth for instance, 
• 

would be called 'The Hadfth House'. Al-Ashrafiyyah Haduh House was a 
• • 

school where al-Nawawl was put in charge. 

Unlike mosques, schools had various subjects, specialized courses and a 

greater number of teachers and students. Schools were distinguished by the 

availability of accommodation facilities for a number of students and scholars. 

In addition to this, many wealthy people gave hospices as religious 

endowments for poor students so as to facilitate their studies. In the villages, 

the mosque itself served when required as a school. These schools were often 

situated at the upper story of the public fountain attached to the mosque. These 

buildings which existed for this specific purpose, were due to the munificence 

of the rich, who founded them and assigned endownments for their upkeep, in 

some cases sufficient to feed and clothe a number of poor scholars. (23) 

Most schools specialized in the teaching of a particular Jurisprudence,such as 

Hanafi or Shafi'l subject, and would later be known as the Hanafi or the 
• • 

Shafi'l school. There were more than twenty Hanafi schools in Damascus, 
• 

including al-'Aziziyyah, al-Rukniyyah, al-Muqaddamiyyah and other schools. 

(24) 
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There were more than thirty-four Shafi'i schools in Damascus of which were 

al-Am1niyyah, al-Mujahidiyyah, al-Rawahiyyah school (where al-Nawawi 

lived), al-Shamiyyah al-Juwwaruyyah school, al-Fathiyyah, al-Salihiyyah, al-
• 

Ashrafiyyah and other schools. 

Outside Damascus, only six Shafi'i schools existed. Among these were: al-

Shamiyyah al-Baraniyyah School, al-Atabikiyyah and al-Ahmadiyyah schools . 
• 

(25) 

There were four Hanball' schools inside Damascus and six outside it. Among 
• 

these were: al-Sharifah I}anbal School, al-Mismariyyah School, al-Jawziyyah, 

al-~adriyyah Schools (26) and al-~a1pbah, al-Diya'iyyah al-Mu~ammadiyyah, 

al- 'Umariyyah al- Shaykhiyyah and other schools respectively. (27) 

There were fewer Maliki schools, because of the small number of followers of 

the Maliki religious rite in Syria and the few Maliki scholars. hI contrast, the 

Malik! religious rite is the predominant one if not the only one in the Islamic 

west (North Africa). 

The reason for this is that the link between the Maghrebans (the Islamic west) 

and the Islamic east was mostly through major pilgrimage and minor 

pilgrimage as they used to meet Imam Malik when they came to the Ijijaz. On 

many occasions they used to meet Imam Malik's students in Medina. These 
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pilgrims used to learn his teachings and return afterwards to their countries, 

where generally they would not meet scholars from the other religious rites. 

In Syria, ~ul!ans such as the Ayylibis' and others encouraged the Shafi'i and 

other religious rites more than the Maliki rite. Sultans such as Salah aI-Din al 
• • •• 

Ayylibi adopted the Shafi'i rite. 

This is not to say, however, that Maliki schools disappeared altogethor, as 

there were some schools such as: al-Salahiyyah and al-Sharabishiyyah schools . 
• 

There were some specialized educational schools for the teaching of medicine 

and other subjects in and around Damascus. Among these were: al-

Dukhwariyyah, al-Labbudiyyah al-Najrniyyah school. These also contained 

halls (Dur) for the accommodation of students. 

The educational revival was not confined to Islamic areas but also to a 

number of churches and convents 'adyirah' in which people practiced their 

worship and their religious education. 

Many churches existed in Damascus of which were: al-Ya'qubiyun (Jacobite) 

Church, Miryam (Mary's) Church, the Jewish synagoge, Paul's Church, al-

QalanisiYi'm Church and St John's Church. 

There were also a number of monasteries in and around Damascus such as: 

al- Salibah, Butrus monasteries, Our Father's monastery and others . 
• 
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Numerous scholars emerged in al-Nawawi's era and cannot be all listed here. 

Abu 'Amr b. aI-Salah emerged as a prominent figure as far as the religious 
• • 

sciences and particularly Hadith are concenled . 
• 

Ibn Khaldun said: .... 

"Among the most eminent scholars was al-Rafi'i a leading Shari jurisprudent 

in Qazwin and al-Nawawi who was the most famous Shafi'ijurisprudent and 

Imam in Syria". (28) 

Among the non-Shafi'i figures was Ibn al-Mu'allim Isma'll b. 'Abd aI-Karim, 

the most eminent Hanaf'i scholar of his time, 'Abd aI-Karim al-Harastam the 
• • 

orator of Damascus, and al-Firkah, (the teacher of al-Nawawi). The most 
• 

eminent scholars as far as the Arabic language sciences are concerned were: 

Ibn Malik al-Andalusi author of the' Alfiyyah' and Ibn al-Qiftl. . 
Among the historians who emerged were Ibn al-Nadim, Ibn Khallikan and 

Yaqut al-Hamawl . . 
All of the mentioned scholars had prduced great publications and 

encyclopedias. The multitude of publications in the various fields of 

knowledge were amongst the most important characteristics of that era. 

However, one should not forget that those who laid down the foundations and 

the rules of the Islamic and linguistic sciences were in fact the predecessors. 

The sciences include: the explanation of the Qurau, Islamic jurisprudence, the 
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Hadith and its sciences and the Arabic language and its sciences too. This 

does not mean that the scholars of this century only carried out research, 

checked works, corrected them and made individual efforts and judgments. 

There is documented evidence of their work which was crowned by compiling, 

scrutinizing, editing and revising the subjects which were scattered in the 

books of their predecessors. 

Among those who reached the degree of making an independent judgment on 

juridical questions were scholars such as al-Rafi'l, al-Nawawi, Ibn Taymiyyah 

and others. 
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The Life of al-Nawawi , His Milieu and Compositions 

1.1 The Life of al-Nawawi. 

He is Yahya b. Sharafb. Murri b. Hasan b. Husayn b. Muhammad b. Jum'ah . .... 
b. Ijizam. His kunyah (agnomen) was Abu Zakariyya and his nisbah 

connection by which he became well known was al-Nawawi. This nisbah 

could be said in two other forms~ al-Nawawi and al-Nawa'i. (1) 

Al-Nawawi was from the province of Hawran, which lies between Damascus 
• 

and Amman, and extends from the Badiyatu aI-Sham in the east to the River 

Jordan in the west. (2) 

There have been many eminent scholars from this area, such as Ibn Kathir and 

Ibn al-Qayyim, to name but a few. 

Al-Nawawi was born in the village ofNawa (3) in the mid days ofMuharram, 
• 

in the year 631/1233 (4). His development and growth into manhood was 

cultivated by his father, which naturally reflected his religious and agrarian 

perception of life. Al-Nawawi was such a renewed Islamic scholar, that as a 

result he became as famous and as well known in Islamic Jurisprudence. 
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Abu Hafs Ibn al-Wardl praises Nawa by saying: 
• 

..sri' ~f :r 4)) ..sj 41ft'" ~j' 

May you receive all the good 0' Naw~ 

and may you be preserved from the pain of parting . 

..sj \.0 ~i ~'..j t I$. ~ \..!..j J.ili 

A certain abstinent person has grown up in your precincts 

in his knowledge was true to his intention . 

..s .p' .P- y"';-' J..:d ~O'~.P-J 

And his superiority over his enemies 

was such as the superiority of grain over the date stone. (5) 

During his childhood, he worked in his father's shop and avoided playing with 

other children. By the age of ten he was attending Qurrulic classes. He 

remained in Nawa until he had memorized the Quran by heart, which was just 

before he reached the age of puberty. Ibn al-'A!!ar said: "The Shaykh said: "In 

the year 649A.H, when I was nineteen-years old, my father took me to 

Damascus, to attend the Rawatuyyah School. For the following two years I 

hardly laid-down. My only intake was that which the school provided, nothing 

else."(6) 
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It was very difficult for al-Nawawi to find his objective and to finish his 

education in a village which had no schools, materials, educational resources 

and no facilities. It was also deprived of scholars, despite his high intelligence 

and his high profile. As a result, he traveled to Damascus, the epi-centre of 

Islamic education in his time. Consequently, this was reason enough for his 

father to leave al-Nawawi there. (7) 

Their first destination in Damascus was the Great Mosque, named The 

'Umawl Mosque, built in the year 86/705 (8). Al-Nawawi spent most of his 

life in Damascus, studying, teaching, compiling and giving fatawa (religious 

opinions). Towards the end of his life he returned to Nawa, then visited 

Jerusalem and Hebron, he then returned to N awa where ilhless overtook him 

resulting in his death at the early age offorty-five (d. 676). Despite this, his 

time on earth had been fruitful; his works and his knowledge surpassed that of 

his contemporaries. His great patience, durability, love of knowledge and 

research are some of the reasons why he was far ahead of the others of his day 

and age. Also, tendencies created by his personality, frugality and lack of 

ceremony molded him into a great scholar. He did not indulge in the usual 

excesses of mind, spirit, body and purse. Al-Nawawl abstained from eating the 

Damascus fruits because their source was suspicious and out of a Godly fear 

that their purpose was for charity, endowment. Therefore, he avoided them, in 
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case they were put there 'in trust' as taking them would be a betrayal of that 

'trust' (9). He used to partake of the food sent by his parents, which was 

humble fare. He went on a pilgrimage with his father and upon his retunl 

immersed himself in his studies as if scooping from a deep well. 

There is not much recorded about al-Nawawl's antecedents as they were an 

ordinary family which did not have any sort of reputation that would give rise 

to public comment, except that al-Nawawi's father was known as a righteous 

and abstinent person and to earn his living, he worked as a shopkeeper. (10) 

1.2 His Pursuance of Knowledge 

As soon as al-Nawawi reached his destination in Damascus, his main priority 

was to search for leanled scholars who would facilitate his search and his 

thirst for knowledge. 

The first of the deep-rooted scholars that he met was the preacher (Imam) of 

the Umawi Mosque, Jamal aI-Dill 'Abdul Kafi al-Rab'i (11). As soon as they 

got together, he conveyed his eagerness to study and absorbed as much 

knowledge as he could. The Shaykh conducted him to the circle of the Mufti 

aI-Sham, 'Abd aI-Rahman Ibn Ibrahim al-Firkah (12). He took from him many • • 
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lessons and remained with him for some time, then al-Firkah introduced him to . , 

Shaykh Is~aq al-Maghribi, who used to teach in the RawaIpyya School. (13) 

Al-Dhahabi said "He was quoted as an example for his deep immersion in 

the pursuance of knowledge, by day and by night, and for his desertion of 

sleep, except at odd moments when sleep overwhelmed him. He confined his 

daily hours to pursuing knowledge by attending the circles of knowledge, or in 

writing his scholarly observations, or researching his books, or visiting his 

Shaykhs. "( 14 ) 

Ibn al-' Attar said "The Shaykh said: "I used to take twelve lessons a day 
•• 

from the shaykhs, explanatory, revisory and editing. Two lessons concerned 

the book entitled al-Wasft and a lesson in al-Muhadhdhab. I also took lessons 

from the book AI-Jam' Bayn al-~a~f~ayn. The next lesson involved a study 

from Sahfh Muslim and a lesson in al-Luma' by Ibn Jinnl, a lesson in Isliih al-. . . - . . . 
A1antiq, by Ibn al-Sikkit and a lesson on the subject of Derivations by Atunad 

b. Salim al-Misn (d. 664). I also pursued lessons in 'UsUl al-Fiqh (The Roots 
• • 

of Islamic Jurisprudence) and Asma' al-Rijal, (Biography). The last lesson of 

the day's studies was 'UsUl aI-Din, (Sources of Islamic Religion)." (15) Al-- .. . -. -

N awawl had a strong memory, which helped him to absorb what he read and 

learnt. He quotes of his ability to absorb: "I memorised al-Tanbili in four and a 
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half months and memorized a quarter of al-Muhadhdhab in the remaining 

months of the same year."(16) 

In another quotation, he says: "I used to comment on everything which 

appertained to the subject, including complicated explanatory texts, explaining 

expressions and correcting words from a linguistic angle. Allah made my 

work and my hours fruitful and helped me to fulfill my objectives." 

Al-Nawawl did not work at subjects appertaining to Astrology (al-Falak), 

Medicine (al-1ibb), Engineering (al-Handasah) or Philosophy (al-Falsafa). 

Many scholars had been adversely affected by the study of these latter 

subjects, even in a marginal way. He, himself, refused to study these extra

curricular subjects because as he said: "I thought of studying medicine, so I 

purchased al-Qanfm by Ibn Sma (The laws of Medicine) and decided to study 

it. My heart became dark and for days I became unable to work at anything. I 

pondered my plight and wondered from whence came this gloomy intrusion of 

dark incompetence. Then Allah inspired me to recall that I had ventured into 

the world of medicine. So I immediately sold the book in question and threw 

out everything I possessed relating to medicine. Then my heart became 

illuminated again, and my disposition returned to normal and I returned to my 

earlier engagements." (17) 
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It is no exag~eration to say that al-Nawawl had literally dedicated himself and 

his energies to knowledge; in research, authorship and editing with the 

accompanying frugality of livelihood and life-style. With regard to his short 

life-span and the fruits of his knowledge, al-Nawawi is portrayed in the vast 

number of indispensable volumes, all of which contributed immensely to 

Islamic Literature and to the stature of al-Nawawl himself. It is worth 

mentioning that al-Nawawi never did get married and we have no evidence 

why this was so, either from himself or from his contemporaries~ but it could 

be said that his whole-hearted absorption with knowledge could have filled his 

being, to the exclusion of marriage and all matters unconnected with 

knowledge. 

Despite this apparent lack of the Islamic tradition, on his part, he was aware 

that marriage was an intrinsic part of the regular 'Sunnah'. 

1.3 His Shaykhs (Teachers) 

Al-Nawawl received his knowledge from several scholars who were teachers 

in various fields and he obtained his knowledge from specialists in their 

particular fields. 
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His Sbaykbs in Jurisprudence (Fiqh) were: 

Abu al-Fat~ 'Umar Ibn Bundar al-Taflisi (d 672) (18). He studied lU1der this 

shaykh from a book named al-Muntakhab, by Muhammad b. 'Umar b. al-
.... ~.... . 

Hasan al-Razi (d. 606) and studied under him a part of al-MustasI'Ci. His first 
• / • .'J

l 

teacher in Jurispnldence (Fiqh) was Abu Ibrahim Ishaq b. Ahmed b. 'Uthman 
• 

al-Maghribi (19). He also studied under many others, such as aI-Kamal Sallar 

Ibn aI-Hasan al-Irbili, Abu Muhammad Abd aI-Rahman b. NUh al-Maqdisi and . '. .. ~ 

Abu l!afs 'Umar b. As'ad b. Abi Ghalib al-Irbili. (20) 

A 

His Sbaykbs in Haditb: 
d 

Some Shaykhs amongst many under whom al-Nawawi studied were: 

I-Abu Ishaq Ibrahim b. 'Isa al-Muradi. He studied under him Sahih Muslim . .. ... 
explanatory. He also read under him the greater part of Sahih al-BukhCiri and 

• 

aI-Jam' Bayn al-Sahihayn by al-Humaydi. (21) 
• • 

2-Abu al-Baqa' Khalid b. Yusuf al-Nabuisi. He studied under him 

AsmCi' al-Rijal by aI-Hafiz' Abd aI-Ghani al-Maqdisi. He heard of the 

Hadith from Abu al-Faraq 'Abd aI-Rahman b. Abi 'Umar b. Qudamah al-
• • 

Maqdisi. (22) 

3-Isma'il b. Ibrahim b. Abi aI-Yusr al-Tanukhl. (23) 

4-Zayn aI-Din Abu al-'Abbas b. Abd al-Da'im al-Maqdisi. (24) 
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5-Abd al-' Aziz b. Ahmad b. Abd al-Muhsin aI-Ansari. (25) 
• • 

6-Al-Hafiz Abi al-Fadl aI-Bam. (26) . . . 

7-Abu al-Fadl 'Abd aI-Karim b. 'Abd al-Samad, the orator of Damascus. (27) 
• 

8-' Abd aI-Rahman b. Salim b. 'Isa al-Anbari. (28) 
• 

9-Ibrahim b. Abi al-Wasiu. (29) . . . 

1.4 His Students 

No doubt someone as rich in knowledge and a teacher as capable as al-

Nawawi, would have widespread acclaim and appeal for would-be students. 

People who acquired knowledge at first-hand from al-Nawawi were Fuqahii', 

Muhaddithim, HujJiiz and Lughawiyyun. 
• • 

Amongst them were: 

1- One of his most popular students was Ibn al-'Attar 'Ala' aI-Din 'Ali b . 
•• 

Ibrahim Abu aI-Hasan al-Dimishqi who had adhered to the teachings of al-
I 

Nawawl. He knew him better than most other students, having confined 

himself to al-Nawawi as a teacher who would suffice him. Al-'Attar revealed 
•• 

that he copied a large portion of al-Nawawi's work, as he said about himself: 

"I read in his presence quite a lot of his written works, correcting and 

perfecting them. He permitted me to correct the work he allotted me and 

showed me his approval". (30) 
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2- Ibn al-Naqib, Shams aI-Din Mu1;ammad Ibn Abi Bakr Ibn Ibrahim. (31) 

3- Al-Mizzi, aI-Hafiz Jamal Abu al-Hajjaj yusufb. 'Abd aI-Rahman, author of . ... . 
the book Tahdhfb aI-Kamal fi Asma ' al-Rijal. (32) 

4- Ibn Jama'ah, Qadi al-Qudat Abu 'Abdullah Badr aI-Dill Muhammad Ibn 
• • • 

Ibrahim. (33) 

5- Al-Zar'i, al-Qa~i1 Jamal aI-Dill Sulayman Ibn 'Umar Ibn Salim. (34) 

6- Abu al-Faraj 'Abd aI-Rahman Ibn Muhammad Ibn 'Abd ai-Hamid al-•• • 

Maqdisi.(35) 

7- Al-Khallal, al-Faqili al-Muqri Abu al-'Abbas Ahmad al-Dharir al-Wasiti 
• • 

(36) 

2.1 His Works 

Al-Nawawi was distinguished by his numerous compositions, in which he 

excelled. Although his life was short, it proved to be extremely fruitful and so 

without delay, as soon as he had mastered the subjects and became qualified, 

al-Nawawi hastened to gamer his knowledge and to cram it into books. These 

were later leather-bound volumes in order, so that future students would reap 

the benefits of his untiring efforts. Contrary to this, other authors refrained 

from writing until they had gathered a wealth of knowledge and researched the 

sources thoroughly, over a lengthy period of time. 
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Most of his works appeared in three fields of knowledge; Fiqh, Iiadith and 

Lughah. Rather than to list his works in great detail, 1 wish to mention those 

works which made him an outstanding author. 

Firstly in Fiqh: 

1- Minhiij al-Tiilibin. This book is a bridged from the book of al- Muharrar 
• • 

by al-Rafi'i with added observations and commentaries. It is constantly 

consulted by scholars and students alike. Ibn Malik said: "If 1 had the amount 

of life in front of me that 1 have behind me, 1 would have memorised it." (37) 

2- AI-Majmu' Sharh al-Muhadhdhab. Despite the fact that this particular work 
• 

was unfinished, al-Nawawi completed nine volumes and is still regarded by 

many scholars as one of the greatest books in Shafi'i School. (38) 

3- AI-Rffi1l dahIRawdatu al-Tiilibin. It is an abridged version of al-Sharh al-
• • • • 

Kabir by al-Rafi'i. It is considered one of the authoritative books in the Shafi'i 

School. This book represents four volumes of al-Nawawl's writings and an 

extensive work which has been published in twelve volumes. Rawdatu al-
• 

Tiilibin is one of the larger books in the School of Shafi'l. Al-SuyUti says: 
• • 

"This book represents four volumes of al-Nawawl's writing."(39) 
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Secondly in Haditb: 
• 

1- AI-Minhiij Sharh Sahih Muslim Ibn al-Hajjii}. This book was regarded as . . ,. . 
the finest explanatory version of Sahih Muslim, the third book where the holy 

• • • 
Quran is the first and Sahih al-Bukhiiri is the second. This is one of the main 

• •• 

reasons for al-Nawawi's unique high standing among the Muslims, in general. 

(40). 

2- Riyiid al-Siilihin min Kaliim Sayyid al-Mursalin, a book used by both the 
• • 

scholars and the general public. (41) 

3- AI-Taqrib.ft '11m al-ljadfth. (42) 

4- Mukhtasar al-Tirmidhz. (43) 
• 

5- Sharh Sahih al-Bukhiiri. He wrote only one volume of this work. (44) 
•••• 

6- Sharh Sunan AM Diivdid. This was an mrlinished piece of work. Al-Nawawi 
• 

named it al- 'ljtlz. (45) 

Thirdly, in Lugbah (Language): 

1-Tahdhfb al-Asmii' wa al-L ugh iit. TIns book consisted of two great volumes, 

where al-Nawawi commented, investigated and edited the names of people, 

places and languages. (46) 

2- Al-Tahrzr fi Sharh A(fiiz al-Tanbfh, the subject book of this thesis. (47) 
• •• 
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2.2 His Offices 

When al-Nawawi became accomplished, qualified and reached the standard of 

Shaykh, his reputation grew abroad. He was renowned for his strength of 

knowledge, his principles and he also occupied the position of Shaykh al-

Madrasah in several schools. He took over the supervision of 'al-'Iqbaliyyah' 

as deputy head in place of Ibn Khallikan Shams aI-Din. The school was well 

known with a sound reputation. It was a place where many of the scholars and 

pupils had gone to acquire the Shafi'i Fiqh - for which it catered. 

Al-Nawawi went on further to become the deputy head of both al-Falakiyyah 

and al-Rukniyyah Shafi'1' Schools. He pursued the task of Mashyakhah, which 

is the most renowned title in the vicinity of aI-Sham. 

The Dar al-Hadith had been built by aI-Ashraf Mflsa Ibn Muhammad al-'Adil, 
• • 

one of the Ayyfibi rulers in Syria. One of the criteria placed by the school 

which needed to be fulfilled by the mashyakhah was based upon the condition 

that the individual undertaking the post (~) should be more knowledgeable 

in relating the Hadlth rather than criticising the text. It was known in that time 
• 

that no individual was given this high stahlS ~JJ..I )I~ ~ ,except the most 

erudite scholars of his time, in particular in the field ofIjadith. Whoever was 

endowed by the title of C-!~I )I~ ~ had attained in that particual field of 
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knowledge, the most coveted title. Al-Nawawl remained in this post until he 

died. 

There has been no reference indicating that al-Nawawl had undertaken any 

political or post of judge on governmental appointment, except the undertaking 

of what is concerned with knowledge. (48) 

2.3 His relations with the Sultan Baybars 
• • 

Al-Nawawi's environment and his austere way of living, for example his food 

which he received by way ofNawa from his father and also his condescension 

and his insistence on everything being halal, showed him to be a cautious 
• 

individual. He was also very frugal in his lifestyle and did not compete with 

others in worldly pursuits. Al-Nawawl devoted his life to learning and achieved 

the best possible titles in the field of knowledge, these including Faqm, 

Muhaddith, Philologist and Editor of the Shafi'l School. 
• 

The above qualities formed essential elements in al-Nawawi's forceful 

personality, which enabled him to stand and direct others in righteousness and 

with confidence. So he took no account of those who might blame him and was 

not at all afraid of slander or death. 

The biographers of al-Nawawi's life comment on his relations with Sultan 
• • 

Baybars. This in addition to his forceful personality and his literary endeavors. 
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However, the incident in relation to the Sultan has had an impact in history, 
• • 

just as knowledge has effects and consequences which are sometimes long-

ranging in their effect. 

Al-Nawawl believed that the word of truth, especially to a despotic ruler 

should be addressed regardless of the consequences. Therefore, al-Nawawi's 

standing with regard to Sultan Baybars was that, since the he had asked the . . 
scholars for a fatwa in order to raise money for the defence of the country, al-

Nawawi's answer was a resounding 'No'. He wrote a letter to Baybars, telling 

him that he should spend the wealth from the coffers which existed and from 

the palaces before imposing a duty on the people, because it was he who was 

responsible to the Almighty for his deeds. When Baybars received the letter, he 

was angry and sent a vengeful reply, threatening al-Nawawl and his followers 

with all kinds of reprisals. Al-Nawawl wrote a further letter in reply, outlining 

the requirements of religion with regard to this matter. He requested the Sultan . . 
to adhere to the tenets of religion and explained his position of 'non-

compromise'. Al-Nawawi's position was supported by the requirements of 

Shari'ah. As far as the Sultan's threat was concerned, al-Nawawl chose to . . 
ignore it saying that no threat could harm him. 

Al-Nawawl wrote to the Sultan a number of other letters on different subjects 
• • 

concenring the nation, which elevated the stance taken by al-Nawawl over the 
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political aspect, despite the fact that al-Nawawl had no political aspirations. 

(49) 

2.4 His Travellings 

It was common amongst scholars that in order to acquire knowledge it was 

important to travel. Travelling occurred at two levels~ firstly, travel involved 

journeying to institutions of excellence within one's own country at the nearest 

largest city. Secondly, scholars would extend their journeys to institutions in 

other countries, e.g. from Baghdad to Damascus and Makkah or Madina. 

As for al-Nawawl, there is no information suggesting he undertook any of the 

second type, except on two occasions, where he performed the Hajj with his . . 

father and spent one month and a half in Madina, Rajab 651H (50). There is no 

evidence suggesting he received any form of tuition. The only other long 

distance journey undertaken by al-Nawawl was two months before his death. 

On this occasion, he travelled from Damascus to his village, then on to 

Jenlsalem, achieving a life long ambition and from Jerusalem to Hebron (Al-

Khalll) (51). Again, there is no infonnation to suggest he acquired any further 

knowledge from scholars present in both cities. After visiting both cities al-

N awawl returned to his home village where he died. 
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3.1 
A LAMENT 

Al-Nawawl gained the respect of many of his scholars, colleagues and students. 

This was highlighted after his death through the writings' of various laments 

by scholars and literatures. 

I have selected one of these poems for its snnple, rhythmic verses and for the 

beauty of its meaning. The poem, written by al-Irbili Abu 'Abdullah Muhammad 
<10 

b. Ahmad al-Hanafi is given below. 
• • 

(The poem is ofBahr aI-BasH). 

J.o~1 !J ~ ~ .:.J Y.4 yb:-J Jli:"1 ~~~1 ~ J ~1.;-l1 'fo 

Lamentation has become great, and [news of] the 
dreadful event has become general, and hope that you 

might enjoy a long life has been thwarted by death. 

~~IJ )~~1 ll~ lA~l...I J 
, 

~ ~~l \::.,£ \.A..I.A! ~ ,r"'''J 

And the mornings and evenings have become 
desolate, after your having been a companion of 

theirs and their having been grieved by your loss. 

~IJ Jy1l1 AJ ..!.L:A I~J.......o 
, 

A.! ~ ~ I)j .;r....LlI 'Z::....5 Jj 

You were a light to religion by which it was illuminated~ 
you provided assistance in which there were both 

words and deeds. 
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~ o)fo Js- ~.,M! "i 
l' J.' J 

\~i»l¥\£ #~J 

You would recite the Book of Allah, taking counsel 
from it, and never tiring of it through repetition. 

~ JJ.rJIJ ~4 ui 
, J 

I~ ) \:::OJ I ~ ~ -::...£ J 

You laboured in the Sunnah of the Chosen One, occupied 
auspiciously and successfully. 

j-Jl I!1.j ~l...S' ..lt~ Js- 1#~I~~~j~J 

You were an ornament to people of knowledge, with your 
shabby, old robe glorying over their new garments . 

~ J~~IJ Ml .r.-1JAI ..:.J~l l~l ~ ~i..:..£J 

You had the longest shadow among them, when the 
noon-day heat of ignorance was blazing and the shade was 

movrngaway. 

~IJ ~I \,a)~.Y' J. "! ~ ~L.p Ji cl!) ~I-$' 

Your Lord clothed you with handsome qualities, which 
cannot be encompassed either in detail or a whale. 

J-L! ~J ~ ~ .!.1l1..c$' d' J 
-~-L! l~ ~j d'.!.1l1..c$' ~i 

Your perfection provided a substitute for a mass of 
people who had gone, but there is no compensation 

and no substitute for your perfection . 

~~ ~ cr-- clb ..ill J .u J ~I f \J j !)..ill JW 
- -

Minds are frightened by the like of your loss, 
and of one like you is a wOlmd that will not heal. 
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J:lI cl. Y J~ lo r-J lo.f' ~ /)) \.:l..ul oh ~ ~..u,) 

You were ascetic as regards this world and its allurements, 
with such resolution and detennination that you became 

proverbial. 

~~1 ~ '4 ..:...if) ~1 L J.u f ¥ ~1 ~ ~-*"f 

You remained awake for learning, with an eye that never 
tasted sleep, 

but that you were engaged with learning in your dreams. 

~1,!}.lA! ol~ ~J ~~~~~4 

What a tragedy for a great throng whose joy and 
ornament you were, 

and who, after you, have left tmadomed! 

l",Lor lo Jj ~ ~ lyU YJN) wl~.JO ~II~U,J 

And seekers of learning from near and far obtained, 
under your auspices, more th&'1 they had hoped for. 

J).--IJ Ji-J 1 ~ w r- J:, .rU rt. Jt..p J ~~IAI ~ I)\;.-

They have been set at a loss by the absence of their guide, 
and, because of their immoderate grief, 

they have despaired [of travelling] both the plains and 
the hills. 

, , 
'# o~l.rf Js- .Y ~ Jf ol..! or.}- .JO ol..!j I..S)~ I..Sj 

Do you think that the earth of his grave knew whom they 
buried in it, 

or that his bier knew whom they bore on its planks? 
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~~ ~J 4.).u ~ ~ i.S~ J.1.." ! tl ~ W ~(' 
• J ~ ~ ~J 

In how many stances [that he adopted, stating 
his position as decisively] as the sweep of a sword, 

were both stubbornness and argument unable 
to prevail over his terrible authority! 

'I.,b:. .u ~ l ja .,J l·,A IA.....N "" '-. \ \.... "" . \.....a::.:.4 ~ l ,AL.u ~ ,AI 
... J ... J 

In which he delivered AlHih's commands, drawing 
a sword of resolution in which no defects were forged. 

~ ~lj~l A.oUl W J J~d-J~d-~lj~J 

How much did you shrink, in humility, from any 
prefennent, 

or any ambitious aspiration that treads of Gemini! 

J~lJ ~}-l ~ t!~ ..ill ~~)~ ~~I~)f. 

You showed proper respect to your kinfolk on both 
sides in both your dwellings [this world and the next], 

being content to do so; thus grief for you and joy in 
you have become equal. 
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A PARTICULAR COMPARISON MADE BETWEEN AL-ZAHIR AND 
AL-TAHR1R 

o 

From what has been discussed in the Literature Review, it seems that Lughat 

al-Fiqh ranked third both in place and time after Gharib al-Quran and Gharib 

al-Ijadith. It also appears that the first work, or at least the first to reach us to 

be compiled in the field of the Language of al-Fiqh was al-Azharis' al-Zahir. 
~ 

For this reason I decided to carry out a particular comparison between the first 

work to reach us on Lughat al-Fiqh (al-Zahir) and the work of al-Nawawi 

which followed by three centuries (al-Ta~rir). 

The importance of al-Zahir came about by being a product of a great 

lexicographer at the time of flourishing publications of educational books, 

particularly on Arabic literature in the third/fourth century. Al-Nawawi's work 

al-Tahrir, however, was a product of a great renowned jurist in an era which 
• 

was rich in educational institutions, scholars, students and books. This increase 

was aided by the downfall of Baghdad which led to the loss of many books and 

hence the fleeing of numerous scholars and students to Syria. 

In order to determine the effect of al-Zahir on al-Tahrfr, I will look at whether 
" 

al-Nawawi used to copy the text or the meaning and whether he disagreed with 

al-Azhari and if so to what extent. I will also look at the references relied upon 
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by both scholars, the contents of their books and the similarities and 

differences. 

The above aspects will be discussed within the following points: 

1- The educational backgrounds and characteristics of the two authors. 

2- The subject of study chosen by each author. 

3- The methodology of al-Tanblh and al-Mukhtasar . • 

4- The methodology in the exposition and arrangement of both books al-Ziihir 

and al-Tahrlr . 
• 

5- The documentation of both books in relation to the Quni'n, Hadith and the 
• 

language. 

6- The importance of Lexicons in al-Nawawi's work. 

7- The impact of al-Azhan's work on al-Nawawi's work. 

8- Similarities and differences between their work. 

9- The evaluation of both works. 

10- Arabised Tenns. 

The researcher in this section will discuss briefly the above aspects and 

concentrate mainly on point 7, 'The impact of al-Azhari's work on al-

Nawawi's' this does not mean that the others are inferior but are beyond the 

scope of this study. 
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1- The Educational Backgrounds and Characteristics of al-Azhari and al
Nawawi 

AI-Azhan was known as a refined linguist of the first degree and a 

lexicographer. He was also a Shafi'i commentator and theologian. The wealth 

of his scientific legacy is proof of his scientific personality which combined 

linguistic knowledge with the knowledge of the canonical laws of the Islamic 

Shan'ah. It was not uncommon to find scholars (,Ulama') who combined 

linguistics and the Shan' ah, since this was characteristic of many scholars 

especially in the first five centuries of the Hijrah. The main feature that 

distinguished al-Azhan in the linguistic field was the compiling of his two great 

books, Tahdhib al-Lughah and al-Zfihir. The first book, Tahdhib al-Lughah 

(expurgation of the language) was considered as an authority in the Arabic 

language, because it was one of the rare, very old dictionaries that has 

survived. It consists of fifteen volumes and was arranged according to the 

order of the vocalization of the letters. Therefore, the majority of linguists who 

succeeded al-Azhan benefited from his book to a great extent. 

The linguistic distinction of al-Azhan was strengthened and made unique by 

the fact that his linguistic works and his material did not only emanate from 

learned circles and linguists, but he also leanled directly from the language of 
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the pure Arabs, the Bedouins and tribal people where Hawflzin was the 

dominant tribe. This was when he became a prisoner in the district of al-Tflif 
• 

after apposing the Qarflmi!ah sect in 320 AH. This is an important aspect of 

linguistic documentation which has no parallel in learning from scholars. Al-

Azhari says "I fell prisoner the year I opposed the Qararni!ah ...... The people 

to whom I fell prisoner were Arabs mostly from Hawazin with a marriage and 

mixture from Tamim and Asad. They grew up in the countryside. They follow 

the rain when seeking pasture and go back to the water sources in their homes, 

~ ~~ during the hot weather. They breed grazing livestock and live on its milk. 

They speak with their natural Bedouin manner and rarely show excessive 

errors or grmmnatical mistakes in their speech. I stayed as their captive for a 

long time. We used to spend the winter in the desert, the spring and the 

summer. From talking to them and listening to their conversations I learned 

numerous words and many rare tenns." (AT, 1,7) 

Ibn Manzi'tr (d. 711) made al-Tahdhfb the first of his main five references. He . . 

says: "I did not find in the books of Arabic language a better book than 

Tahdhfb al-Lughah of Muhammad Ibn Ahmad al-Azhari, nor a more 
• • • 

comprehensive book than al-Muhkam of Ibn Sidah Thunayyat. Both tnlly 
• 

belong to the foundation books of language ... . .. " 
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However, al-Azhari's attention and distinction was not limited to language 

only; he was also a scholar in exegesis and commentary on the Quni'n , the 

Hadith and in Fiqh (Jurisprudence) with a special inclination towards exegesis . ~,~, ~ -

of the Hadith. This is particularly evident in his books and works in those . ~-

sciences such as al-Taghr1b fi al-Tafs1r, 'flal al-Qiril 'ilt, al-R{i~ with what it 

includes from the Quran and the l!adith, Tafs1r Asmil' Allah and Tafsfr A(ril~ 

al-Muzan1, known as al-Zilhir. 

As for al-Nawawi, it appears from his biography in the section dedicated to 

himself that he was a Shafi 'i jurist~ an authoritative source in the Shafi'i School 

as an imlOvator first and as a moderniser. This is obviously apparent through 

his work and writings in the fields of Jurisprudence and Hadith. Concerning the 
• 

field of language, al-Nawawi became distinguished through his book Tahdh1b 

al-Asmil' wa al-Lughilt, even though this book was not purely dedicated to 

language and commentary. It is his second book which is the subject of this 

study. This book brought to prominence the linguistic aspect of al-Nawawi and 

has shown his capabilities in the field of the language of jurisprudence. It was 

not a purely linguistic book, like al-Tahdhfb by al-Azhari, but it is a book 

specialised in the language of jurisprudence as was al-Zilhir. Therefore, the 

linguistic tendency has prevailed in al-Azhari as the jurispnldence aspects 

prevailed in al-Nawawl's book. 
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2- The Subject of Study chosen by each author 

AI-Azhari and al-Nawawl have in common the fact of belonging to the Shati'l 

school, and therefore it is not surprising that both of them have also chosen as 

the subject matter of their studies the language of al-Fiqh. Hence, al-Azhari 

and al-Nawawl had intentionally chosen the study material of the most famous 

writers in the Shafi'l school and of their most authoritative and distinguished 

books with which the Shafi'l scholars have enriched the Shafi 'I library by 

setting out to comment on them extensively and in detail from various angles. 

AI-Azhari chose as a subject of study Mukhtasar al- Muzanf by Abu Ibrahim 
• 

Isma'il bin Ya~ya al-Muzanl, a famous companion ofal-Shafi'l, born in 175 H. 

Mukhtasar al- Muzanf, is the main reference of the books classified under the 
• 

Shafi'l School. AI-Muzani's book was a precise collection of terms and 

concepts found in the writings of the Imam al-Shafi'l such as al- 'Umm, al-

Risalah, al-Musnad and others, or from what was specific to al-Muzanl 

himself. (AZ, 16) 

Al-Mukhtasar is a work compiling the most important jurisprudence sources . • 

These constitute the subject of the jurisprudence school and its main fields. 

Thus it was the scholars' method to explain, elaborate and comment on 

epitomes. Al-Mukhtasar by al-Muzanl was the main source for jurists in 
• 
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referring to jurisprudence issues, as was al-Ziihir the main source for jurists in 

referring to the explanation of uncommon words of jurisprudence. 

Al-Mukhta~'ar was distinguished by its inclusion of most of al-Shafi 'i works 

and its writer was one of the most revered companions of al-Shafi'i and also 

respected by him. Al-Shafi'i said: "Al-Muzani is the supporter of my school". 

(SI, 12, 493) 

Al-Dhahabi said: "The fame of his jurisprudence book al-Mukhtasar has 
• 

spread far and wide and it has been commented on by numerous famous 

scholars. It was said that the virgin used to have a copy of al-Mukhtasar by al-
• 

Muzani in her trousseau, because of its great value". (SI, 12,493) Therefore, 

it can be said that al-Mukhtasar, which was chosen by al-Azhari as a subject-.. 
matter of his study, was considered to be one of the original comprehensive 

books in the jurisprudence of the early Shfifi'i school. As for the methodology 

of the book, the material was laid down on the same arrangement adopted in 

the jurispnldence fields and their subjects~ such as the chapter of purification 

(al-Taharah), prayer (al-Salat) and alms-giving (al-Zakat) and not in 

accordance with the arrangement adopted in lexicons. 

Al-Nawawi, the moderniser of the Shafi'i school in the 7th century of Hijrah, 

came some three centuries after al-Azhari. This period of time is enough by 

itself to bear out the need for renewed studies and research in the development 
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of life and events, particularly as jurisprudence needs to renew itself to keep 

pace with change. It does so through scholars who fulfil the requirements of 

logical deduction on judical matters, as they believe al-'Ijtihad and the door for 

exerclsmg al-'Ijtihad is still open for the occurring matters in the future. As a 

result, al-Nawawl chose the subject matter for his study, one of the great 

Shafi'l scholars of his time, namely aI-ShirazI Abu Ishaq IbrahIm Ibn 'Ali Ibn 
• 

Yusuf al-Fayrftzabadl (d.4 76H). 

Al-Sam'am said: "He was the Imam of the Shafi'l school and amongst the 

teachers of al-Nizamiyyah school, he was the scholar and shaykh of his time in 

" Iraq. 

His famous book, which al-Nawawi chose as a subject for his study, was 

entitled al-Tanbih. HajjI Khallfah said: "It is one of the five most famous books 
• 

in circulation amongst the Shafi'l school references, and is more in circulation 

than any of them" (Kashf al-Zunun 1, 489). Given the status of this book 
• 

amongst scholars and students of Shafi'l jurisprudence, many great and 

distinguished scholars studied the book al-Tanbih either to explain it, 

smmnarize it or comment on it until there were seventy such studies. Amongst 

them is the Commentary (Sharh) by Abu al-Karkhi aI-Shafi'I in four volumes, .. 
and the Commentary by al-'Imam Abu aI-Hasan Muhatmnad Ibn al-Mubarak, . . .. 
also known as Ibn al-Khill al-Shafi'l (d. 552H) which he entitled Tawjih al-
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Tanbfh. We also have the Commentary by 'Abd al-Ralftm Ibn Ibrahim known 

as al-Firkah (d. 690H) entitled AI- ']qlfd h Durar al-Taqlfd (Kashf al-Zunun 
• 

1,489). 

A poet said praising the book al-Tanbih: 

y ~\.J~I J clI ":?..ul I~ .:r Ojj ;w.1 ~ ~ fi' lot 

Oh you star whose light has filled our insight! 

Who amongst mankind can resemble you? 

, , 
~~.:rj)} a LoW \.J 1..1 . ".\S" ..i- " .r.r~ 

Our minds had been asleep for a while 

Then they were blessed with an awakening by his al-Tanbih. 

(Kashf al-Zunun 1,489). 

3- The Methodolo2Y of al-Tallbflt and al-Muklttasar 
• 

AI-Shirazi arranged his book al-Tanbih in chapters and sections according to 

the jurisprudence method followed by the Shafi'i scholars, (i.e. the book of 

ritual purification, prayer, alms-giving etc.) until the end of the jurispnldence 

chapters. 
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AI-Shirazi, in his book of al-Tanbih, shies away from the deductive style, 

commentary and elucidation. He often confines himself to stating the Shafi'i 

point of view regarding all issues. 

I believe that by often confining himself to this method he has attracted many 

scholars wanting to elucidate and comment on his work. In this context came 

al-Nawawi, who explained most of al-Shirazi's terms not only from the 

linguistic point of view but also from the jurisprudence aspect too. 

AI-Nawawi indicated in the introduction of his book al-Tahrir that he had 
• 

treated the jurisprudence aspects, polemical issues and judgments with which 

he disagreed or were resolved by al-Shlrazi, by placing them in a separate 

book. This means that al-Nawawi generally dealt with tIns book from two 

sides: the jurisprudence, rules and what relates to the School on the one side 

while on the other side he concentrated on linguistics and the explanation of 

jurisprudence tenns. 

AI-Nawawi's approach to this book gave it great importance because he 

believed that al-Tanbih was one of the most famous, valuable and useful books 

and that its author was a revered and commendable Imam. AI-Nawawi urged 

the study of this book from many aspects. Al-Mukhta~'ar was arranged in the 

same way, regarding the setting of chapters as in al-Tanbih. 
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4- Methodology in the Exposition and arrangement of both books af-Ziillir 

and af-Tallffr 
• 

AI-Azhari arranged his book in accordance with the method followed in the 

jurisprudence books of the Shafi'i school. First come the sections of 

purification, instead of 'chapter' which consists of fourteen sections. It starts 

with the section on the purity of vessels (al-Aniyah j,J'YI), teeth cleaning (al-

Siwak .:)1.,-)1), Intention (al-Niyyah 411), ablution rites (Sunan al-Wudft' ~~.,ll ~), 

abstersion Clstitabah ~\b.......~1I), what negates ablution (Ma Yanqudu al-Wudft' \.0 
• • 

~J-P)I ~), what necessitates washing (Ma yftjib al-Ghusl J-All ~JI. \.0) ........ . 

until the section of menstruation, (al-Hayd AI) (AZ, 35-70) . 
• 

Secondly, come the prayer sections, as appose to 'chapter' Kitab aI-Salah in 
• 

which he includes eighteen sections. It begins with the section on prayer times 

(Mawaqit aI-Salah o~1 .::....."il.,..) then the call to prayer (al-Adhan iJl~'JI), the 
• 

direction of the prayer (Qiblah o'j..,ajl) then the call to prayer (al-Adhan iJl~'JI), the 

direction to tum to (Qiblah ~I), the rites of prayer (Sifatu aI-Salah o'j..,ajlli.p), 
• • 

prostration of inadvertence (Sujftd al-Sahwu ~I.) ~), prayer of the traveler 

(Salat al-Musafir) to the section of funeral rites, (al-Jana'iz jW:-l) (AZ, 71-125). . . 
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Thirdly, the section on alms-giving, again instead of 'chapter' al-Zakat. In this 

section he includes a further fifteen sections, beginning with the duty on camels 

kept out at pasture (al-'Thil al-Sa'imah w'\ .... 11 ~~I), cattle kept out at pasture (al-

Baqar aI-Sa'imah wUI .All), plants and seeds (al-Zar' wa al-Hubub -.,J~IJ Uyl), 

silver and gold (al-Wariq wa al-Dhahab ~.uIJ J)yl) to the section ofalm~ on 

metals (AZ, 137-158). 

The fourth part is on fasting, in which he includes two sections only, Voluntary 

fast (Saum al-Tatawwu' t.,..6JI ~J-o") and seclusion (al-'I'tikaf J~;ll) (AZ, 
• 

163168). Concerning pilgrimage, aI-Hajj, he called the part - The rites, al-
• 

Manasik ~WI. It consists of seven sections. First, the state of ritual 

consecration and compliance, al-Thram wa al-Talbiah which is the first ritual 
• 

subject any pilgrim should know. Then comes the circumambulation of the 

Ka'bah and the ceremony of nlnning seven times between aI-Sara and al-
• 

Marwa (al-Tawaf wa al-Sa'y ~IJ JI#I), ending with the chapter of Sacrifice 
• 

(al-Hady I$~I). 

These four chapters (parts) relate to the fundamentals of Islam and always 

come first in any jurispnldence study because of their importance in legal 

shari' ah issues. 
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Then comes the chapter relating to social transactions, (al-Mu'amaHit .;J~W.I). It 

includes the fIrst section concenIing sales, al-Buyli' in which he included 

thirteen sections beginning with the options of the buyer and the seller (Khiyar 

al-Mutabayi'ayn ~L41 }-?), Usury (al-Riba 4)1), the sale of fruits (Bay' al-

Thimar .)W:lI) to the fmal section dealing with Interdiction (al-Hajr) . 
• 

The following chapter is on Reconciliation, al-Sulh ~I, which al-Azhari - .... . --
named a section and comprises three further sections; Assignment (Hawalah 

;Uly), Guarantee (KamIah LJ\£) and Partnership (Sharikah "is'.r-). In the Agency 

( al-W akalah) chapter he included seven sections and started with 

Acknowledgment (al-'Iqrar .)I)~I), the Loan for use of anything for which Qard . 
cannot be made (al-'Anyah 6..t.)WI), Usurpation (al-Ghasb ~I) and Pre-emption 

(Shufah a....L!JI), to the section on Hire (al-'Ijarah ;;j~~I). Following this comes 

the chapter on Sharecropping (al-Muzara'h Ujl)l) in which he included two 

chapters Barren land (al- Mawat ..:.JI)I) and Inalienable Property, the yield of 

which is devoted to charities (al-Hubus ~I). . . 

He classifIed Lost Property (al-Luqatah ;UWJI) under a separate section (AZ, 
• 

264-267). He also classifIed Inheritance (al-Mawarith ~jl)l) under a separate 

section (as apposed to 'chapter') including the following sections: Bequests 

(al-Wasiyyah L.,.pYI), Deposits (al-Wadi'ah ~~yl), Plunder (al-Ghammah ~I), 
• 
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Booty (aI-Fay' ~~I) and a Division of charities (Qasm al-~adaqat .;JliJ..,al1 r-i) 

(AZ, 268-300). Then comes the chapter on Marriage and Divorce (al-Nika~ wa 

al-Talaq J~I) (L5:JI) in which he included twenty six sec.tions starting with the 

chapter that women cannot take charge for marriage without the consent of the 

parents or guardian (JJ )....... to the section of Maintenance (Nafaqat .;J'ull;) 

(AZ, pp, 301-351). 

Then follows the chapter dealing with Homicide (al-Qatl j;:AJ1) which has seven 

sections starting with the Pecuniary compensation (Diyatu al-Qatl) and ending 

with the Punishments (al-Hudud ')J.G-I) section (AZ, 357-90). . . 

Following that comes the Holy War (aI-Jihad .)4k-I) chapter which has no 

sections. He dealt with many issues without any classification. He quoted 

some verses from the Qunin such as: J\o.aJI ~ ~ ,~I-,"" ~ ~J..l,.l'J:V1.? ~j.y J~ I.oJ J 

~ 0.;5 .J-AJ and Ijadith such as: " W:-I :Jli ~ If.\...p ~ iJJ JI.o" related to aI-Jihad then 

proceeded to explain the meaning of their words. This chapter needs to be 

classified into sections (AZ, 190-99). 

He did the same in the chapter dealing with Hunting and the Slaying of 

Animals (al-Sayd wa al-Dhaba'ih ~~.uIJ .L"...all) which he did not classify into 
• 

sections but scattered the subject matter throughout. For example he quoted 

verses from the Quran such as " ~'.) 1.0 'lJ unless you are able to slaughter it in 
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due fonn" then proceeds to explain it, or quotes a IJ:adith such as "~ ~ ~.ul ',,;ti' 

drain the blood with whatever you want" then proceeds to explain it without 

any classification (AZ, 399-404). 

This was also repeated in the section dealing with Blood Sacrifices (al-Dahaya 
• 

4~1) which he did not divide into sections, but only explained some I:£adiths 

which dealt with blood sacrifice. He did not expand on this subject (AZ, 404-

406). 

He followed the same method in relation to the issues of (al-Aqiqah H .. a.") and 

the section of "What is forbidden from the aspect of what the Arabs don't eat" 

(Ma Yahrum min jihat rna la ta'kul al-' Arab -..,J,;all:pu ':J lo ~ \/' 
• 

) 'which al-

Nawawi did not mehon', Oaths and Vows (al-Ayman wa al-Nudhfu )Jj,JIJ iJ~:':/I) 

Sentencing, Testimonies and Manumission" where he did not list any sections. 

He ended his book with the chapter of Installments (al-Mukatab) where he 

confined himself to commentating on some issues without any classification. 

Al-Nawawl agrees with al-Azhan in his book al-Tahrfr, since he classified it 
*' 

according to the Shafi'i Jurisprudence chapters rather than the lexical ones. He 

followed in his choice of the words to be explained the jurisprudence 

classification. 

The intention was to make it easy for the researchers and students when 

coming across a jurispnldence tenn to understand its meaning through the 
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jurisprudence issues. Therefore, there are no differences between al-Azhan and 

al-Nawawl on the presentation of the issues. 

,.., 
5- The Documentation of both books in relation to the Quran, Hadith and 

• 

the Language 

Both al-Azhan and al-Nawawl agree on their objective which is to explain 

uncommon jurispnldence tenns used by jurists, so that other people with 

varying degrees of knowledge can benefit. Therefore both books dealt with 

uncommon tenns used by jurists. 

When using the deductive method and discussing the issues, al-Azhari 

followed a method which puts the subject matter first then proceeds to explain 

it. He starts by explaining the tenn linguistically and gives details on its 

morphology, for example the word 'Tahur J.#' which has many meanings in 
• 

Arabic. The word fonn 'Fa'Ul J~' in Arabic means "that which is the object of 

the action". For example 'Wadhu' ~J-P/ means: "that which is used to perfonn 

ablution". The fonn 'Fa'fll J~' also means 'Fff'il j&- \!' for example 'GhafGr 

J~' much-forgiving' means Ghfffir .;J u., forgiving and is used for both 

masculine and feminine, and ' Sabflr 
• 

, , 
j~ very patient, steadfast and 

'Shakur )~' meaning 'very thankful'. 
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The fonn Fa'Ul j."J means also the object of the verb for example 'Ba'ir rakfib' 

(riding camel). It could also denote a noun such as 'Dhanub ~j~' (share of 

suffering) as in the Qufan " for the wrongdoers, their share of suffering is like 

the share of their fellows (of earlier generations)". (AZ, 37) 

The fonn Fa'ul j."J could also denote a verbal noun, for example 'Qabiltuhu 

Qabulan' ~r.i~. He quotes Ahmad b. yftnus b. Habib, a grammarian and one 
• 

of Sibawayh's teachers. At the same time he brings in jurisprudence opinions 

by citing al-Shafi'i on 'Fa'ul j."J', who said that water from camels bellies is 

not '!ahftr' (could not be used for ablution) (AZ, 36-37). He argues that 

extracting belly water is 'Ifti~~ J;\...b:;!I, and that 'fa~~ J2!' water means rough 

water. Then he explains the meaning of roughness by quoting the following 

from the Quran: "wert you rough or harsh hearted they would have broken 

away from about thee" Al-'Umran, 159 (AZ; 38). 

To explain certain issues al-Azhan draws conclusions based on his own 

scientific experience in life for example when explaining "the fruits of palm 

trees" he says: "I only explained this matter in tIns way because those who 

never lived amongst palm trees and do not know them from first hand cannot 

understand their differences and are unable to define them" (AZ, 150). While 

arguing to explain the mealllng of a tenn, al-Azhan quotes from the Quran, 

such as in his explanation of the word 'Alihi' (peoplelkinsfolk) where he has a 
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different opinion from al-Shafi'l'. 'Alibi .wT' for al-Azhari means religious 

community as in the Quran "On the day that judgment will be established, cast 

ye the people of Pharaoh (Ali JT Fir'awn) into the severest penalty" (Ghafrr 

47). As for al-Shafi'i, Alihi means the chjldren of Hashim rl11d al-Muttalib . 
• • 

(Ghafir 47) (AZ, 92). 

Sometimes when he wants to explain the meaning of a term he starts by giving 

the general meaning then moves to the specific, arguing his case by citing 

examples. He follows that by dedtl;ing the linguistic meaning of the term from 

the Hadith and its religious use. Then he quotes from the Quran and Hadith and . . 
from some linguists such as Ibn Shanrll (d. 203H). At the end of his illustration 

he gives the etymology of the word and its derivations. As an example of this 

refer to his explanation of the term 'Wastama'a wa lam yalghu ~tJ ~\ / (he 

listened without speaking) (AZ, 66-67). This dominates the methodology of al-

Azhari in al-Zfihir. Sometimes he cites the word then proceeds to conjugate it 

and gives some of its forms such as: 'mathabah ~I!:.o' (place to which one 

returns), the 'mafalah Ut...i.o' fonn from the verb 'thaba o.,.IU' (he returned) 

'yathubu ~fi' (he returns). Then he gives its meaning by citing from poetry. As 

when he said: al-Shafi'i recited: 

~IJ.u1 ~~I 41 ~ Lo ..lA! J.j\.~.QlI ~ L:! ~ 4 \:.4 
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"Mathailban" A returning place for the group of tribes 

after the fast camels speed towards it 

and Jamlb al-Hudhayliah said in eulogy of her brother: 

, -
~j:J ..;:J)I i./'IJ~ .:r .u Lo JI. A;.O~ .:.J~ ~J J ..j'" ~lS' J 

Every living soul how long his health lasts 

One day death will make him return (AZ, 79-80). 

Sometimes al-Azhari elaborates his explanation of some subjects from the 

linguistic and jurispnldence angle backing up his explanation with Arab poetry, 

the Quran, the Ijadith, adages and the opinions of linguists such as al-Zajjaj, 

Abu 'Ubaydah, Abu Zayd and others. It appears that this elaboration in 

explaining some issues by al-Azhari is not consistent and this could be 

attributed to two factors: first, his belief that the meaning of some terms are 

only known to scholars. Second, the importance of those issues from the 

canonical legal point of view and their effect on people, such as the property of 

prayer. He says; "The rituals of prayer include many terms which are almost 

only known to scholars. Therefore, we should concern ourselves with them and 

explain their meaning so that worshippers know about them. 

"Once they have understood them it would be more adequate for the 

worshippers to be humble when citing them and dedicate their intentions to 
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what is desired from those tenns. That would be greater for their divine 

recompense and more abounding to their merit (arising from a pious deed) and 

more rewarding for them, God willing"(AZ, 83). 

I feel that the first view is slightly excessive, since prayer is the second basic 

principle of Islam and is perfonned five times a day, therefore most people 

know at least the general meaning of most tenns. 

He argues that the word 'Akbar y,S"'i,' (greater/ greatest) has the fonn 'Af al J-ii' 

and as such the linguists have two views regarding its meaning. The first 

meaning is 'Kabir' (big/great). It also used as an adjective such as 'Ahwanu' 

(easy, comfortable) and 'Awjalu ' (fearful, apprehensive). To support this 

opinion he quotes the following verse by Ma'n Ibn Aws: 

~.lJr ~I .j1J L:.t.r Js- ~J~ -11 J -.?)~r \.o.!J~ 

Upon your life! I do not know and I am fearful (awjalu) 

Who is the first of us to be struck by death 

and the following from al-Farazdaq: 

8for J ~r W~~ ~ w ;.i-I ~UI I!.k' ~.ul ~1 

He who raised the heavens built for us 

A home whose pillars are strong (A'azzu) and high (A!Walu) 

(AZ, 83-84). 
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With another tenn such as 'Allahumma ~I' Al-Azhari says: The linguists have 

two views regarding its explanation:- aI-Farra' says: "It has been coined from 

'Ya Allah 'mnmana bikhayr' (0 God! Bless us with good things). It was in 

frequent use and got mixed up and became Allalmmma" (0 God !). 

For aI-Khalil 'Allahumma ~I' means 'Ya Allah' (0 God!) where the letter 

'miln r ' is doubled instead of the interjection letter 'Ya' (AZ, 87). 

Here he started with the linguistic meaning as seen by grIDnmarians and he 

chose from them aI-Farra' and al-Khalli. In the previous issue he says there are 

two opinions regarding this amongst the linguists. He makes the difference here 

between philology and grammar when dealing with the word structure which is 

the specialty of grrunmar. 

Al-Azhan dealt with some tenns like 'prayer o~I' and he chose his own 

definition for it without providing IDlY proof from the language, the Qurrn or 

the Hadith. He did not back up his definition by any statement from any 
• 

linguist, philologist and not even any jurist. Al-Azhari did not explain why he 

did not follow the same method when dealing with other tenns listed under the 

same chapter of 'Rituals of Prayer' (AZ, 86). He says: "Prayer is a nOlm which 

encompasses al-Takbir (the exclamation AllaIm Akbar: God is Great), 

recitation, bowing, prostration, invocation of God (Du'a') and al-Tashahhud 

y. J r ~ I ~ ,-\.:.'JIJ ~IJ ,-\;.uIJ ;) ~IJ t.F }IJ o,-I.}iJIJ ~ e~ ~I : o~l. (AZ, 15). 
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In dealing with the tenn "that which people are abhor ..,..WI olj'uo::!.l.o", he did not 

treat this tenn in detail from a linguistic point of view, but he rather elaborated 

in explaining it from a juristic point of view resorting in that to the QuraJl "God 

give thee grace why didst thou grant them exemption ~ .::...i~i ~ ~ ~ I ~" (al-

Tawbah, 43) and the IJadith "Ask God for forgiveness and health J yWI ~ I 1yL-

a..,91..1I" (AZ, 100). 

Some other tenns like 'Murah al-Ghanam ~I i:.lr' (place visited in the evening 
• 

by sheep) are explained by al-Azhan as follows: "Their night ma'waha tAIJ\.." 

(refuge) and may be said 'ma'watuha ~IJ\..' (refuge) and that is what I had 

often heard from the Arabs, that is to take refuge in it at night. (AZ, 102). 

AI-Azhan argues that the tenn 'ma'watuha ~IJ\..' may be used because he 

heard it directly from the Bedouin Arabs, without stating any argument from 

the transmitters who are considered as a proof in this field. To argue the 

authenticity of a linguistic tenn on the basis of hearing it is a controversial 

matter as to whether the age of al-Azhan was an age where the spoken 

language of its people could be used as an argument in language definition or 

not. AI-Azhan may cite from what he heard from linguists before him as he did 

in the chapter regarding the characteristics of Imams with the tenn 'Tamtamah 

~I' (stammering), where he says: "I heard al-Mundhari say I heard al-
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Mubarrid say: "al-Tamtamah is hesitation in pronouncing the letter "Hi' ,\j' 

(AZ, 107). AI-Azhan quoted from what he had heard from the linguists in 

explaining the term "al-Jadha"u min al-da'n iJt...aJ\ y t~\' (young sheep) where 

he says: "I was informed by al-Mundhiri quoting Ibrahim al-Harbi that he had • 

said: I heard Ibn al-A'rabi say .... " (AZ, 142). 

AI-Azhari quoted from what he had heard from the scholars of Hadith in his • 
argument explaining the term 'options of the buyer and the seller ~L4\ )1#' . He 

says: "We were told by al-Husayn Ibn Idns through dictation: we were told by • 
Muhammad Ibn Rumh quoting al-Layth Ibn Sa'ad from Nail' from Ibn 'Umar - . 
that the prophet, may God bless him and grant him salvation, said: the buyer 

and the seller, each of them is by choice .... "(AZ, 195). 

AI-Azhan quoted what he himself heard relating to Shaii'ijurisprudence. He 

says: "I heard Abfl aI-Hasan al-Sanjani say: "I heard Abu al-' Abbas Ibn Surayj -
say ...... in the book of fasting." (AZ, 164). 

AI-Azhan also quoted from what he personally heard relating to Hanafi • 

jurispnldence, in the chapter dealing with Inheritance. He says: "We were told 

by Muhammad Ibn Ishaq quoting 'AIi ibn Khashram that he had heard , 

Muhammad Ibn AI-Hasan say: "The missing person is alive in relation to his - . 
property and dead in relation to other people's property J\..o J ~ ,41\..0 J .,?' ~ #\ 

o~".( AZ, 268). 
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AI-Azhari sometimes mentions a tenn such as 'Ara al-Farasu ..,...;All };.' (the horse 

has roamed). He mentions the general meaning of the tenn, then mentions 

many meanings without referring to their sources or to, where they originated 

from. Then he goes back to corroborate his argument with poetry and 

statements from linguists. He says: "Tha'lab and al-Mubarrid recited: 

jWI JaS' )~ j;-I ~j ~ ~ y\£ J li~J 

We found in the book of Bam Tannm 

Horses which are worthier of the roaming (mu' ar) gallop." (AZ,p. 314). 

AI-Azhan in relation to some issues does not use any proof and does not refer 

to anybody else in his explanation of the tenn as he did in relation to 'al-Jidad' 

and 'al-Jadad ,)I.J..I J ,)I.LJ:.I' (clippings from palm trees). He mentioned the 

meanings of the tenn without referring to a source. (AZ, 149). It was also the 

case for the following tenns 'al-Hubub -.,J)..I' (seeds) (AZ, p. 151), 'al-Shaqq . ' 

~I' (fissure, crack) (AZ, 411), 'al-Hadaf J.l!I' (goal, aim) (AZ, 412), 'al-Dabir 

j!1..u1' (the arrow which hits the target and comes out of it) (AZ, 412), 'al-'Asid' 

(for the arrow if it is twisted during shooting) (AZ, 412) and 'al-Mudabbar }.111' 

which means the slave freed after death. 
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In summary the deductive method of al-Azhan as a linguist and early author, is 

distinguished by its presentation of the meaning of the terms he wants to 

explain, from many angles: language, philology, morphology, fiqh 

(jurisprudence) and commentary .. 

Using the Quran as proof by al-Azhan comes first, but he also uses Hadith 
• 

quite often. He uses poetry frequently. Sometimes he cites a poetic verse or a 

half line to confirm the meaning he wants. 

In order to confirm the wanted meaning, al-Azhan uses statements from 

linguists and philolgists such as Yfums Ibn Habib, Ibn al-A'rabi, Abu Zayd, al-
• 

Khalil, Abu 'Amr Ibn al-'AIa', Abu 'Amr al-Shaybam and Ibn Qutaybah. 

Sometimes al-Azhan explains the meaning of the term then in support he 

quotes statements without attributing them to anyone, using the passive form 

such as "it was said". 

AI-Azhan adhered to a great extent to giving first the general meaning of each 

tenn he explained. To prove some meanings, al-Azhari used what he had heard 

from the Arabs. This is a controversial matter because the century of al-Azhan 

is not considered as an era that could be used to argue the rules of the Arabic 

language since the majority of the scholars agreed that it was until 150 AH that 

linguists, poets and philologists were considered an authority in the Arabic 

language, and al-Azhan came after this period. 
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AI-Azhan, in order to prove some legal meanings, used as a proof authoritative 

narrative based arguments from the Shafi'i and Hanafi schools and others, in .. 
both linguistic and legal meanings. (AZ, 194). 

AI-Azhan did not name any book as a reference. Therefore, al-Azhari may 

have relied a lot on his memory from what was said or narrated, or he might 

have read books written by scholars before him. However, as proof to support 

his argument he did not mention any book, with regard to the linguistic or legal 

meanmgs. 

No doubt that the era of al-Nawawi had been characterised by abundance of 

scholars and specialised schools. More important than that was the abtmdance 

of classified books in various fields of knowledge and their availability in 

different towns and cities, especially the large ones which were considered as 

big centres like Damascus and Baghdad which were the destination of students 

from everywhere. This era is definitely different from al-Azhari's era which 

relied to a great extent on narration, hearing and dictation since it was the 

closest age to the early period of Islam. Al Yasin says: "The travel to the 

countryside or desert continued until the end of the fourth century; and al

Azhari (370) conversed with the Bedoiuns he met in the desert and he 

mentioned that in his book Tahdhlb al-Lughah under the entries: 'Da'd J,;~', 

'Haja' ~' and 'Dha'a'~/. After the fourth cenhlry, however, the number of 
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visits to the desert reduced and almost stopped". (al-Diriisat al-Lughmlliyyah, 

67). The era of al-Nawawl was to a great extent an era of collection, 

verfication and explanation more than an era of narration. This in its turn had 

influenced the deductive methodolgy of al-Nawawl. In some instances where· 

an uninterrupted chain of authority existed between al-Nawawl and language 

transmitters who lived in the second and third centuries of Hijrah, nevertheless 

al-Nawawl used as proof whatever material was available in the fields of 

philology or Islamic law (Shari'ah). 

On the top of the list of philology books referred to by al-Nawawi to support 

his arguments come the books dealing with uncommon words ''-,-!.jJI~' 

whether in the Quran such as "Ghar'ib al-Quran" by al-Akhfash al-Awsat (d. 

211H), the book by Abu 'Ubaydah Ma'mar Ibn al-Muthnna (d. 210H), Abu 

'Ubayd al-Qasim Ibn Sallam (d. 224H) and Ibn Qutaybah (d. 276H). His book 

studying the uncommon words in the Qurai1 was the first of its kind to reach 

researchers. Its edited version was published in 1958, (al-Dirasat al-

Lughawiyyah, 58-150). Al-Nawawl often referred to this book. 

In studying the uncommon words in the Hadith he referred to Abu' Amr al-• 

Shaybani (d. 206H), aI-Farra' (d. 207H), Abu Zayd al-An~ari (d. 215H), Abu 

'Ubayd al-Qasim Ibn Sallam, Ibn Qutaybah (d. 276H), Abu 'Ubayd al-Harawl 
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Apnad Ibn MulJammad (d. 401H), Abu Sulayman al-Khanabi (d. 388H) and 

others. 

Al-Nawawi relied also on books dealing with 'Solecism by common people loA 

LoW, 4 ~' . These books usually monitor the new words in the language, such 

as the new words that emerged in the cities of Iraq as result of the intermixing 

of different languages. 

The result of tIns intermixing was solecism and errors in syntax and 

vocalisation. 

Solecism did not occur all at once, but the colloquial language developed and 

some aspects of the language were abused. This is apparent in the books wruch 

dealt with these aspects. The book of al-Kisa'i Mii talhanu fihi al- 'Ammah loA • 

LoW, 4 ~ was considered the first to deal with solecism by common people. 

This book dealt specifically with sounds in the same way as the book by Ibn al-

Sikkit dealt with terms and al-Fiikhir by Mufaddal Ibn Salamah (d.300H) dealt 
•• 

with linguistic styles, that is after solecism had spread from sounds to terms 

then to the general structure of phrases. (al-Dirasat al-Lughawiyyah, 173). 

Al-Nawawi has also referred to Abft Hatim al-Sijistani (d. 155), Abu Hanifah 
• J. • 

al-Dinuri (d. 282) and Tha'lab (d. 291). 

The majority of references consulted by al-Nawawi in linguistic matters were 

lexicons. Lexicons came into existence after two stages of book writing in 
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linguistics: the mixed writing stage which had no plan or a specialised subject, 

but were compiled by the transmitter based on what he had heard during his 

stay in the countryside or the desert. After going to stay in the 

countryside/desert if he heard for example a word for 'sword', 'plants', 'she

camel', 'horses' or for describing women etc .. , he would write down what he 

heard witout any order or classification, as did Abu 'Amr Ibn al-' Ala' (d. 

157H), aI-Khalil Ibn A!unad (d. 175H) and Yunus Ibn IJabib (d. 182). 

The second stage was that of independent writing which included all kinds of 

books dealing with uncommon words. The last stage was that of collating all 

available materials into books which they agreed to call lexicons. (al-Nihayah 

fi Gharlb al-ljad'ith, 1,3; Muqaddimat al-~i~a~, 38-39). 

6- The importance of Lexicons for al-Nawawi's work 

Al-Nawawi relied on language lexicons more than he did on specialised 

linguistic books or the mixed ones since lexicons had benefited from the mixed 

and specialised linguistics books. Lexicons came in a mature era and their aim 

was to compile, count and explain the meaning - and providing supportive 

evidence- of the words of the language. Therefore, it is not far from the truth to 

say that lexicons had absorbed to a great extent what was dispersed in the 

philololgy books. These lexicons included cites, places, famous people, 
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anything related to life, plants, time and places, states of mind, feelings and 

thought. It is not surprising that lexicons are the biggest step in linguistic work. 

Linguists are almost unanimous that the Arabs in the pre aI-Khalil era did not 

know lexicons, but that does not mean they did not need them. Instead they 

referred to scholars in linguistics the same way poeple refer to lexicons in the 

aftermath of the argumentation era. 

The seeds of Arabic lexicons were first sown by aI-Khalil in his work al- 'Ayn 

which was referred to by al-Nawawi when he says: "I have seen in al- 'Ayn, the 

book attributed to aI-Khalil which was collected by al-Layth from what he 

heard from aI-Khalil". It seems that al-Nawawi doubted the attribution of al-

'Ayn to aI-Khalil. This could be attributed to the fact that the book al- 'Ayn" 

was a subject of controversy amongst distinguished scholars between those 

who attribute it to aI-Khalil and those who deny that, and maybe the dispute 

that has erupted around the attribution of al- 'Ayn to aI-Khalil is unique in its 

scale and depth that has not surrounded any other book before or after it. That 

could be a measure of its value and the effects it had on the minds of 

researchers and the surprise it caused among them for since al- 'Ayn arrived in 

al-Basrah scholars have been divided between those who attribute it to aI-
• 

Khalil and those who deny that. It seems that the late discovery of the book, in 
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relation to the death of its author was the factor which at the beginning opened 

the door of doubt about its attribution. (al-Diriisiit al-Lughawiyyah, 335). 

It also seems that among the factors which led al-Nawawi to doubt the 

attribution of al- 'Ayn to al-Khalll - without confinning it or denying it - was the 

fact that some distinguished scholars denied that, like al-Nadr Ibn Shumayl (d. 
o 

203), Abu Hatim al-Sijistaru (d. 255), Abu 'Ali al-Qali (d. 356), Abu Bakr al-
• 

Zabidi (d. 379) and others. Among those who defended its attribution to al-

Khalll were al-Mubarrid (d. 285), Tha'lab (d. 291), Ibn Durayd (d. 321), al-

Zajjaj (d. 337), Abu al-Tayyib (d. 351) and others. (al-Diriisiit al-
e 

Lughmviyyah,238) 

Al-Nawawi may have been influenced in his position concerning the attribution 

of al- 'Ayn to al-Khalll by al-Azhan. But it seems that al-Azhari's proposition is 

a contradictory one. Al-Azhari says: "Among the earlier scholars is al-Layth 

Ibn aI-Muzaffar who completely plagiarised the book al- 'Ayn by al-Khalll Ibn 
• 

Ahmad and put his own name to it and set about creating interest in the book 
• 

amongst his contemporaries" (AT, 1,28). 

In another place al-Azhari says: "I have not noticed any dispute amongst 

linguists as to the fact that the overall foundation at the beginning of al- 'Ayn 

was by 'Abd aI-Rahman al-Khalll Ibn Ahmad and that Ibn aI-Muzaffar 
• • • 

completed the book from what he heard from aI-Khalil. I know that no one 
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precedes ai-Khalil in what he founded and fonnulated" (AT,l, 41). In another 

place, supporting the attribution of the book ai-Khalil, al-Azhan says: "Until 

some pedants imagined that the book of aI-Khalil did not fulfill the conditions 

since he disregarded from the Arabic language what existed and was used in 

their language" (AT, 1, 53). 

During all this al-Nawawi mentions his reference to al- 'Ayn only once, even 

though he quoted from aI-Khalil many times without stating the source. This 

means that al-Nawawi confinns that he read and referred to al- 'Ayn. AI-Azhari 

did not mention al- 'Ayn at all in his book al-Ztihir. This does not mean that he 

did not refer to it since he states in his book Tahdh'ib al-Lughah: "I read in the 

book "al- 'Ayn" more than once and examined it from time to time, and took 

interest in studying what was misread and altered in the book ... " (AT, 1,29). 

In producing evidence to support his arguments al-Nawawi referred a lot to the 

lexicon Tahdhlb al-Lughah by al-Azhan. Most of what al-Nawawi quoted 

from other scholars who preceded al-Azhan was taken from Tahdhlb al

Lughah. AI-Nawawi considerd Tahdhlb al-Lughah as his foundation. He did 

not follow a particular method in his argumentation. He could use the story by 

a later transmitter before an earlier one, as he did when he quoted from aI

lawhan before al-Azhan despite the fact that al-Azhari preceded al-lawhan. In 

the 'Qasamah toW' and 'Itq ~' chapters he started his argument by quoting Ibn 
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Sidah, al-lawhari then al-Azhari. Some other times he does the opposite by 

following the chronological order. 

7- The Impact of al-Azhari's work on al-Nawawi's 

Through the analysis of al-Tahrlr, it appears that al-Nawawi quoted al-Azhari .. 

on approximately ninety matters. This indicated the influence that al-Azhari 

had on al-Nawawl's work. However, al-Nawawi does not mention which book 

of al-Azhari he referred to, whether it was al-Ziihir or al-Tahdhlb or both. This 

led me to investigate the ninety matters in both books by al-Azhari, which are 

given below: 

~ e~ Peace be upon you Al-Nawawi used the same meaning given by 

al-Azhari, in his book of al-Ziihir. Al-Nawawi summarised, adding no 

comments to the meanings used to define the phrase ~ ~~, which he took 

from al-Ziih;r. 

Unlike al-Nawawi, al-Azhari provided poetical evidence to support the 

defInition he gave to the phrase (AZ, 92). Al-Azhari presented four different 

meanings for the same phrase, in al-Tahdhlb, two of which he already 

mentioned in his book of al-Ziihir. Two of the defInitions which he gave in al-

Tahdhlb are as follows: 

1- The fIrst given meaning to ~~\ is great trees. 
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2- The second given meaning to ~":>LJI is hard stone/rock. 

(AT, 12, 446.) 

~I ~ ~~L! .,.L:l1 J..;:I When praying for the dead, priority is given to the 

father Al-Nawawi uses the whole meaning of that given by al-Azhari in his 

book of al-Ziihir with some changes to the ordering of the words. Unlike al

Azhari, al-Nawawi gives his own judgement, that the first given meaning to the 

phrase is more appropriate in its present context. (AZ, 302.) 

~J eLo)'1 JiJ The Imam stood in the centre of the row Al-Nawawi refers to 

the same meaning in al-Ziihir, with a few alternatives to the order of wording 

and also made changes to two words used which are ~ .:r A...l:IA! instead of 1,-.r: 

~.r:.;ro. He also makes references to definitions given by other scholars. (AZ, 

110; AT, 13,20.) 

~)I Gap This phrase is not mentioned in al-Ziihir, therefore al-Nawawi has 

referred to it in al-Tahdhlb. Al-Nawawi explains this phrase, referring to 

various scholars and uses verses from the Qufan to support the given meaning. 

(AT, 11,46.) 

HI Mile Al-Nawawi vocalised the phrase JJI. Unlike al-Azhari, al-Nawawi 

vocalised the phrase JJI at the same time, referring to the definition given by al-
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Azhari in a/-Zfihir. However, al-Nawawl discusses in detail, giving precise 

measurements for the mile. (AZ, 110; AT, 15,396.) 

JL.:.all eW1 The raging battle Neither al-Azhari nor al-Nawawl discussed the 

linguistical aspect when defining the phrase. In defining this phrase, al-Nawawl 

only refers to parts of the meaning given by al-Azhari, adding no detail or 

supportive evidence. (AZ, 117.) 

I~l~ l,i) Darkened shadows were seen appearing on the surface of the 

ground Al-Nawawl only refers to parts of the meaning given by al-Azhari, 

without adding any further detail. The parts not taken by al-Nawawl from al

Azhari's defInition, were from a linguistical aspect. (AZ, 118.) 

C lJ)l To go awayffo return Al-Nawawl uses the explanation given in a/-Zfihir 

to defIne the above phrase. He quotes the meaning given by al-Azhari which is 

said to be 'to leave at any time in the mODling or afternoon'. 

In al-Azhari's book of a/-Zfihir (AZ, 64), he explains that there are two 

meanings to the phrase C-'J)'. The fIrst meaning is 'To leave at any time, in the 

mODling or afternoon. ' 

Secondly, if the phrase is used so that it is referring to an animal it would mean 

'T 0 rehml home, only in the afternoon.' 
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Al-Nawawi only quotes the first meaning given by al-Azhari, which he very 

much agrees with. He also compliments al-Azhari as being the hnam of the 

Arabic language of his time. 

Contrary to his argument, al-Jawhari, al-Zabidi and al-Fayrftzabadi all explain 

that t.'J) , is said to mean 'Returning only in the afternoon, regardless of who is 

returning, be it an animal or a human.' (al-Sihah, 1, 368~ al-Qamus, 1, 225~ 
It • • 

Taj al-'ArUs, 2, 153.) 

b To make an early start Al-Nawawi refers to this phrase in al-Zahir, and 

he explains the linguistical forms and derivation of the phrase. He also 

vocalises all the forms, none of which are from a religious aspect. 

Unlike al-Nawawi, al-Azhari gave the religious meaning to~. (AZ, 65.) 

~, Fertile Al-Nawawi refers to the definition of~' in al-Azhari's book, 

al-zahir. He quotes both the meaning given and the linguistical form used to 

define the phrase. Al-Nawawi, unlike al-Azhari gives his opinion, that the word 

-.":-!~, is of a more classical term than the word ~~. He also vocalised the 

derived terms. (AZ, 122.) 

y'~' Hills Al-Nawawi quotes the meaning of y'~' from al-Zahir in addition 

to vocalising the phrase and the derived terms. (AZ, 123.) 
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t-.., The rain poured in sheets Al-Nawawl transcribes what is said by al-

Azhari in relation to this phrase, not adding or subtracting any comments. (AZ, 

124.) 

J:}~I I,::A,S" IJ ~L-.JI ~LS" I The blessings of Heaven and Earth In al-Nawawl's 

reference to the above phrase, he transcribes that said by al-Azhari, including 

no additional comments but leaving out one sentence. Both al-Azhari and al-

N awawl gave no linguistical meaning to the phrase. 

~I A form of wheat Al-Nawawi refers to al-Azhari, in al-Zahir when 

explaining the meaning of the phrase ...,.Jitll. The same meaning is also given in 

al-Tahdhfb. Al-Nawawl vocalised the phrase, bringing in the point of view of 

al-lawhari, which was that ..,.-WI is eaten by the people of San'a in Yemen . . 
Nevertheless, al-Azhari has already mentioned that this form of wheat is also 

harvested in Yemen. (AZ, 151; AT, 2, 96.) 

r:t'lzll To water Al-Nawawl quotes al-Azhari in al-Zahir, when explaining the 

meaning of the phrase ~'zl'. Al-Nawawl gives a detailed account of the 

phrase which includes the camel, cow and similar animals who can do the 

same job. However, al-Azhari in his book, al-Tahdhfb (AT, 4, 213) only 
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includes camels in the above phrase, giving thorough details of the lillguistical 

aspect to the root of the phrase ~ . (AZ, 149) 

L# ~JJ If he purloins from the bounty Al-Nawawi refers to al-Azhan in al-

Ziihir, bringing into the argument the views of others mentioned by al-lawhan. 

(al-Sihah, 5, 1783.) Both al-Azhan and al-Nawawi do not provide any fonn of . . . . 

linguistical or religious evidence. (AZ, 146.) 

L--W' Bulky animal Al-Nawawi refers to this phrase in a religious sense, that it 

defines a camel only, either male or female. He also adds a linguistical aspect 

that the phrase could mean either a camel and a cow or a camel, cow and a 

sheep which is defined by al-Azhan . It seems that al-Nawawi misquoted the 

meaning for the phrase given by al-Azhan, by restricting the meaning for i#JJ\ 

instead of ;u--W'. In light of this confusion, there are no differences between al-

Azhan's definition and al-Nawawi's. 

~ ~l..-.J' J-.:)9 Send the heavens to pour upon us Al-Nawawi transcribes the 

above meaning given by al-Azhan in al-Ziihir, (AZ, 125) adding another plural 

fonn ~', for ~W'. 

~\y:-\ Buffallo Al-Nawawi considers the buffallo and the cow to be of the 

same kind. Al-Azhan also gives the same explanation. Al-Nawawi adds that 
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the phrase ..,-..ol}:-I is originally persian and became Arabised. He also refers to 

the definition given by the scholar Ibn Faris. (AZ, 145.) 

4-,,;4).01 Another breed of cow Al-Nawawi transcribes the exact meaning given 

by al-Azhari, adding full vocalisation of the phrase. (AZ, 145.) 

-.,.I IrJ 1 Another breed of cow Al-Nawawi transcribes the meaning given by al-

Azhan, without adding or subtracting any words. Both al-Nawawi and al

Azhan did not give any linguistical aspects of this phrase. (AZ, 145.) 

Ipdl A term used to refer to a female who has recently given birth Al-

Nawawi refers to parts of the meaning given by al-Azhari, which is fifteen days 

after giving birth. Al-Nawawi brought forward the point of view of another 

scholar al-Jawhari, that the phrase given means two months after giving birth 

(al-~i\1311, 1, 131). Al-Nawawi implies that the phrase..s!)I is used to refer only 

to a female animal. However, wllike al-Nawawi, al-Azhari explains that the 

phrase can be lLsed to refer to both hwnans and animals. (AZ, 143.) 

kPUI Parturient Al-Nawawi quotes al-Azhan in al-Ziihir, making slight 

alterations to the wording used to explain the meaning of the phrase ~UI. The 

same meanmg is also given in al-Tahdhib. However, al-Nawawi vocalised the 

derived forms of ~UI. Both al-Azhan and al-Nawawi give the linguistical and 
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general meaning of the phrase ~\ll . However, al-Azhan gives his opinion and 

also provides linguistical proof from the Quran. (AZ, 133; AT, 7, 122.) 

With consideration to this phrase, al-Nawawl gave more detail from a religious 

aspect, whereas al-Azhari did not. 

e~1 Pigeons Al-Nawawi quotes the meaning of this phrase given by al-Azhari 

without adding any comments. Both al-Nawawl and al-Azhari refer to al

Shafi'l in this matter. (AZ, 189.) 

J..L..A,......; The deep inhalation of water by pigeons Al-Nawawl quotes from al-

Zahir, but as he went into more detail, he referred to al-Tahdhib. Al-Nawawl 

and al-Azhan both agreed with al-Shafi'i's point of view. 

~~I":""')I ~I Al-Nawawl quotes the meaning of this phrase from al-Zahir, 

adding no comments. Instead he summarised the chain of narrators who 

defined the phrase. (AZ, 174.) 

..sui Animal sacrifice Al-Nawawl quotes the meaning of this phrase from al-

Zah i r, adding the conditions of sacrifice from a religious aspect. (AZ, 187; 

AT, 6, 384.) 

l-~11 To set bounds Al-Nawawl quotes from al-zahir and al-Tahdhib, when 

defining this phrase, but both he and al-Azhan did not give a religious meaning 

to this phrase. (AZ, 191; AT, 4, 232.) 
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u.,.a.J1 Sacrificial offering at the birth of a new baby Al-Nawawi refers to al-

Tahdhib and al-Zi1hir when defining this phrase. Unlike al-Azhari, he gave no 

supportive evidence to this definition. An example of the supportive evidence 

which is provided in al-Zi1hir is as follows: 

Zuhayr b. Abi Sulma said, describing a wild donkey: 

~La&.~.:.;.o~ ~i:.:- J=..)1 ~i ~i .!.1l~i 

Is it not he, the large bellied and huge bodied 
who still has on him the hair with which he was bonl 

until it fonns a thick fur coat 
Imru'u al-Qays said: 

~i~~ ~J!~~.la4i 

Oh Hind, do not marry the fool 
For he still has on llinl the blonde hair vvith which 

he was bonl, and remains because of his foolishness. 

(AZ,406; AT, 1, 56.) 

t HI Sales Al-Nawawi refers to al-Zi1hir and only quotes the definition leaving 

out the discussion and the evidence mentioned by al-Azhari. He also refers to 

other sources ofinfonnation such as al-fi~i1~, (3, 1188-1189). 

Unlike al-Nawawi, al-Azhari strengthened his arguments by providing 

evidence from Ijadith and poetry. (AZ, 193; AT, 3, 237-239.) 
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O,.....-JI A heap of food Al-Nawawi referred to al-Ziihir and quoted only part of 

the meaning, adding no comments. The meaning of this phrase was given in 

brief in al-Tahdhfb (AT, 12, 173). 

Both al-Azhari and al-Nawawi did not provide the religious meaning or the 

linguistical evidence. (AZ,210; AT, 12, 173.) 

~I A measurement of weight Al-Nawawi quoted the meaning of this phrase 

from al-Ziihir and limited it by including no comments. However, al-Nawawi 

misquoted al-Azhari in defining .:.Ifill. Al-Nawawi quotes: 

.:;J~ ~ .:.I~I. I then referred to al-Ziihir, al-Tahdhfb, al-Sihiih and Lisiin al-

'Arab and discovered that .:;J~.!J~ .:.Ifill is equal to three ~ instead of five. 

(AZ,210; AT, 9,468; al-Sihiih, 4, 1609; Lisiin al- 'Arab 10,491) 
• • • 

41,..JI plural of ~,..JI A kind of sale permitted in Islam, 'When a person 

computes what quantity of fruit there is on a tree and sells it before it is 

plucked' Al-Nawawi quotes al-Ziihir for the grammatical aspect only. Unlike 

al-Nawawi, al-Azhari explained this phrase in more detail from both the 

religious and linguistical side. He also did the same in al-Tahdhfb, because 

without a full explanation this phrase could not be understood. (AZ,205; AT, 

3, 154-156.) 
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o~\ A cluster of dates Al-Nawawi referred to al-Zahir where he gave a 

summarised meaning to the phrase and limited to it. In contrast, al-Azhari 

included detailed comments and adequate explanation in al-Tahdhlb. (AZ,250; 

AT, 5, 167.) 

~\ A contract involving an immediate payment of the price and admitting 

a day in the delivery of the articles purchased with interest free Al

Nawawi referred to al-Zahir where the meaning of the phrase given was 

summarised. Al-Nawawi gave more details referring to religious sources. Both 

al-Azhari and al-Nawawi gave no evidence to support the argument neither 

from the religious side or the linguistic. Unlike al-Nawawi, al-Azhari gave 

more detailed comments and explanations from both religious and linguistical 

tenns. (AZ, 217; AT, 12,431-434.) 

4>c.U\ -' .sJ.....J\ Weave and weft Al-Nawawi quotes from al-Zahir the linguistic 

meaning of ~\, leaving out the religious evidence provided by al-Azhari. 

Although al-Azhari did not mention .s..w\ in al-Zahir, he gave full detail in al-

Tahdhlb. (AZ,427; AT, 10, 105.) 

b~\ An account order of bankruptcy against someone Al-Nawawi quoted 

from al-Zahir, with some alteration to the words which are also mentioned in 

al-Tahdhlb. 
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Unlike al-Azhari, al-Nawawi gave more explanation to the phrase, 

distinguishing the difference between ..,.~":/I bankruptcy and ~I. (AZ, 226; 

AT, 12,429.) 

"d' JA: J The lunatic became sane Al-Nawawi quoted from al-Tahdhfb part of 

the meaning and included more details and explanations from various sources. 

Also he added the different meanings of j.1JI (mind) and its position whether in 

the heart or the head. (AZ, 371; AT, 1,241.) 

.w. II f cr-JJi J If you perceived that the orphans had become mature adults 

Al-Nawawi quotes from al-Zilhir, adding no comments to the definition of the 

phrase. Neither he or al-Azhari gave the religious meaning or the linguistic 

evidence to support the definition of the phrase. Al-Azhari discussed the 

mealllngs behind this phrase in greater depth in al-Tahdhfb. (AZ,229; AT, 

13, 89.) 

"L:.JI is'r;, Emerging partnership Al-Nawawi quotes from al-Zilhir adding no 

comment to the given definition of the above phrase. Both al-Nawawi and al

Azhari provided no linguistical evidence to the definition of the phrase and did 

not discuss the religious meaning. However, in al-Tahdhfb more detail was 

given from a linguistical and religious aspect, when defming the phrase. 

Different point of views from jurisprudence schools were brought into concept. 

(AZ,234; AT, 1, 109.) 
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~~el A form of a legal deposit/consignment Al-Nawawl quotes from al-

Ziihir, taking out parts of the linguistic definition and leaving out the evidence 

to support the meaning. Neither he nor al-Azhari gave religious meanings to the 

definition. (AZ, 279; AT, 3, 140.) 

A-!.JWI A loan for the use of anything which Qard cannot be made Al-Nawawl 
• 

quotes from al-Ziihir and from other sources when defining the linguistic 

aspect to this phrase. Unlike al-Azhan, al-Nawawl gives the religious meaning 

to the above phrase. However, both did not provide evidence to support their 

argument. (AZ, 240; AT, 3, 164). 

fwll Public property Al-Nawawl quotes from aZ-Ziihir, taking part of the 

linguistic meaning but adding no comments. Both he and al-Azhari gave no 

religious definitions or linguistical evidence to support their case. However, in 

al-Tahdhib, al-Azhari gave more detail to the definition. (AZ, 244-245; AT, 

3, 60.) 

-4}:-I"'; r Clippings of twigs Al-Nawawl uses the definition given in aZ-Ziihir, 

but written in his own words. He also vocalised the words used to define the 

phrase -4}:-I"';.;-p. Both al-Azhan and al-Nawawi provided no evidence to 

support the linguistical aspect of the phrase. (AZ, 249-250; AT, 12, 160.) 
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0.&1 Basrah Al-Nawawi referred to al-Tahdh'ib adding a few comments on the 

date in which the city Basrah was first established and who established it. He 
" 

also discussed the different forms of pronunciation of the phrase Basrah. (AT, 
c 

12, 175.) 

~L-11 Racing Al-Nawawi refers to al-Zahir and quotes only part of the 

definition given. Al-Azhan discussed in detail, in both books, the linguistic 

aspect and the derivation of the phrase, providing supportive evidence in the 

form of poetry. (AZ, 409~ AT, 8,416-417.) 

..,.,\.....!:..:.!I Arrows Al-Nawawi refers to al-Zahir, adding no comments to the 

definition of the above phrase. Both al-Nawawi and al-Azhan did not discuss 

the linguistic aspects of the phrase. (AZ, 414.) 

cPi' A bunch of arrows Al-Nawawi referred to al-Zahir and al-Tahdhfb, 

adding a vocalisation of the phrase. (AZ, 411~ AT, 8, 315.) 

..:J\..J~IJ .;JI.,J.I Derelict land Al-Azhan discussed in detail the definition of ..:Jly.l, 

particularly from a linguistic aspect, providing supportive evidence. Al-

Nawawi quoted parts of the meaning given by al-Azhari, adding no comments. 

(AZ,256.) 

LJ~I A lost animal Al-Nawawi refers to al-Zahir, quoting parts of the 

commentary given, leaving out the religious supportive evidence. (AZ, 265.) 
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J-ill Endowment Al-Nawawi quotes from al-Ztihir a brief defintion of the 

above phrase. However, he discussed in detail the religious and linguistical 

meanings behind the phrase and also provided supportive evidence from the 

views of scholars, whereas al-Azhari discussed in detail the contents of the 

above phrase in al-Tahdhfb. (AZ, 260; AT, 4,343.) 

~i' A will Al-Nawawl quotes from al-Ztihir, adding no comments to the 

definition of 4-P II . Both he and al-Azhari only provided the linguistical meaning 

to the above phrase. (AZ, 271.) 

JWI Emancipation of slaves Al-Nawawl quotes from al-Ztihir the definition of 

J-::AlI, which was very brief. However, al-Nawawl also referred to other sources 

and discussed in detail the linguistical aspect of the above phrase. (AZ, 427.) 

..:.1,J\.J;. L~ ~21 leave your reins dangling from your shoulder Al-Nawawi 

quoted from al-Ztihir, adding that this phrase can be used to refer to a woman 

or a slave. Both al-Nawawi and al-Azhari gave no religious meanings to the 

phrase. (AZ, 327.) 

J t=tll An imbalance of justice regarding the inherancy of wealth Al-Nawawi 

referred to parts of the defmition given in al-Ztihir and other sources. In 

contrast, al-Azhari discussed in more detail both the linguistical and religious 

aspect of the phrase, providing supportive evidence. (AZ, 270; AT, 3, 196.) 
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~I Pudendum Al-Nawawi quotes from al-Zahir the definition of this phrase, 

adding no comments. (AZ, 302.) 

;;,dl Temporary marriage Al-Nawawi refers to the definition given in al-Zahir, 

quoting only the linguistic aspect of the phrase. In contrast, al-Azhari discussed 

the meaning of the phrase in both books, covering the linguistic and religious 

meaning. (AZ, 314; AT, 2,290-296.) 

jt+!1 Wifely disobedience Al-Nawawi may have quoted the definition of j~1 

from either books of al-Azhari. (AZ, 322; AT, 11, 296, 304.) 

;p-a:ll Distraction/Failure to comply I did not find this phrase in al-Zahir but 

the definition was given in al-Tahdhlb. This phrase was given in two forms. 

Firstly, ~I with a Fatha and the second with a Kastlr. A third form was • 

mentioned by al-Nawawi, to have been discussed by al-Azhari, but I have been 

unable to find this or supportive evidence. (AT, 8, 344-346.) 

~U-'JI Father-in-law I was unable to find this phrase in al-Zahir. Al-Nawawi 

referred to parts of the definition given in al-Tahdhlb. Unlike al-Nawawi, al-

Azhari gave the linguistic and religious meaning of the phrase in full detail. 

(AT, 5, 272-276.) 

..t'L..a4!1 Capital punishment Al-Nawawi referred to al-Zahir, quoting only parts 

of the definition given. Both he and al-Azhari did not give the religious 
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meanmg to the definition or any supportive evidence. However, al-Azhari 

discussed in detail the linguistic aspect of the phrase ,rL.dl! providing supportive 

evidence. (AZ, 365; At, 8,256.) 

~I .:el! The white of the eye is very white and clear and so is the black Al-

Nawawi quotes from al-Zfihir without adding further information. (AZ, 385.) 

.....Lli'J1 Uncircumcised Al-Nawawi quotes from al-Zfihir when defining the 

phrase .....ill'll, making slight alterations to the words used. (AZ, 385.) 

~?' J ~~ ~ .:r J r .:r J Bravery Al-Nawawi quoted from al-Ziihir, adding no 

extra infonnation to the definition given by al-Azhari. The phrase is also 

discussed in al-Tahdhib. (AZ, 119; AT, 15,390.) 

;;.....L'iJ! Fortress I have not found this phrase in al-Zfihir, therefore, it seems that 

al-Nawawi had taken parts of the explanation for:;.ilill from al-Tahdhib, whereas 

al-Azhan discussed in detail the different usages for the phrase. (AT, 1,250.) 

...;\5,J! Camels prepared to be ridden for the purposes of war or transport 

Al-Nawawi refers to parts of the definition given in al-Zfihir, adding an 

explanation related to the linguistical deriviation of the phrase. Unlike al

Nawawi, aI-khan provided the religious meaning in al-Zfihir. He also 

discussed in more detail the definition of the phrase in al-Tahdhfb. (AZ, 280; 

AT, 10,216-221.) 
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P)I To dole out Al-Nawawi referred to parts of the definition given in al

Ztihir. Unlike al-Nawawi, al-Azhari gave both linguistic and religious uses of 

the phrase. (AZ, 283.) 

~~I Judgement Al-Nawawl quotes the whole definition given in al-Ztihir, 

leaving out the poetic evidence and adding no extra infonnation. (AZ, 419.) 

Io:.A ... ,aj"11 To listen to 00 Al-Nawawl quotes only parts of the explanation given in 

al-Ztihir, regarding the grammatical aspect of the phrase. He also left out the 

definition and the poetical evidence used to support the argument. (AZ, 113-

114.) 

~..l.lJI Quarrel Al-Nawawl quotes from al-Ztihir parts of the explanation given, 

adding a religious definition to the phrase. In contrast, al-Azhan did not 

provide a religious meaning. (AZ, 420.) 

;u.~1 To take an oath Al-Nawawl referred to al-Ztihir, quoting parts of the 

explanation given, adding different views to the argument. He did not seem to 

agree with al-Azhan's view regarding the meaning of this phrase. (AZ, 372~ 

AT, 8,423.) 
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8- Similarities and Differences between the two works 

Similarities: 

1- Both scholars investigated the language of al-Fiqh and explained the existing 

language tenns of two previous scholars in two books. 

2- Both belong to the Shafi'i school of thought. They worked in the same area 

of Shafi'i Fiqh. 

3- They did not follow the chronological sequence in presenting their evidence 

in the discussed issue. 

4- They did not follow a methodological pattern in their interpretation of the 

entries. Sometimes they presented the evidence before the explanation of the 

tenn and in other cases presented the religious meaning before the linguistic 

meanmg. 

5- Both scholars were on agreement in most of their discussed issues. 

6- Both scholars consider the Hadith to be a valid proof in supporting linguistic • 

arguments. 

Differences: 

1- Al-Nawawi was ajurist and a muhaddith in the first place and a philologist • 

in the second place, while al-Azhari was a philologist and a lexicographer in 

the first place and a religious scholar in the second place. 
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2- There is a time gap (approxilnately three centuries) between the two 

scholars. 

3- Al-Azhan uses more evidence from the Quran and Arabic poetry than al

Nawawi. 

4- Al-Azhan did not mention any references for the literature he used, whereas 

al-Nawawi reported about forty references. 

5- Al-Azhan relies on the the narration of much connected literature from 

previous linguists and jurists. 

9- The Evaluation of both works of the two scholars 

Through the analysis and comparison of both scholars' work the following 

COlmnents can be made. 

The investigation of the issues where al-Nawawl referred to al-Azhan suggest 

that al-Nawawl quoted al-Azhan in approxilnately ninety places. Regardless of 

these numerous references used by al-Nawawl from al-Azhari, al-Jawhari was 

quoted by al-Nawawl on about one hundred and twenty terms. This indicated 

that al-Azhan ranked second in al-Nawawi's work. 

In referring to al-Azhan, al-Nawawl did not mention the names of the books 

that he quoted from, except once where he mentioned al-Tahdhlb. 

Nevertheless, there are only two published books written by al-Azhan~ al-
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Zahir and al-Tahdhfb, to my knowledge. AI-Zahir was not mentioned at all in 

al-Nawawl's work. 

Al-Nawawl used al-Zahir more often than al-Tahdhib regardless of its small 

contents in comparison with al-Tahdh'ib as one of the main Arabic dictionaries. 

The reason for this is the similarity of knowledge content between al-Zahir and 

al-Tahrfr, al-Nawawl's work. 
• 

In most cases, al-Nawawl directly quoted al-Azhari. However, sometimes he 

neglected the linguistic and religious evidence and proof used by al-Azhari in 

supporting his argument. 

Through my investigation of both scholars books al-Zahir and al-Tahrfr, I 
• 

found some terms that were mentioned in al-Zahir but did not exist in al-

Ta~rfr. Such terms include ~'.lAl' ,~~, ,~u...J, ,~, ,~)I (AZ, I 06). 

Some entries quoted by al-Nawawl from al-Azhari were not found in al-Zahir, 

but instead were found in al-Tahdh'ib. Examples include ~~, '~'. 

Occasionally, al-Nawawl elaborated some quoted terms from al-Zahir, such as 

IJ'J.r ~ ~w, J..-)\,j, al-Nawawl added another fonn ~L...-.IJ ,~i. Moreover in another 

term such as .r--';'-' al-Nawawi in addition explained that it is Arabised Persian. 

In some of the terms such as c:.'J)' al-Nawawi strongly confirmed al-Azhan's 

definition regardless of their differing opinions to what was mentioned by al-

Jawhan, al-Fayn1zabadi and al-Zabldi. 
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Al-Nawawi's support of the definitions given by al-Azhari arose from two 

aspects, firstly he saw al-Azhari as an authority in the Arabic language and 

secondly, al-Azhari took the language directly from speaking to the Arab 

tribes, which was seen to be a privilege. However, there is no evidence to 

suggest that al-Azhari would have heard all the Arabic language or heard all 

the Arabic tribes. 

There are certain terms such as ;U..wl where al-Nawawl mis-quoted al-Azhari's 

definitions. By t;..wl, al-Azhari defined it as camels and cows. However, in aI-

Nawawl's reference to al-Azhari's definition of;u..wl ,he mis-quoted al-Azhari 

by defining the tenn as cows, camels and sheep instead of just cows and 

camels. 

Another example of mis-referring is in the term L$"""'.,1I, where al-Nawawl 

mentioned 'Abdullah b. Sa'ld al-'Umawl instead of Abfl 'Amr b. al-'Ala' in 

explaining this term as stated in al-Sihah. 

A further example of mis-quote by al-Nawawl is .!.l.,s:tl. Al-Azhari defined this 

term as equaling three .:;~ (measure). However, in al-Nawawi's definition of 

the term he mis-quoted it by saying it equals five .:;G;.l$'. In reference to al-

Zahir, al-Tahdhfb, al-Sihah and al-Lisan, I found that the term !.\;11 equals . . . 
three ...:;J~. 
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There are certain tenns where al-Nawawl provided more comments from a 

linguistic aspect than al-Azhan. For example, j}ll (rice) al-Nawawi presented 

six fonns, whereas al-Azhari presented only three fonns. Another example NI 

- once again al-Nawawl presented six language fonns and al-Azhan presented 

only one. 

There are also particular tenns where in this case, al-Azhari provided detailed 

comments from a linguistic aspect more than that provided by al-Nawawl, e.g 

~WI 

AI-Azhan does not provide the religious meaning of some tenns, whereas al

Nawawl does, e.g A!.)WI. 

When defining a phrase such as ~)\, al-Nawawl refers to both books of al

Azhari. The general meaning is found in al-Ziihir. while the rest of the 

quotation referring to Abu 'Ubayda is fOlUld in al-Tahdhlb. 

In some tenns such as ...,..,w..:JI ,.J......!;,)\ ~ ~JI ,i,)\.WI is'.r- ,~,))I , al-Nawawl depended 

soley on al-Azhari's definitions, without further addition of comments. 

AI-Nawawi disagreed with al-Azhari's definition of certain tenns such as ~~I 

where al-Nawawl believed it derived from ~ whereas al-Azhari believed it 

derived from~. 
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Another example where their disagreement is apparent is in the definition of 

the term ;UUI. In this case al-Nawawi, Abu Ziyad, al-Jawhari and Ibn al-Athir 

believed that it means ~4":11 (oaths) while on the other hand al-Azhan, Ibn aI-

'Arabi, Ibn Sidah and al-Fayriizabadi believed that ;UUI means ~ yili; ,j...ul ~W:-I 

(the vowing group). 

There are numerous terms where al-Nawawi did not refer to al-Azhan. 

Through my study of these terms in a/-Zahir and al-TafJrfr, it appears that 

there is no great difference in the approach and the interpretation of such terms 

given by the two authors. Examples include: 

I-Divorce J")l.WI. Both scholars closely agreed on the linguistic meaning of this 

term. (AZ, 325). 

2-Dismissal (1....-11. Al-Nawawi vocalised this term and confirmed the concise 

linguistic meaning. On the other hand al-Azhan explained this term in more 

detail, linguistically and religiously referring to the Quran and other references. 

3-Irrevocable Divorce J\.,lI. There is no difference in their interpretation of this 

tenn except that al-Nawawi allowed the addition of al-Ha to the term making it 

""" ... :.n,JI. 

By studying the book al-Tahrir, al-Nawawi's great efforts and high degree of , 

accuracy is apparent through his references made to more than one manuscript 
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of al-Tanbfh. He clearly indicated that he referred to the author's copy as well. 

In addition to this, al-Nawawi criticised, scrutinized and objected to 

approximately thirty linguistic explanations given by aI-Shirazi Examples are 

given below. 

1-In the phrase ~4 ~'J ~"14 ~"1' ,"'»'-4.:#.-' ~ Y..J given by aI-Shirazi, al-Nawawi 

stressed that he should have said ~~4 ~~, instead of ~4 ~, because the word 

referred to ~, (eyelid) is in the masculine form. 

2-Al-Shlrazi said J~ ~J.:r..R .;J~'. Al-Nawawi criticised this and suggested that 

aI-Shirazi should have said I+.l~ ~~.I4......3-J. The fonner implies only five nights, 

whereas the latter counted the period waiting in days and nights. 

3-Al-Shirazi said 4lS' ~'~J~' ~!~, (all the Jugular veins must be cut for the 

sacrifice of an animal). Al-Nawawi criticised al-Shirazi's definition saying that 

he should not have given the plural form of' Jugular vein' when there are only 

two veins. Al-Nawawi in addition suggested the phrase should state ~~, 

4J:f':~ )', i.e to cut the two Jugular veins, giving the dual fonn instead. 

4-Al-Shirazi said ~'uh (resident). Al-Nawawi indicated that this term, fOlmd in 

al-Tanbfh is grammatically incorrect. The correct fonn is c}\J. 
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10- Arabised Terms 

Arabised tenns are originally non-Arabic and were used by the non-Arabs to 

give a particular meaning. The Arabs then utilized these tenns also to give the 

same meanmg. 

The majority of Arabised tenns were brought in from neighbouring nations 

where there was most contact, such as the Persian country from the east, the 

Roman Empire from the north and Ethiopia from the south and south-west. 

The borrowing of tenns between different languages is well known to a great 

extent due to the inter-relationship between different civilisations and also 

through trade, education, political, social relations and war. 

The Arabic language authorities ~.rJI u.UI Wi tried to establish a criteria for 

identifying the non-Arab words used by the Arabs. 

Al-Suyfltl said: "The scholars of the Arabic language said that a non-Arab noun 

is known by the following facets: 

"First, the naql, when one of the Arab scholars, who are an authority in the 

Arabic language, copies or tranfers tins. 

"Second, when the tenn is outside the patterns iJ.)J of Arabic nouns, such as 

lbrfsam ~,;!I. This pattern does not exist in the structure of nouns in the Arabic 

language. 
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"Third, when the first letter is a nun (i,») followed by a ril ' ( ) ) such as the 

word NGljis ~j, as this does not exist in the Arabic language. 

"Fourth, if the noun ends in a zily ( ) ) followed by a dill (~) such as Muhandiz 

)-4", because this does not exist in the Arabic language. When Arabs used this 

tenn, they modified it, replacing a sIn ( If) instead of the zily. It became 

Muhandis "",-4". 

"Fifth, when the tenn contains a ~ild ( uP) and aj'im (~) such as §awlajiln 

i.)\.:l:-rP and Jis '-'~. 

"Sixth, if the tenn contains ajlm (~) and a qilj( J ) such as Manjanlq ~. 

"Seventh, if the tenn is a quadnlple or quintuple word, free from any voluble 

letters which are: bil' ( ~ ), ril' ( ) ),jil' ( J ), lilm ( J ), mlm (~ ) and nun ( i.) ). 

If it were an Arab word it would contain one of these letters such as the tenn 

SafGljal y..,rL-, Qudha'mal J-;.Ii, Qur!a'ab yal:.} and Juhmarish .?~." (al-

Muzhir, 1 ,160) 

The existence of Arabised tenns in the Quran and Hadith appears to be a 

controversial matter between those who believe that Arabised tenns are 

present, those who do not and those who are in between. It seems that the 

Quran and Hadi'th do contain Arabised tenns, however, and these tenns were • 
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used and became part of the Arabic language long before the Quran was 

actually revealed to the Prophet. 

Al-Nawawl, in his book of al-Ta~rfr included approximately fifty Arabised 

terms. Most of these terms were of Persian origin and were related to the 

names of plants, tools and other objects which were uncommon in the Arabic 

peninsula. 

The borrowing of terms between different languages is continuous, until 

this day, where the Arabic language borrows scientific terms from the west 

and there are specialist academic centres founded for arabi sing terms in 

Damascus, Cairo and other Arab countries. 
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EDITORIAL METHOD 

Once I had obtained the British Library manuscript and decided that this was 

going to be the topic of my study, I began searching for further manuscripts. 

My supervisor, John Mattock was of great help and through him I was able to 

obtain directly three manuscripts from the Chester Beaty Library in Dublin. I 

obtained two further manuscripts from aI-As ad al-Wa!aluyyah Library in 

Damascus, Syria and another one from the Berlin Library, Germany. After 

writing to East Berlin libraries for a copy of the manuscript, I was informed by 

the librarians there that the manuscript had been transferred to West Berlin 

after the war.( The librarians were very co-operative and sent me a copy of the 

manuscript immediately). I also contacted the Ttmisian Library of al-Maktabah 

al-Watalliyyah. After great effort, many telephone calls, letters and expenses I 

was then only able to obtain a copy, which took over four months of 

continuous contact, despite speaking to the cultural attache at the Ttmisiall 

Embassy in London. However, the last mallUscript in the Dar al-Kutub al

Misriyyah Library in Cairo, Egypt was the most difficult one to obtain . 
• 

Through continuous correspondence with the library for over a year and 

nmnerous telephone calls, I was still unable to obtain a copy. My letters to the 

library were not acknowledged, until I met an overseas student who was 

rettmring to Cairo and through him I was able to obtain the manuscript. 

All in all, I was able to obtain nine manuscripts. I began by reading each 

manuscript to get a general picttlre with regard to the arrangement of the 

chapters, to find out if there were any sections missing, whether or not the 

name of the scribe is given, the different kinds of scripts used and its legibility. 

I chose the Berlin manuscript to be the main one (for reasons given in the 

Description of the Manuscript) alld where I compared the other eight to it. 
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I began each chapter with a heading at the top of a new page each time. 

For missing or words inserted in the margins, I have restored them and placed 

them in the text. The entries that require explantion, I have placed at the 

beginning of a new line and they are in bold. I have also provided notes and 

comments on the text where there is a need for them, which can be found after 

the text in Volume Two. 

In order to fmd out the differences between the manuscripts, I applied a 

method of reading aloud and allowing my colleagues to follow and note down 

differences such as missing words, incomplete sentences, spelling or 

grammatical mistakes etc. Occasionally, when my colleagues were unavailable, 

I read aloud myself and recorded it on a tape recorder, replaying it slowly and 

repeatedly so that I could pick out the differences. These differences are given 

at the bottom of each page (footnote). 

Occasionally, where there is an addition of a letter, a word or a phrase, I 

have symbolized it with a ' + '. When letters, words or phrases are missing or 

have been omitted. I have denoted it with a ' - '. 

In order to ease accesss to the text material, I have provided indexes for 

the terms, names, places, Quranic verses, Hadith and units of measurements at 

the end of Volume Two. 

The symbols for the manuscripts are given below. 

~ 

l-Staatsbibliothek, Berlin, No. 9311902 (\) 

2-British Library, London, No. ADD, 7253 ( Y ) 

3-Dftr al-Kutub al-Mi~riyyah, Cairo, No.1665 ( ~ ) 

4-Maktabat al-'Asad al-Wataniyyah, Damascus, No. 2188 ( '''') 
/I 

5-Maktabat al-'Asad al-Wataniyyah, Damascus, No. 2289 ('1'",) 
/I 
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6-Chester Beaty, Dublin, No. 5209 ( ,~ ) 

7-Chester Beaty, Dublin, No. 4829 (" ~ ) 

8-Chester Beaty, Dublin, No. 5348 ('l"~) 

9-Al-Maktabah al-Wa!aniyyah, Tunisia, No. 18573 (..:;J) 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE MANUSCRIPTS 

~ . 
1-(1) The Staatsbibliothek Preuss. Kulturbesitz Orientabteilung. Berlin 

microfilm No. 9311902. 

The title of the MS is Kitab al-Tahrlr ft Sharh Alfaz al-Tanbih wa Dabtiha wa , ... . . . 
Tahdhfb Lughatiha wa Ishtiqaqiha wa Td addudiha. The name of its author is 

given below the title on the first page as Td Iff al-Shaykh al- 'Imiim al- 'Alim al-

'Amil aI- 'Alliimah al-Awhad ai-Bart' Faridu 'Asriht Afdalu al-Muta 'khkhirln . . ~ . 
Muhyi al-Dfn Abf Zakariyyah Yahya bin Sharaf bin Murrf bin Hasan bin . 
Husayn bin Hizam al-Nawawf. . . 
The MS begins with 'Bismillahi al-Rabmiin al-Rabfm ' (the following word is 

illegible) 'Rabbi yassir wa AI!lI:fand ends with, 'QObilat Hadhihi al-Nuskhah 

min Nuskhah qlibi/at min Nuskhah bikhat al-Musann(f ra~imahu Allah. ' 

This is a one volume MS and consists of 180 pages. There are 21 lines to a 

page and approximately eleven words per line. It ends with two dates: 

1- The date of completion of the book by the author, al-Nawawl, (25-12-

671112-7-1273), five years before his death. 

2- The date of the script by the scribe, (16-12-708/27-5-1309), thirty one 

years after the author's death. 
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The MS shows the usual organisation of thirteen chapters ( ..,.£) and the less 

usual organisation of nine sections (yly.i). All chapters and sections have been 

arranged according to the nonnal headings of Fiqh. All titles of chapters and 

sections are transcribed in bold characters. The chapter titles have not been 

written carefully and the arrangement of the sections is very haphazard. The 

MS is written in an ordinary naskh, which although not neat, it is still legible. 

There are some blank spaces amongst some of the pages, such as pages 2, 3 

and 163. Dots and vocalisations are not adopted regularly. From pages 1-163 

inclusive the script is the same but then changes between pages 163-173 

inclusive. From page 173 onwards the script is like the first.Linkage words 

have mainly been used, which helped to hold the MS together. Words are 

omitted or missed in almost every page. The scribe has inserted them in the 

margin, with an indication given at the appropriate point in the text ( -, r-) 

and in the margin (~). The margin also contains collation notes such as: 

balagha muqabalatan, but rarely contains any comments. The scribe shows 

considerable care with hamzah and shaddah. The MS contains the name of 

the scribe which is 'Abd aI-Qadir bin Yiisuf bin al-Mu~affar bin Sadaqah al-

Haziri and the chain of muqabalah with the manuscript of the author. 
• • 
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2- (Y) The British Library No. ADD,7253, Department of Oriental 

Manuscripts and Printed Books. 

The title of this MS is Kitiibun fi Sharh Aljiiz al-Tanbih wa dJ.abtihii wa •• • • 

Tahdhib Lughiitiha wa Ishtiqaqiha wa Td addudihii. The name of its author is 

given as al-Shaykh al-' Imam al-~ Alim al-~Alliimah aI-Hafiz aI-Dab it al-Mutqin .. . . 
al-Mutajannin Mufti al-Shiim AM Zakariyya Ya~yii bin Sharaj bin Murrl bin 

Hasan bin Husayn bin Hiziim al-Nawiiwl af-Shiifi 'I The first page begins with 
• • • 

'Bismillahi af-Rahmiin aI-Rahim, Rabbi 'Ukhtum bikhayr. ' The last page has . .. 

a colophon consisting of two dates; 

1- The date of completion of the book (25-12-671112-7-1273). 

2- The date of the script (3-5-736/20-12-1335) by Muhammed bin Ismii'll bin ~ 
• 

Umar af- Shii/i'1. 

The MS consists of 211 pages and fourteen chapters headed with (y\:S') and 

thirty sections headed with ( y~ ). All chapters and sections are arranged 

according to the Fiqh classification, although most of the first chapter is 

mislaid. All headings are scripted in bold characters and interwoven into the 

text. 

There are 17 lines in each page and approximately 11 words to a line. Pages 

are paginated consecutively in Arabic and English on the top left hand side, but 

there is no sign of linkage words. 
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The MS is written in good naskh hand writing. The scribe shows considerable 

care of vocalisation. Almost all of the margins are full of corrections, in 

particular of missing and omitted words. There are approximately ten pages 

lllissmg after page 153. The margins also contain the following collation notes: 

balagha, balagha muqabalatan, and ( ~ ~c-",) on pages 14 and 16 

respectively. There is little punctuation in this MS. Page 209 in particular 

seems to have been divided into three sections and amended. However, this 

page contains unrelated comments and poorly written handwriting. Page 210 

includes some unrelated comments on the top part of the page and contains the 

names of the Twelve Imams of the Shl'ah sect at the bottom of the page. It is 

possible be that in the past, this MS was held by a Sill' ah person since the 

names of the Twelve Imams are written in different handwriting from that in 

the main text. 

3-(.!l) Dar al-Klltllb al-Misriyyall, Cairo No. 1665 Fiqh Shafi'i . 
• 

The title of this MS is KWab al-Ta~rfr.ff Shar~ A(faf al-Tanbfh wa pab!iha wa 

Tahdhfbi Lughiitiha wa ]shtiqaqiha wa To' addudiha. It begins with 

'Btsmillahi ai-Rahman al-Rahfm, wa Ma Tawfiqf illa Billahi, 'Alayhi 
• • 

Tawakkaltu. ' 
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The MS consists of 193 pages, each page being 18 x 12 ems. It is a one 

volume MS. There are 19 lines on each page and approximately 11 words to a 

line. The last page of the MS has a colophon including the following two dates: 

1- The date of completion of the book by the author ( 25-12-671). 

2- The date of completion of the script by the scribe ( 11-10-697/ ). The 

scribe of this MS is unnamed. 

The MS consists of fourteen chapters (~) and thirteen sections (y\y.i). The 

fIrst chapter (oJ4bl\ yL:$') and its sections have been scripted without headings. 

All headings of chapters and sections are not scripted in separate lines, but are 

distinguished from the rest of the text by bold writing. The pages are 

consecutively paginated in Arabic numerals on the top left side of the page, 

written in dotted, reasonably vocalized, neat naskh. 

4-(,..,..) Maktabat al-Asad al-Wataniyyall, Damascus No. 2188, Shafi'i 
• 

Jurisprudence. 

The title of this MS is Kitab Tahrir Aljaz al-Tanbih wa Dabti AI{azhi wa .. - . ~. 
Bayan Lughtitihi wa al- 'Afsab Minha wa Ista~i Ma ' Unkira Minha wa Ghayri 

Dhalik. The name of the author is al-'Imam al-'Alim al-'Allamah al-Wari' al-

zahid Muhyi ai-Din Yahya al-Nawawl. 
# • 
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This is a one-volume MS and consists of 190 pages. There are 23 lines in a 

page and approximately 11 words per line. 

It starts with 'Bismillahi aI-Rahman aI-Rahim wa Bihi Nastdin' and ends with 
• • 

the date of completion of the book by the author (25-12-671). 

The MS contains twelve chapters ( ~) and six sections, all of which have 

been arranged according to the normal Fiqh classification method. 

Headings of chapters and sections have not been given good care,_in particular 

sections which are not adopted adequately and intelWoven into the text. 

The orthography is small, clear and scripted in ordinary naskh. The scribe 

takes care of vocalization except hamzah, which is hardly used. The script is 

most adequately dotted. 

Linkage words have been consecutively adopted at the bottom of the left 

margin. The MS has no pagination. 

Margins have been used in every page for inserting many missing words and 

for correcting only few words. Indication of missing or corrected words is 

given at the appropriate position in the text as ( _____ r-) (~~). The margins 

also include the sign balagha such as in pages 8, 132 and 181. 

The scribe inserts missing sections from pages 153 and 154 in the margins. He 

uses the sign ( t) in the margin for corrected words and the sign ( r- ) in the 

text. 
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In this MS, the handwriting of the script is consistent from pages 1-180, while 

pages 180-190 are written in a much finer font. The margin and space 

bordering in pages 5 and 6 have the collation note 'waqf' stamped on them. 

The MS has no blanks and has very little damage. 

5-(Yof ) Maktabat al-Asad al-Wataniyyall, Damascus No. 2289, Shafi'j 

Jurisprudence. 

The title of this MS is Kitab al-Tahrir fi Sharh Aljaz al-Tanblh wa Dabti Lugh .. " .. . . 
atiha wa Tahdhibiha wa Ishtiqaqiha wa Td addudiha. The author's name is 

given as al-Shaykh al- 'Imam al-'Alim al-Fa(JiI al-Qudwah al-'Allamah, Shaykh 

ai-Islam Mufti wa al-Mujtahidin Mu~yi ai-Din Ya~ya bin Sharaf 

The MS consists of254 pages. There are 17 lines per page and approximately 

10 words to a line. 

The MS starts with 'Bismillahi ai-Rahman ai-Rahim, Rabbi yassir bilutfika ya 
•• • 

Karim and ends with the following two dates: 

1-The date of completion of the book, 25-12-671 A.H. 

2-The date of the script by the scribe, 16-9-744 A.H. 

The MS has been well preserved and is almost free from blots, erasures and 

blights. It shows the organization of fifteen chapters. The sections have not 

been well organized and the headings ( yl)-!i ) have not been adequately 
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adopted. The text is written in naskh script and is plain and quite legible. This 

MS is devoid of all punctuation and is inadequately vocalized. The marking of 

the text with dots is rather sparse and irregular. The words or phrases which 

have been chosen for explanatory purposes have been scripted in bold 

lettering. 

Linkage words have been adopted to show the proceeding pages and are 

usually situated at the left hand side of the bottom of the page. Words which 

have been omitted, corrected or erased are placed in the margin with a pointer 

in the appropriate place to indicate any of the above three. 

The margin is clear of explanatory notes and comments, except on certain 

pages, such 104 and 105. These pages have portions containing comments 

which seem to have been glued to the outer-edge of these pages. 

The Hamzah has not been used at all. The colophon includes the names of 

poets who praise the author and various comments. The scribe of the MS is 

Muhammad bin Muhammad bin Ahmad Ibn 'Abd al-Wahid bin 'Abd aI-Karim 
• •• • 

bin Khalafbin Sultan bin Suhman bin Ahmad bin Khulayd bin Hasan bin Sa'ad 
• II • • 

bin Suwayd bin 'Abdullah bin Muhammad bin Yahya Ibn al-Mundhir bin 
• e 

Khalad bin 'Abdullah bin Khalid bin Abi Dujanah Simak aI-Ansari, a 
• 

companion of the Prophet Muhammad (p.b.u.h) . .. 
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6-(,. ~ ) Chester Beaty Library Dublin, No. 4829. 

The title of tIlls MS is Kitab al-Tahrir fi Sharh Aljaz al-Tanbih wa Dabtiha wa • •• • • 

Tahdhib Lughatiha wa Ishtiqaqiha wa Td addudiha. The name of its author is 

given as al-Shaykh al- 'Imam al-Faqir ' la Rahmatillahi wa Lu(fihi Muhyi al-
• • 

Din Yahya bin Sharaf bin Murri bin Hasan bin Husayn bin Hizam al-Nawtiwl. 
• ••• 

The name is written on the first page. 

This is a one volume MS and consists of 307 pages. There are 13 lines to a 

page and approximately 9 words per line. It is very well organized into 16 

chapters and 58 sections. The first chapter includes 13 sections. Headings of 

chapters and sections are well displayed and are inserted on a separate line. 

Chapters are arranged in Shfffi'i's order of Fiqh. 

The MS is written in a good naskh handwriting (calligraphy). The first page 

starts with 'Bismillahi aI-Rahman aI-Rahim, Allahumma laka al-Hamdu 'Ala 
•• • 

Kulli Hal. The last page ends with the completion of the book by the author 
• 

and ends with neither the date of the script nor the name of the scribe . 

Orthography is neat, clear and rather large. The scribe shows good care in 

maintaining the hamzah throughout the text. Vocalization in the MS has been 

adequately adopted, unlike the other MS's. 

Handwriting in tills MS, from pages 1- 55 inclusive1 is neat, clear and 

consistent. From pages 55-75 inclusive, the handwriting is different and there is 
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less vocalization, but the fundamental vocalization is thoroughly maintained. 

The same applies for pages 198-307 inclusive, at which point the MS ends. 

Dots are adequately adopted throughout the text. The phrases which have been 

chosen for explanatory purposes have been scripted in bold lettering. The only 

punctuation which has been fairly adopted in this MS is the full stops. Words 

which are missing, omitted or corrected have been inserted in the margin with a 

pointer in the appropriate place to indicate any of the above. There are only a 

few instances where this occurs. The margins also include some comments in 

reference to the subject concerned in the text, of which examples can be found 

ill pages 12,22,29,31, 53, 95, 96, 120 and 160. It seems that the pages with 

comments in the margins have been written by a different scribe. For the words 

or sentences which have been wrongly placed in the text, i.e. placing words or 

sentences before or after its correct position in reference to another word or 

sentence, an indication of ( (.LA.., r'-r ) has been adopted in the appropriate 

place, e.g. page 213. 

Linkage words have been adopted to show the proceeding pages and are 

usually situated at the left hand side of the bottom of the page. Although this 

MS is one of the most neatest, clearest and vocalized MS 's, it has been 

hindered by the fact that there is a large portion missing, which could be 

estimated to be 50 pages. 
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7- (, ~) Chester Beaty Library Dublin, No. 5209. 

The title of this MS is Kitiib Lughiit al-Tanblh. The author's name is given as 

al-'Alliimah Shaykh aI-Islam al- 'Imiim al-Nawawl. Added below the name of 

the author is the following:"It came into the possession of al-Hii]j Muhammad 
~ .. 

Tiilib bin al-Marhum al-Hiijj Muhammad Khayr (the following is illegible). . .... 
The MS starts with: 'Awwal Kitiib Lughiit al-Tanblh, Bismillahi al-Rahmiin 

• 

aI-RahIm wa Bihi Tawfiq1. I It ends with: 'Tamma al-Kitiib bi Ifamdi Allaht 

wa 'Awnihi wa Salawiituhu wa Salamuhu 'Ala Sayyidinii Muhammad waAlihi • • 

wa Sahbihi wa Sallam wa Hasbunii Allah wa Ntma aI-WaHl.' . ~ ~ . 
The MS contains no dates; neither for the completion of the book by the 

author, nor for the script. The scribe of this MS is tmamed. 

This MS consists of 147 pages. There are 25 lines in each page and 

approximately 11 words per line. It consists of fourteen chapters (~) and 10 

sections ( ,--:.J\y-!i). It is written in poor naskh, which is plainly distinguishable in 

the MS, but is not strictly in accordance with the principles of naskh 

calligraphy. 

Linkage words have been adopted throughout the MS and are usually found 

on the proceeding page. Words or phrases which have been explained have not 

been set out in the usual manner of italics and bold letters. 
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There has been some fringe attempt at what one might describe as a form of 

bold lettering. It would seem to be a frail attempt, even perhaps a hesitant one. 

The headings of chapters and sections have been interwoven into the text, such 

that titles are not placed onto a line of their own, but are situated where the text 

of the subject appears at either side of it. These aberrations are not serious in 

essence and are due to a lack of intense proportioning. 

Virtually no punctuation is used throughout the MS, however, this is a normal 

feature of ancient MS 'so The vocalization is sparse throughout the MS and 

many dots are unrecorded. 

Words that are missing, omitted or which have been corrected appear to a great 

extent in the margins. Certain comments are also to be fOlmd in the margins, 

such as in page 47. The scribe has inserted some words in the wrong place, 

such as in page 131 where (....; J.ril "";')L>.) is written instead of (~ -:..>')t:\1 J .0;). 

Other examples can be fOlmd in pages 93 and 126. 

There are some errors in the MS such as ( ~I)I ~ 0';)1 ), instead of 

(0';)1 ~I)I 0~l: ) and ( ""' ~i ) instead of ( JJL4Ji ). 
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8-( ,. ~ ) Chester Beaty Library, Dublin No. 5348. 

The title of this MS is given as follows: Kitabun fihi Ta~rir A(ra~ al-Tanbih 

The name of the author is given on the first page as al-Shaykh al- 'Imam ai-I 

Alim al-'Allamah Mu~yi ai-Din AM Zakariyya Ya~ya bin Sharaf bin Murri al-

Nawawi. 

This MS consists of 198 pages. The number of lines per page in the MS varies 

from page to page, but usually lies between 13 and 23 lines per page. The 

number of words per line also varies. Some lines in some pages have 4-5 

words, e.g. page 114-120 inclusive, while others have 11 words per line, e.g. 

pages 1-14 inclusive. 

The MS begins with 'Bismillahi ai-Rahman ai-Rahim wa Salla Allahii I Iii 
• • • 

Sayyid al-Mursalin Muhammad wa Alihi wa Sahbihi, Oiila al-Shaykh al-Faqih 
III •• -

al- 'Imam al- 'Alim al-Zahid al-Wari' Muhyi ai-Din Abu Zakariyya Yahya bin 
• 0 

Sharaf bin Murri al-Dimishqi Rahimahu Allah. It ends with' Wa Allahii Subha 
• • 

nahu wa Td ala AI lam al-Hamdii Lillahi Rabbi al-'Alamin " which is on the 
II! 

colophon. The colophon has been badly affected and smudged, and has no date 

of completion~ neither by the author nor by the scribe. The name of the scribe 

is given as I Uthman bin ........ , at which point the MS is illegible. 

The orthography is big and is neither neat nor clear, but legible. The scribe 

shows considerable variation in his realization of the dots. The variation of 
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calligraphy is a pointer to the use of more than one scribe in the composition of 

this MS, examples of which can be found in pages 112-121 inclusive. Missing 

words, which are not many, have been added and inserted into the margin, e.g. 

page 154. The margins are almost clear of comments and explanations. 

Linkage words have been adopted and inserted on the bottom left hand side of 

the folio on every other page. 

This MS consists of twelve chapters (~) and nine sections (yl~i)~ which are 

not adequately adopted. Headings of chapters and sections have not been 

displayed as titles on separate lines, but have been interwoven into the text. 

The MS has suffered a great disadvantage by the loss of some sections. The 

areas of the missing sections are as follows: 

(a) Page 1 ends with the words (~~I ..\.YI} u4- if) and the following page 

begins with (~~ ) and ends with ( o-:A.dl y\.::5' ), suggesting that part of the 

introduction and the section of ( Oj41-\1 y'-! ), purification are missing. 

(b) Between pages 181, which ends with (JI:J 0~1) and the following page 

182, which begins (~~I ~L.:JI ~~)I JL4lI) ~L::l i), approximately 20 pages are 

missing. Page 14 of the MS is blurred. 

All titles are transcribed in bold characters. The expressions which are 

explained, have not been transcribed differently, as should be. A circle with a 
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dot inside is used as a pointer at the end of the sentence, which comes before 

the expression. 

9-(.:J) Dar al-Kutub al-Wataniyyah, Tunisia, Reference No. 18576, Shaft'f 
• 

Jurisprudence. 

This MS begins with 'Bismillahi aI-Rahman aI-Rahim, Allahumma Yassir Ya 
• • 

Karfm '. It ends with the completion of the text but has no date of the 

completion by the author, however, there is a year mentioned on the colophon 

which is 1080 A.H. And the scribe is unnamed. 

The MS consists of fifteen chapters ( ~) and fourteen sections (yly.i). The 

sections are not adequately adopted. The MS consists of 193 pages. The 

number of lines in each page varies from one page to another, some having 17, 

18 and even 19 lines. There are approximately eleven words in a line. 

The title of this MS has been given on the front cover of the text as Kitab 

Bughyatu al-Nablhfi Tahrfr al-Tanbfh. The name of the author, al-Shaykh al-
• 

'Imam al-IAlim al-IAllamah al-Awhad Shaykh al- 'Islam Muhyf 
• • 

al-Dfn Abf Zakariyya Yahya bin Sharafbin Murrf bin Hasan bin Husayn bin 
e It. 

Hizam al-Hizamf al-Ghawth al- ShajN, which is given on the front cover . . 
together with the title. 

Headings of chapters and sections in this MS have not been displayed as 
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titles on a line of their own, but have been interwoven into the text and 

transcribed in bold characters according to the nonnal headings of Fiqh. The 

MS is written in poor naskh handwriting. 

The orthography is fairly big and in some pages blurred. Pages 173 to the end 

of the text are particularly smeared and many words are illegible. Vocalization 

is rarely used and dots are not adequately adopted. 

Linkage words are adopted regularly but often become blanked. Omitted words 

appear at times in the margin, e.g. page 35, 43 and 162. The expressions that 

are explained have been interwoven into the text with the same calligraphy. 

The scribe shows no realization of the punctuation in the text even when full 

stops are most needed. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL DATA ON NAMES OF PEOPLE MENTIONED IN 

THE TEXT 

The following list covers all the people mentioned by al-Nawawl in the course 

of his book, most of them were jurists, exegetes, philologists and grammarians. 

They are arranged alphabetically, using the name by which they are most well 

known. I have given in brackets, the major sources for the biographies of these 

people, referring to the sources with abbreviations listed at the beginning of the 

thesis. The list also includes Companions, Successors and relatives of the 

Prophet MuJJannned (p.b.u.h). 

1-AL-'ABBAS b. 'Abd al- Muttalib (32/653). He was born in Makkah three 
•• 

years before the Prophet. Al-' Abbas was a companion and one of the Prophet 

Muhatrunad's uncles and the caretaker of the Ka'bah before Islatn. He became 
• 

a muslim in the Makkan period. His musnad includes 40 Hadrths . He was 
• 

buried in al-Baql'. (ISA, 3, 631-32: sr, 2, 78-1 03~ JAR, 6, 210.) E.g. p, 138. 

2-'ABD MANAf al-Mugl1rrah b. Qusayy b. Kilab. He was the great grand 
• 

father of the Prophet Muhammad and had eleven children atnongst them 
• 

Hashim the great grandfather of the Prophet. (BN, 1, 210~ UM, 2, 81.) E.g. p, 

138. 
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3-'ABD AL- MUTTALIB Shaybah b. Hashim b. 'Abdi ManaJ(N.d). He was . . 
the grandfather of the Prophet Mul]ammed (p.b.u.h) and was the leader of the 

Makkans in his time. He took care of the Prophet during the Prophet's 

childhood. (BN, 1,210-11; Urn, 2,176-79.) E. g. p, 138. 

4-Al-ABHARi Ja'far b. Muhammad Abu Muhammad (428/1037). He was • • 

known as Shaykh al-Zuhhad. He studied under al-Muftd, al-Jurjaru and Ibn 

al-M~affar. He travelled in pursuit of knowledge and was a great scholar in 

many fields of knowledge. (SI, 17, 576-77.) E.g. p, 84. 

5-ABU 'ALi AL-FARISi aI-Hasan b. Ahmad AbO 'Ali (377/987) or (380/990). . .. 

He was a grammarian of the Baghdad school and studied under al-Zajjaj, Ibn 

al-Sarraj and others. Ibn Jinni was one of his students. He wrote more than 

twenty five remarkable books, amongst them al- 'Uddah fi a l-Nahwu , al-. 
Maq~iir wa al-Mamdiid, al-Takmilah fi al-Ta~T!f and al-lju}jah. He died in 

Baghdad. (SI, 16, 379; MA, 7,232-61; BUG, 1,496-98; TAR, 7, 275-6). 

E.g. p, 239. 
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6-ABU 'AMR IBN AL-'ALA' Zabban b. al-'Ala 'Abu'Amr (1541771) or 

(1571774). He was a successor. He was born in Makkah and narrated from 

Anas b. Malik. He was considered to be the top of the list of the first 

grammarian class and was a great philologist. Abu 'Amr was a great scholar 

and an authority in the field of al-Qiraat and 'Ulum al-Quran. It was said that 

his books filled up his house. Most of the great scholars at both al-Basrah and 
• 

al-Kufah schools studied under him, amongst them being al-Asma'j and Abu' 
• 

Ubaydah. He died in Kufah. (SI, 6, 407-12; MA, 11-156-60; EIN, i,105-06; 

WF, 3,466; BUG,367.) E.g. p, 180. 

7-ABU 'AMR AL-SHAYBANi 'Isha'q b. Mirar Abu' Amr (205/820) or 
• 

(206/821). A Kufan school follower. He was a philologist and a great scholar 

in poetry and was distinguished for his reliability and for narrating from over 

eighty tribes. He went to Baghdad and studied under al-Mufaddal al-Dabbi 
• • • 

where he became Narrator of Baghdad. Many scholars heared from him; 

Ahmad Ibn Hanbal was among them. Al-Shaybaru wrote several books which 
• • 

became the main references among other works such as al-Nawddir,al-Khayl, 

al-Lughat and al-Gharfb. (TAR, 6, 328-32; AM, 6, 77-85; WF, 1, 65; MD, 

21-22; INB, 1,221-30; BN, 10,265-67.) E.g. p,142. 
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8-ABU HANiF AH AL-DiNORi Ahmad b. Dawftd Abu Hanifah (282/895). , . . 
A grammarian, philologist and a scholar in engineering. He was a I;.Ianafi and 

studied under Ibn al-Sikkit and Kufan's and Basran's. He compiled several 
• 

books, such as al-Nabilt, al-Anwa' and Nafm al Quran. (SI ,13, 422 ; MA, 3, 

26; BUG, 1, 306; EIF ,II, 977-78; INB, 1,41-44; BN, 11,72.) E.g.p, 

162. 

9-ABU HANiFAH AL-NlfMAN 
• 

b. Thabit Aba Hanffah (150/767). The • 

Imam of the Hanafiyyah school of thought. He was the jurist of Iraq. He was 
• 

born in (80/699) and therefore he saw some of the youngest of the companions 

Abfl Hanifah studied under ~ Ata\ and al-Sha~bi. Although he studied Hadith, 
•• • 

Abu Hanifah was an outstanding scholar in the field of Jurisprudence. Abu 
• 

I;.Ianifah was buried in Baghdad. (SI, 6 , 390-404; EIN, I , 123-24; JAR, 13, 

323-454; WF, 5,415-23; BN,10, 107.) E. g. p, 240. 

10-ABU HATIM AL-SIJISTANI Sahl b. Muhammad b. 'Ut11lllan (255/869). 
• • 

He was a great scholar in Gharlb of Quran, language and poetry. He was a 

Basran follower and studied under Abfl Zayd, al-Asma'i and others. He was the • • 

teacher of al-Mubarrid, Ibn Durayd, Abu Dawftd, al-Nasa'i and Ibn Qutaybah. 
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He wrote several books such as, J'rfib al-Quran and Mfi Tal~anufihi al-

'Ammah . (MU, 35; SI, 12, 268-70; BUG, 1,606; MA, 11,263-65; INB,2, 

58-64; JAR, 4, 4, 204; MF, 1,218-19.) E. g. p, 34. 

ll-ABU HURA YRAH ~Abd aI-Rahman b. Sakhr al-Dawsi (57/677) or .. 

(58/678). He was a companion, a great jurist and ~afi~. Abu Hurayrah was the 

greatest memorizer for Hadith amongst the companions. His musnad includes 
• 

5374 Hadiths. He was appointed Amlr of al-Bahrayn by 'Umar b. al-Khattab. 
, • I. 

He died in Madinah and was buried in the Baqi' graveyard. (ISA , 4, 202-11; 

sr, 2, 578-632; BN, 8, 103-115.) E.g. p, 297. 

12-ABU MU'ADH AL-NAHWi al-Fadl b. Khalid (211/826) A philologist and 
" . 

graImnarian of the fourth class. He studied under' Abdullah b. al-Mubarak, 

'Ubayd b. Sulaym and others. Many people narrated from him and al-Azhan 

quoted him a lot in his book al-Tahdhib. (MA,16,214; MU,37-38.) E.g. p,42. 

13-ABU MUsA AL-ASH ~ARI 'Abdullah b. Qays (42/662) or (44/664). He 

was a companion, one of the greatest Qurra' and was also a Qadi. He was • 

appointed as a wali (a govenl0r) of 'Adan in Yemen and later he became Amir 

of Kufah and Basrah. (ISA, 2, 359-60; SI, 2, 380-82; JAR, 5, 138.) E.g. p, 63 . 
• 
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14-ABU AL-sAMMAL AL-'ADAwI Mu'attib b. HiHil ( n.d.). He was a 

Qari'. According to al-Dhahabi, Abu al-Sammal "cannot be relied upon as a 

transmitter". (MUQ,1,293; MIZ,6,208; LISA,7,58) E. g. p, 161. 

15-ABU 'UBAYD Al-Qasim b. Sallam Abu 'Ubayd (224/839). A great 

scholar in al-Gharib and was from the Third class of the Basran school. He . 
studied under Abu Zayd, al-Asma'i , al-Kisa'i and others. Abu 'Ubayd wrote . 
more than twenty books such as, al-Gharlb al-Musannaf, Gharlb al-Quriin , 

andMa'iinl al-Quriin . He died in Makkah. (MU, 30; SI, 10,290; MA,16, 

254-61, BUG, 2, 253-4; EIN, I, 157; AS, 2, 275-58.) E. g. p, 40 

16-ABU 'UBAYDAH Ma'mar b. al-Muthatma (209/824) or (211/826). It 

has been said that he was the first scholar to write in the field of Gharib al-

Hadith. At the same time poetry and Akhbar al-' Arab were his favourite .. 
subjects rather than Nahwu. He was from second class of the Basran school. 

• • 

He studied under Yunus b. Habib and Abu' Amr b. al-' Ala' . He wrote eighty • 

books which include al-Maj8z fi Gharlb al-Quriin andMa Tal~anufihi al-

'A111mah. (MU, 22-3; MA, 19, 154-63; BUG, 2, 294-96; INB, 3,276-88; 

EIN,I,158) E. g. p, 7. 
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17 -ABU 'UMAR AL-zAHID Muhammad b. 'Abdul Wahid (345/956). A 
• • 

great philologist and a jurist of the Shafi'i school. He studied under Tha'lab and 

stayed with him for along period of time, such that he became known as 

Ghulfun Tha'lab (The boy of Tha'lab). He wrote several books, amongst them, 

al-Yawaqlt, Sharh al-Fasih and al-Marjan. He died in Baghdad. (MA, 18,226-
• • • 

34; BUG, 1, 164-6; TS, 2, 7; TAR, 2, 356-59; INB, 3,171,-73; WF,4, 329-

33; BN, 11, 230-31.) E. g. p, 81. 

18-ABU ZAYD Sa'id b. Aws aI-Ansari (214/829) or (215/830). He was a 
• 

great grammarian but was mostly interested in philology and Gharib. His father 

was one of the companions who put the Quran together. He studied and 

narrated from Abu 'Amr b. al-' AUf, Ru'bah, al-Sijistani and others. He was 

from the second class ofBasrans. Some of the books he wrote were Lughat al-
• 

OUl'an, al-Lamat and al-Nawadir . He died in Basrah. (SI, 9, 494-6; MD,20; 
~ . 
MA, 11,212-17; BUG, 1,582-3; EIF,I,167.)E.g.p,24. 

19-'A.ISHAH bt. 'Abdullah b. 'Uthman Abu Bakr al-Siddiq (57/677) or 
• 

(58/678). She was 'UIllin al-Mu'minin and the wife of the Prophet Mu~ammad. 
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She was the greatest jW1st of the Prophet's wives. 'Aishah narrated 1210 

Hadiths, and was also a source in Islamic law, and noted for knowledge on 
• 

poetry. 'Aishah was born in Makkah and was buried in al-Baql. (Sr,2,135-

201; BN, 8, 91-94; rSA, 8, 16.) E.g. p, 109. 

20-AL-AKHFASH Sa'id b. Mas'adah Abu aI-Hasan (211/826). A • 

grammarian, philologist and a follower of the Basrah School. He was known as 
• 

al-Akhfash al-Awsat. He studied under Sibawayh, al-Kham and others, and . 
wrote several books, amongst them being Tafsir Mdani al-Quran, al-']shtiqaq 

and al- 'Arud. (Sr, 10,206-08; BUG, 1, 590-91; BN, 10, 293; WF, 2, 380; 

INB, 2, 36-44: MA, 11,224-30; MF, 1,210; EIF, i, 321.) E.g. p, 21. 

21-AL-A'MASH Sulayman b. Mahran Abu Mu~ammad (147/764). He was a 

successor. He saw Anas b. Malik and narrated from him, Abu 'AIm al-

Shaybani, al-Nakha'i and others. AI-Imam Abu Hanifah heard from him • 

amongst others. He was a Qari' and Muhaddith. He left Rayy-where he was 
• 

bOTI1- to Kufah in pursuit of knowledge. (SI, 6, 226-48; TAR, 9, 3-13; WF,2, 

400-403; JAR, 4, 146.) E.g. p, 169. 
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22-AL-ASMA'I 
• 

'Abdul Malik b. Qurayb Abu Sa'id (216/831). He was a 

great philologist, narrator, literary and he was an authority in the Arabic 

language. He was a follower of the Basrah school were he heared from Shu'bah • 

Ibn al-Hajjaj and others. Many studied under him such as Abu 'Ubayd Ibn 
• 

Sallam and Abu Hatim al-Sijistam. Al-Asma'i was known for collecting 
• • 

information directly from Bedouins and wrote several valuable books such as 

K. al-Khayl. (SI, 10, 175; TAR, 10,410-420; JAR, 5, 363-; mu,23-5; AS, 

2, 273; INB, 2, 197-206.) E.g. p, 80. 

23-'ATA.' b. Abf Rabah Abu Muhammad al-Qurashl Mawlahum (slave to 
• • 

Quraysh ), (114/732) or (115/733). He was born in Janad in Yemen and 

brought up in Makkah. He was a great successor and studied under many 

compamons, such as 'Aishah, Abu Hurayrah, and saw two hundred further 

compamons. 'Ata was a mufassir (exegete) and mufti of Makkah. (SI, 5, 78-
• 

88; WF, 3,261: JAR, 6, 330; BN, 9, 306.) E. g. p, 123. 

24-AL-AZHARi Muhammad b. Ahmad Abu Mansur (370/980). He was a .. . 

great lexicographer and philologist. He lived with Arab tribes and learned the 

language directly from them and he also became a great scholar of the Shafi'i 

school. He studied under al-Rabi', Naftawayh, Ibn al-Sarraj and others. Al-
• 
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Azhar'i wrote several books such as Tahdhfb al-Lughah. which is regarded as 

one of the best Arabic lexicons and al-Zilhir. He died in Harat. (Sr, 16, 315-17; 

MA, 17, 164-70; BUG, 1, 19; WF, 4, 334-35; EIN, r, 822.) E. g. p, 5. 

25-AL-AZRAQI Muhammad b. 'Abdullah Abu al-Walid (244/858). A • 
historian, studied under his grandfather Ahmad and most of the information 

• 

contained in his book 'Akhbilr Makkah ' narrated through his grandfather. (FIH, 

70; LUB, 1,37; MUA, 3,429; KASH, 306) E. g. p, 138. 

26-AL-BAGHA wi Al-Husayn b. Mas'ud Abu Muhammad (516/1122). A 
• • 

Shafi'i jurist and mufassir. He was called Muhyi al-Sunnah and Rukn aI-Din . 
• 

He studied under aI-Qadi Husayn and others, and wrote several books mostly 
• • 

in. Hadith and Fiqh such as Sharh al-Sunnah. Md illim al-Tanzll and ai-Jam' 
• • 

Bayn al-~a~f~ayn. He died in Marw al-Rudh. (Sr, 19,439-43; WF, 2,136-37; 

BN, 12, 193; TS, 7, 75-80.) E.g. p, 127. 

27-AL-BAQIR Muhammed b. 'Ali b. al-Husayn Abu Ja'far. He was a 
• • 

successor. Many eminent scholars narrated from him, amongst them 'Ata', al-

A'raj, al-Zului and many others. Al-Baqir was a mujtahid Imam, mu~addith and 
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jurist. The Ja'fan madhab was named after him. (Sr, 17,401-09; JAR, 4, 26; 

AS, 1, 87; BN, 9, 309.) E. g. p, 78. 

28-BANU HASHIM b. 'Abdi Manaf(n.d.). They were four men who were 

'Abdul Muttalib, Asad, Abu Sayfi and Nadlah and five women who were al-
•• • 

Shira', Khalidah, Da'lfah, Ruqayyah and Hayyah. (SK, 1, 102.) E.g. p, 5. 

29-AL-BA YHAQI AJpnad b. al-Ijusayn Abu Bakr (458/1066). He was a 

Shafi'l jurist, muhaddith and a great scholar in 'Usul al-Hadlth. He played an • • 

important role in supporting the Shafi'l school by his valuable works in 

Khurasan. He studied under Abu aI-Hasan al-' Alawi and others. He wrote 
• 

several books, amongst them were al-Sunan ai-Kahil' and ai-Sun an wal Athal'. 

Al-Bayhaql died in his village Bayhaq in the Khurasan province. (Sr, 18, 163-

70; AN, 2, 381; WF,I,75-6; TS, 4, 8-16; TQ, 1, 198-200; BN, 12, 94.) E.g. 

p,81. 

30-AL-DAQQAQ Abu' All Ahmed b. Muhammad b. Bunan (n.d). He studied 
• • 

under Musa al-Qattan. One of his many students was Abu Hafs al-Zayyat. 
•• • 

(TAR, 4, 400.) E. g. p, 49. 
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31-AL-FARRA' Ya!lya b. Ziyad Abu Zakariyya (207/822). The hnam of the 

Kufan school after al-Kisa'T. He studied under Qays b. al-Rabi' and al-Kisa'l. 

He dictated all al-Kisa'i's books in Baghdad by heart. AI-Farra' wrote more 

than seventeen books, amongst them Md anT al-Quran, al-Bahafi rna Ta/~anu 

flh; al-'Arnmah and al-Mudhakar wal MIl annath. He died on his way to 

Makkah. (SI, 10, 118; MU,28-29; MA, 20, 9-14; BUG, 2, 333. ) E.g. p, 42. 

32-AL-GHAZAIj Muhalllffiad b. Muhammad Abu Hamid (505/1112). A . . . 
Shafi'f jurist, philosopher and mystic. He was an outstanding scholar. He began 

studying in his village and later travelled to Nisabfu were he studied under 

Imam al-Haramayn, and later traveled to Baghdad and joined the Nizamiyyah • • 

school. He wrote several books such as ' Ihya 'UIOm aI-Din, al-Mustasfa, and 
• e' 

Tahafut al-FalGsifah, although some of his books faced some dissatisfaction 

from his own Shafi'i school of thought. (SI,19, 322-46; WF, 4, 216-19; BN, 

12, 173-4; TQ, 2, 242-45.) E.g. p, 165. 

33-AL-HAMADANl Abu al-Fath Muhammad bJa'far b.Muhammad. A 
• • • 

literary figure, grammarian and a philologist. He stayed in Baghdad where he 

received education under Al1mad b. Qutaybah. Several Shftfi'f scholars studied 
• 
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under him. He wrote a book titled al-Bahjah in the same style as al-Kamil by 

al-Mubarrid. (TAR; 2,152-3; MA, 18, 101-03.) E.g. p,135. 

34-HAMZAH 
• 

b. Habib Aba 'Umarah (156/773). Shaykh al-Qurra' of 
• 

Kufans, Muhaddith and one of the seven authorities in Qira'at. He studied and 
• 

read under al-A'mash, Abu Layla and others. He was the teacher of al-Kisai. 

(QR, 184-86; sr, 7, 90-92; MA, 10,289-93; JAR, 3, 209-10; WF, 2, 216.) 

E.g. p, 161. 

35-AL-HARA wi Abu 'Ubayd Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Muhammad 
• • • 

(40111011). A Shafi'ijurist, grammarian and philologist. He studied al-Lughah 

under al-Azhari Abu Mansur and al-Hadith under Ahmad b. Muhammad b. . . ~ 

Yasin, Abu rshaq al-Bazzaz and others. Al-Harawi was distinguished for the 
# 

remarkable books he wrote specially K. aI-Jam' bayn Gharfb al-Quran and al-

Hadfth and K. Wulat Harat and others. (Sr, 17, 146-47; WF, 1,90-01; MA, 
• 

4,260-61; BN, 11,344-45; BUG, 1,371.) E.g. p, 37. 

36-AL-HARiRl , al-Qasim b. 'Ali Abu Muhammad (516/1122). A great 
• 

writer and literary figure. He studied under al-Fadl al-Qasabani and others. He , . 
was a Basran follower. Al-Hariri wrote al-Maqamat which became highly • • 
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popular amongst literatis and governors alike. He wrote several books such as 

Durratu al-Ghawwils fi Awhilm al-Khawils and Mulhatu al- '! rilb, in , . 
grammar. He died in Basrah. (MA, 16, 261-93; BUG, 2, 257-59; EIF, III, 

• 

268; AN, 4, 95-121; INB, 3, 23-7; WF, 4, 63-8.) E.g. p, 124. 

37-HASHIM b. 'Abdi Manafb. Qu~ayy (n.d.) . He was the leader of The 

Makkans. His son ' Abdul Muttalib was the grandfather of the Prophet 
•• 

Muhammad (p.b.u.h). Hashim was responsible in Makkah for al-Siqayah and • 

al-Rifildah which he inherited from his father.(SK, 1, 102.) E.g. p, 5. 

38-AL-HUSA YN b. al-Fadl b. 'Umayr Aba' Ali (282/895). He was a great 
• • 

mufassir and philologist. Al-Husayn was a follower of the Kufan school and 
• 

studied under Yazid b. Haran, 'Abdullah b. Bakr al-Sahtni and others. Abu al-

Tayyib b. al-Mubarak was one of his students. (SI, 13,414-416.) E.g. p, 42 

39-IBN 'ABBAS 'Abdulla b. al-'Abbas Abu Al-'Abbas (68/688). A 

companion and a cousin of the Prophet Muhammed (p.b.u.h). He was born in .. 

Makkah, three years before the Hijrah. Ibn 'Abbas was one of the seven most 

eminnt scholars who all had the first name of Abdulla. He was known as Habr 
• 

al-'Ummah and Tarjuman al-Quran. He was appointed as Amir of al-Basrah 
• 
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provmce. More than two hundred people studied under him and transmitted of 

him. His musnad includes (1660 ) ?adith. (ISA, 2, 330~34; SI, 3, 331-59; 

MF,l, 3l0-1l.) E.g. p, 138. 

40- IBN AL-'ABBAS. 'All b. Abdullah AbO Muhammad (118/736). He was 
• 

the youngest son of 'Abdullah b. al-' Abbas. 'Ali studied under his father, AbO 

Hurayrah and others. He also transmitted Fiqh and Tafslr. He was the ancestor 

of the 'Abbasi Caliphs and died at the age of78. (Sr, 5,252-53; JAR, 6, 193.) 

E.g. p, 138. 

41-IBN AL-ANBA.RI Muhammad b. al-Qasim b. Bashshar Abu Bakr • 

(328/940). A great Qari', grammarian and a Kfifan school follower. He studied 

under his father, also Tha'lab and others. He compiled numerous volumes in the 

field of Quranic science, Gharib and Arabic Philology. Amongst his expetional 

works were al-Waqfwa al- 'Jbtida', al-Mushkil, Gharlb al-Gharlb al-Nabawl, 

Sharh al-Mufaddaliyyat, al-Kaj'i, al-Addad and al-Mudhakkar wa al-• • • 

Mu 'annath. (SI, 15, 274-79; TAR, 3,181-6; AN, 1,355; MA, 18,306-13; 

BN, 11,210; WF, 4,341-43.) E. g. p, 87. 
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42-IBN AL-'ARABT Mul}ammad b. Ziyad Abu 'Abdullah (2311846). He was 

a philologist, grammarian and was a scholar in Gharib and Nawadir. He was a 

follower of the Kufan school. . Ibn al-'Arabi studied under al-Mufaddal al-
•• 

Dabbi, al-Kisa 'i and others. Many people studied under him, such as Tha'lab 
• 

and Ibn al-Sikldt. He wrote several books amongst them were al-Nawadir, 

Ma 'anT al-Shi'r and Sifdt al-Nakhl. He died in Surra Man Ra'a 'Samirra" in 
• 

Iraq. (MU, 32-33; SI, 10, 687-9; MA, 18, 189-96; BUG, 1, 105-6; EIN, III, 

706.) E.g. p,23. 

43-IBN BARRi 'Abdullah b. Bam Abu Muhammad (582/940). He was a • 

grammarian, philologist, and a Shafi'i jurist. He studied under Abu Bakr 

Muhammad b. 'Abdul Malik and Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Razi. One of his 
• • 

students was Abu 'Umar al-Zahid. He wrote several books, amongst which al-

Lubiibfi al-Rad'alii b. al-Khashshiib. (SI, 21,136-37; MA, 12,56-

57; BUG, 2, 34; ENF, III, 367.) E.g. p, 80. 

44-IBN DURA YD Muhammad b. aI-Hasan Abu Bakr (3211933). A 
• • 

philologist, narrator and a Basran school follower. Ibn Durayd was born in 
• 

Basrah and studied under Abu Hatim al-Sijistam, al-Riyashi and others. He 
• • 
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wrote several books, such as al-lamharah, al-'Ishtiqtiq and al-Maltihim. Ibn .. 

Durayd died in Baghdad. (MU, 47; ~ 18, 127-43; EIF, iii, 374-75; SI,15, 

96-8; AN, 5,305-6; INB, 3, 92-100; WF, 4, 323-9; BN, 11, 176-7.) E.g. p, 

198. 

45-IBN FARIS Ahmad b. Faris b. Zakariyya Abu al-Husayn (369/980). A 
• • 

lexicographer, philologist and a Shafi'i jurist. Later he became Maliki and 

studied under the narrator of Tha'lab-Ahmad b. al-Husayn- according to Kufan 
• • 

methodology. He wrote more than forty books, amongst them Maqtiyis al-

Lughah, Kiftiyatu al-Muta' alum in fi Ikhtiltij al-Nahw;yyin and other 

remarkable pieces of work. He died in Rayy. (MA, 4, 80-98; BUG, 1, 352-53; 

ElF, III, 377.) E.g. p, 12. 

46-IBN llNNI 'Uthman b. Jinni Abu 'Uthman (392/1002). A great 

etymologist and philologist. He studied under Abu' Ali al-Farisi and others. He 

wrote several valuable books which are considered even up to present times 

references amongst scholars and students, such as al-Khasa;s, al-Iuma' , al-
• • 

Maq~'iir wal-Mamdiid. Ibn Jinni gained recognition by the vast amount of books 

and commentaries he made. (Sr, 17, 17-19; MA, 12, 81-115; BUG, 2, 

132; TAR, 11,311-12; WF, 3, 246-48; Bn, 11,331.) 
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-47-IBN KAJJ yusufb. Ahmad Abu al-Qasim (405/1014). A Shafiijurist and . 
scholar. He studied under Ibn al-Qattan and wrote some books such as al-Tajrt .. 
d. He was assassinated in Drnm. (SI,17,183-84; TQ, 2, 340; TH, 126.) E.g. p, 

330. 

48-IBN MAS'UD 'Abdullah b. Mas'ud Abu 'Abdul Rahman (32/653). A 
• 

companion and one of the first six to embrace Islam. He also was the first 

companion to read the Quran publicly. His musnad includes 960 Hadiths. Ibn 
• 

Mas'lld died in Madinah. ( ISA, 2, 368-70; Sr,l, 461-500; SG, 2,337; 

BN,7,162-63; EIN III, 873.) E.g. p, 32. 

49-IBN AL-MUBARAK Yahya b. al-Mubarak b. al-Mughirah Abu 

Mul}mrunad (202). A great grmrunarian, Qari' and Ba~ran school follower. He 

recited the Quran lUlder Abu'Ali al-Mazini and studied Arabic Philology under 

Abu 'Amr and aI-Khalil. He studied Hadith under Ibn Jurayj and, also taught .. 
al-Ma'mun (one of the 'Abbasi caliph). Ibn al-Mubarak compiled several 

remarkable books , such as al-Nawadir, al-Maqsur wa al-Mamdud, al-Shakl, 

Nawadir al-Lughah and al-Na~wu. (TAR, 14, 146; MA, 20, 30-2; WF,6, 

183-91; BUG, 2, 340; sr, 9, 562-63.) E. g. p, 87. 
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50-IBN QUTAYBAH 'Abdullah b. Muslim Abu Muhammad al-
• 

Dinuri(267 /881). He was a great literary figure and philologist . He was 

appointed as a Qadi in Dinfu . He studied under Ibn Rahawayh and Abu Hatim 
• • 

al-Sajistani . Ibn Qutaybah was very well known in the field of literature and al-

Gharib. He left behind him more than twenty eight books, and every scholar is 

in debt to the pieces of work he produced, such as Adab al-Kiitib, Gharib al-

Ouriin, Gharib al- Hadith, Ta 'wl! Mushkil al- Ouriin and al-Ma'rifah . 
• 

(MU,46; BUG, 2,63-4; SI, 13,296-302; EIF, III, 371-72; TAR, 10, 170-71; 

INB, 2, 143-47; WF, 3, 42-44; BN, 11,48.) E. g. p, 230. 

51-IBN SiDAH 'Ali b. Ahmad or 'Isma'll Abu aI-Hasan (458/1066). The . .. 
most famous lexicographer amongst Andalusi scholars and regarded a reliable 

authority and transmitter in language. He studied under his father, Abu al-

Hasan aI-Baghdadi and others. He wrote several books such as Sharh lsliih al-, . . 
Mantiq, Sharh al-Hamiisah and al-Muhkam, which is a very popular lexicon , . . 
through which he widely was known. (BUG, 2,143; EIF, III, 418-19; SI,18, 

144-46; INB, 2, 225-27; WF, 3, 330-31; MA,12, 231-35.) E. g. p, 272. 
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52-IBN AL-SIKKiT Ya'qub b. 'Is~aq Aba Yusuf (244/858). He was a great 

grammarian and philologist of the KOfan school. He studied under Aba' AIm 

al-Shaybani, aI-Farra' and al-Asma'i and others. He wrote more than twenty , 

books, amongst which are Tahdhlb al-AljCiz and'Islah al-Mantiq. It has been • • 

reported that he was killed by al-Mutawakkil, the Caliph of Baghdad. (MU, 

35-6~ SI, 12, 16-19~ MA, 20, 50-2~ BUG, 2, 349~ INB, 4,50-7.21) E.g. p, 

2l. 

53-IBN slRAJ 'Abd aI-Malik b. Qacji al-Jama'ah Siraj b. 'Abdullah Abu 

Marwan (489/1096). A distinguished philologist, grammarian and muhaddith . 
• 

He was a minister in Andalus and was considered a reliable scholar. He 

narrated from his father also Makkl Ibn Abi ~alib and others. (SI, 19, 133-34; 

INB,207-08; BUG, 2, 110; WF, 1, 5l.) E. g. p, 326. 

54-IBN 'UMAR 'Abdullah b. 'Umar b. al-Khattab Aba 'Abdul Rahman 
•• • 

(72/691) or (73/692) . He was a young companion. He was born three years 

before The Hijrah. He was a great jurist and one of the seven companion jurists 

who all had the same name. His Musnad includes '2630' haruths. (SI, 3, 203-
• 

32; ISA, 

2,347-50; EIN, I, 53~ MF, 1,317) E. g. p, 297. 
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55-IBN YASAR Ma'qil b. Yasar al-MuzanT al-Basn A companion of the 
• 

Prophet who transmitted thirty four Had!th. AL-Hasan al-Basri and 'Imran b. 
• • • 

al- Husayn were amongst many who narrated from him. He first established 
• 

the river of Ma' qil in Basrah and the river was named after him. Ibn Yasar 
• 

died towards the end of Caliph Mu'awiyah's era. (SI, 1, 576~ ISA, 3, 447~ 

AS, 2, 106.) 

56-IBRAHiM The Prophet (p.b.u.h) E. g. p, 40. 

57-IMAM AL-HARAMAYN 'Abd aI-Malik b, 'Abdulllah Abu al-Ma'ali 
• 

(478/1085). A great Shaf,! jurist who became an eminent scholar among the 

Shaf,! school. He studied under his father, al-Muzakki, Ibn Ramish and others. 

Imam al-Haramayn was twenty years old when he became a teacher after his 
• 

father's death. Several remarkable books were written by him, such as Nihiiyat 

al-MaJlab fi Diriiyat al-Madhab, al-Shiimil, al-Burhiin, Talkhfs al-Taqrfb and 

al- 'Irshiid.(AS, 2, 274; AN, 3, 386-87; BN, 12, 128-29; LUB, 1,315; WF, 

3,167-70) p. 186 
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58-'IYAD AL-QADr b. Musa Abu al-Fadl (54411149). A great Qadi of al-
• • • 

Andalus . He also was a scholar in Vadith , grammar and language. He left 

behind him several books, such as Mashariq aI-Anwar, al-Tanhihat and al-' 

Ikmal .fi Sharh Sahih Muslim. He died in Marrakish (SI, 20, 212-19; 
• • •• 

EIN,IV,284-91; AS, 2,43-44; WF,3,483-84; INB,2,363-64; BN,12, 225; 

MF, 1,406-07.) E.g. p, 43. 

59-AL-JABBAN 'Abd al-Wahhab b. 'Abdullah b. 'Umar b. Ayyftb Abu Nasr 
• 

(45111059). A jurist and mu~addith, he narrated from al-Hu~ayn b. Abi al-

Zamzam, Ahl 'Umar b. Fudalah and others. Many studied under al-Jabban, 
• 

amongst them al-Ahwazi, Abu Qasim aI-Hanna' and Abu Sa'd al-Samman. (SI, 
• 

17,468-69.) E. g. p, 204. 

60-JABIR b.' Abdullah b. Haram AbO 'Abdullah (78/697). He was a • 
companion and Ansariyy. He narrated a great deal of knowledge from 'Umar • 
b. al-Khattab, 'All and AbO Bakr al-Siddiq. Many of the successors studied 

•• 

under him. Jabir was Mufti al-Madinah in his time. His musnad includes 1540 

Hadiths. (ISA, 1,213; SI, 3, 189-94; JAR, 2,492; AS, 1, 142.) E.g. p, 123 . • 
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61-AL-JA w ALiQi MawhOb b. Ahmad AbO Mansur (539/1145). A 
• • 

philologist and literate. He studied tmder Ibn al-Yusri and aI-Khatib al-

Tabriziat the Nizamiyah school in Baghdad. He wrote several books such as 
• 

Ma Talhanu /ihi al-'Ammah and al-Md rrab, the latter book considered the . . 

best in the field of 'Arabayzd (none Arabic tenns taken from other languages). 

(MA, 19, 205-6; BUG, 2, 308; EIF, II, 1026; AN, 3, 337; KA, 11, 106-07; 

INB, 3,335-37; WF, 5, 342-44; BN, 12,220.) E. g. p, 7. 

62-AL-JA WHARi Isma'TI b. Hammad AbO Nasr al-Farabi (393/1003). A • • 

lexicographer, philologist and literate. He studied tmder Abu' Ali al-Farisi, al-

Sirafi and others in Baghdad. He travelled to Ijijaz and listened to the' Arabs in 

different tribes, such as Rabi'ah and Mudar and then returned to Khurasan and 
• 

Nisabur to teach and compile. Al-Jawhari wrote several books such as al-

Sthah, which is considered one of the best Arabic lexicon books. He also wrote •• • 

other books in the field of 'Arftd and grammar. (MA, 6 ,150-65; BUG, 1, 
• 

446-7; EIN, II,1028-9; INB, 1, 194-98; SI, 17,80-2.) E. g. p, 9. 

63-AL-JUW A YNi 'Abdullah b. Yusuf Abu Muhammad. The father of Imam • 

al-Ilaramayn. (438-1047). He was a Sha:i1ijurist, critic and an editor. Also, he 

was an outstanding grammarian and muffasir. Al-Juwayru studied under AbO 
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al-Tayyib al-Su'luki in Naysabur and under Abu al-Husayn b. Bishran in 
• • 

Baghdad. He wrote several books amongst them al-Tab§irah in fiqh, al-

Tathkirah, al-TaJsfr al-Kabfr and al-Ta'lfqah. (AN, 3, 385; MA, 2, 193; KA, 

9, 535; WF, 3,47; TQ, 1, 338-40; BN, 12, 55.) E. g. p, 163. 

64-AL-KHALIL b. Ahmad al-Farahldi Abu 'Abdul Rahman (170/787) or 
• • 

(175/791). He was the first lexicographer and the founder of 'Ilm aVArfid. Al-
• 

Khalil was a great philologist and was classified as the first class ofBasrans . 
• 

He studied under Ayyub al-Sakhtiyani, 'A.sim al-Ahwal and others. Some of 

his students were Sibawayh and al-Asma'i. He wrote several books such as al-
• 

'Arud and al-'Ayn, the latter being the first Arabic lexicon to exist. (Sr, 7, • 

42931; MA,11,72-77; BUG, 1,557-60; MU,17; EIF,rV,887-88.)E.g.p, 

34. 

65-AL-KHATiB AL-BAGHDADi Ahmad b. 'Ali Abu Bakr (463/1071). A • 

great Shafi'i jurist, historian and muhaddith. He was born in (392/1002) and , 

travelled to Basrah, Nisabur, Syria, Makkah and many other places. He studied • 

under many scholars such as al-Mahamali. Al-Khatib was known for the .. . 
quality and quantity of his work. He wrote more than sixty five books, such as 
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Tarikh Baghdad and al-Kifayah. (SI ,18,270-97; MA, 4,13-45;EIF,IV,929; 

AN, 5,151; KA, 10,68; WF, 1, 92-3TS, 4, 29-39.) E,g, p, 87. 

66-AL-KHATT ABi 
• Co 

Hamad b. Muhammad b. ' Ibrahim Aba Sulayman 
• • 

(388/998). A Shafi'i jurist and philologist. He studied fiqh under al-Qaffal al-

Shashi and literature under Aba "Umar al-Zillrid. He taught Abu 'Ubayd al-

Harawi and many others. Al-Khattabi wrote several books, such as Gharib al-., 

" Hadith, ']stah Ghalat al-Muhaddithin, Sharh aI-Sun an and Sharh al-Asma' al-" . . ... 
Husna. Al-Khattabi died in the Bust province in Afghanistan. (SI, 17,23-28; • •• 

MA, 10, 268-72; BUG,l, 546-47; TAJ, 42; WF, 2, 214-16; TS, 3, 282-90; 

TQ, 1,467-68; BN, 11,236-37.) E,g. p, 120. 

67-AL-KISA'i 'ALi b. Hamzah Aba aI-Hasan (182/942) or (183/943). The 
• • 

leader of the KOfan grammarians at his time and one of seven authoritative 

Qurra". He studied under aI-Khalil, Yunus and others. He was made a 

companion by the caliph HarfUl aI-Rashid. He wrote more than fourteen books 

amongst them, Ma 'ani al-Quran, al-Qiraat, al-Nawadir al-Kabir wa al-Awsa! 

wa aI-Asghar and al-'Adad. (SI,9, 131-34; MU,25-26; MA, 13, 167-203; 

BUG, 2, 162-64; EIF, IV, 1036.) E. g. p,5. 
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68-MALIK b. Anas, AbO ~ Abdullah (179/795). Imam of the Ma1ikiyyah 

madhhab (school of thought). He was known as Imam Dar al-Hijrah 

(Madlnah). Malik studied under Nafi' , al-Zuhri and others. Imam AbO Hanifah 
. . 

and Imam ShaiW studied under him. His students recorded his opinions in the 

Muwattd. (SI,8, 48-135; KA,6,147; WF, 4,135-39; BN, 10, 174-75; AS, -. 
2, 75-79.) E.g, p,112 

69-AL-MARZUKi Alunad b. Muhammad b. aI-Hasan AbO' All al-Asbahani . . . .. 
(42111030). A philologist and a grammarian. He studied under AbO 'All al-

Farisl and aI-Sahib b. 'Abbad. He wrote several books, such as Sharh al-
• • 

Hamasah, Sharh al-Fasth and Sharh al-Mufaddaliyyat. (MA, 5, 34-36;BUG,1 
• •• • • .6 

,365; INB,l ,106; SI, 17,475-76.) E.g. p, 169. 

70-AL-MA W ARDI 'All b. Muhammad AbO aI-Hasan (450/1 058). A QadI 
• • • 

and a Shafi'l jurist of the Basran school. He studied under al-SaymarY in Basrah . . .. 
and AbO Hamid in Baghdad. He wrote in the field of Fiqh such as al-Iqno'and 

" 

Tafsir such as al-Nukat but he became well known through his book al-A~kom 

al-Sulron iyyah , which shed light on Islamic political law and Qonun al-

Wizorah wa Siyosat al-Mulk. Al-Mawardl died in Baghdad. (SI, 18,64-8; 
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TQ, 2, 387; EIF, V, 416; KA, 9, 651; WF, 3, 282-84; BN, 12, 80; TAR, 12, 

102-03.) E.g. p, 50. 

71-AL-MAzINi Al-Nadr b. Shumayl AbO aI-Hasan (203/819) or (204/820). . " . 

A great grammarian and Basran philologist of the second class. He was born in 
• 

Marw and brought up and educated in Basrah. Al-Mazinl studied under al-. 
KhalTI and learnt from eloquent Arabs and wrote more than fourteen books, 

amongst them Ghartb al-Ifadith and al-!}iJatfi al-Lughah. (MU,27; MA, 

19,238-43; BUG, 2, 316-7; WF, 1,283; EIN, VI, 954-55.) E.g. p,l57. 

72-AL-MUBARRID Muhammad b. Yazld AbO al-'Abbas (285/898). The' . . 

Imam of the Basran grammar school in his time. Al-Azhad said that scholars . 
of grammar unanimously considered him, in his time, the most knowlegdable 

scholar in his field. He studied under al-Mazinl AbO Hatim and al-Jarm1. He . 
wrote more than twenty books, such as aI-Komi! in literature, al-Muqtarjab in 

grammar, al-Maqsur wa al-Mamdud and al-Mudhakkar wa al-Mu 'annath. He 
• 

died in Baghdad. (SI,13,576-77; MU,40-41; MA,19,l10-22; BUG, 1 ,269-7 1.) 

E. g. p, 130. 
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73-AL-MAHAMI LI 
• 

AIpnad b. Mul!ammad Aba al-Ijasan (415/1024) . A 

Shafi'i jurist and scholar. He began his studies in Baghdad and completed them 

in Kufah. He studied under al-Shaykh Aba Hamid and made commentaries on 
• 

his books. He wrote several books, amongst them al-MajmCl, al-Muqnt and 

al-Lubiib (TH, 2,382; BN, 12, 18; AS,2,210; WF,I,74-75; TS, 4, 48-56; 

TQ, 2, 381-82; TAR, 4, 372.) E. g. p, 74. 

74-MUJAHID b. Jabr Aba al-Hajjaj al-Makki Mawla al-Saib (102/721) or .. 
(103/723). He was a successor and was Shaykh al-Qurra' and a1-Mufassirin. 

He studied under and narrated from several companians , such as Aba 

Hurayrah, Ibn 'Abbas and others. He wrote a tafs'lr entitled Tafs'lr MUjiihid. 

(SI, 4, 449-56; BN, 9, 224; TAR, 4, 319; AS, 2, 83. ) E. g. p, 64. 

75-AL-MUTAW ALl 'Abdul Rahman b. Ma'mun Abu Sa'ld (478/1085) . A 
• 

Shafi'i jurist. He was a teacher at the Nizamiyyah school in Baghdad. He 
• 

studied under aI-Qadi Husayn, al-Furani and others. He wrote several books, • • 

amongst them al-Tatimmah 'Tatimmatu al-'Ibiinah'. (SI,18,585-86; TQ,1,305-

6; EIF,IV, I 63-64; WF, 3, 133-34, KA, 10, 146; TS, 5, 106-08; Tq, 1,305-

06; BN, 12, 128.) E. g. p, 192. 
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76-AL-NAHHAS • • Ahmad b. Muhammad AbO Ja\far (337/949). He was a 
• • 

grammarian from Marw. He travelled to Baghdad where he received his 

education under al-Mubarrid, al-Akhfash, al-Zajjaj and others. Al-Na1]1}as, then 

returned to Egypt where he engaged himself in compiling his works. He wrote 

more than sixteen books, amongst them 'frob al-Quron and Shar~ Abyiit SI-

bawayh. A1-Na~as died in Egypt. (MA, 4, 224-30; BUG,I, 362; EIF,VII, 90; 

INB, 1, 101-04; WF, 1, 99-100; BN, 11,222; TAR, 19, 72-3.) E. g. p, 5. 

77-AL-NAJASHi A~~amill "in Arabic \A!iyyah"(gift) . The king of al-

Habashah (9/630). It is said he embraced Islam after meeting the first 
• 

companion emigrants to al-Habashah . He was regarded a companion and a 

successor accordingly. He was a just and generous person. He died in al-

Habashah, and the prophet (p.b.u.h) perfonned Salat al-Janazah \ Ala al-Gha'ib 
• • 

for him (prayer for the unpresent dead). (SI,I,428-43; BN, 3, 66-67; ISA, 1, 

177; AS, 2, 287.) E. g. p, 73. 

78-AL-NAKHA'I 'Ibrahim b. Yazid AbQ\Imran (96/715). A successor. He 

was known as the jurist or Iraq and Mufti of Kftfah . He saw and studied under 

some of the companions, such as \Aishah, Anas and Ibn Mas\ftd. (SI, 4, 520-
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29; WF,1, 25; EIN, iii, 921-22; AS,1,104; TAR, 1, 144; BN, 2, 140.) E. 

g. p, 320. 

79-AL-QADi HUSA YN . , Muhammad b. Ahmad Abu 'Ali al-Marwadhi or aI-. ~ 

Marwarriidhl (462/1070). A Shafi'i jurist. He studied lll1der aI-Qaffill and al-

Marwazi. Also excellent students studied lll1der him such as al-Baghawi and 

Imam al-Haramayn. He wrote several books, such as al-Td /iqah al-Kubra and 
-

al-Fatawa. He died in Marw al-Rudh. (SI,18, 260-62; TH,163-64: AS, 1, 

164; WF, 2, 134-35; TQ, 1,407-08.) E. g. p, 240. 

80-AL-QADi ABU AL-TA YYIB Tahir b. 'Abdullah b. Tahir al-Tabari (445). ., . ., 

A remakable Shafi jurist and Qadi. He studied under Abi al-Qasim Ibn Kajj, 
• 

al-Shaykh Abu Hamid and others. He compiled books in the fields of aI-'Usul, 
• • 

al-Khilaf and al-Shafi's madhab. (AS, 2, 247-48; SI, 17,668-71; WF,2, 

512-15; TS, 5, 12-50; TQ, 2,157-58; BN, 12, 79-80.). E. g. p, 80. 

- " 81-AL-QAFF AL AL-MAR W AZI 'Abdullah b. All1llad Abfl Bakr (417/1 026) 
• 

A great Shafi'i jurist and was an eminant and important reference for the 

scholars in Khurasan He studied under Abu Zayd al-Fashani and aI-Khalil b. 

All1llad aI-Sijzi. He died at the age of ninety in Marw . (SI,17,405-7:EIN, VI, , 
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626: WF, 3, 46: BN, 12,21,22: TQ, 2, 298-99:TH, 134-35: AN,10,212; 

AS, 2, 282-83 ) E. g. p, 38. 

82-QUSAYY IBN KILAB b.Murrah (n.d) . He was the leader of Makkah , and 
• 

the founder of Dar al-Nadwah , which was established to solve peoples' 

problems . He was also responsible for providing food and drink for pilgrims 

until they departed from Makkah .(SK, 1,94-103; UM,2, 181; BN, 2, 205.) 

E. g. p, 138. 

83-AL-QuSHAYRi 'Abdul Karim b. Hawazin Abu al-Qasim (456/1064). He 

was a Shafi'ijurist, sufi and mufassir. He heard Hadith from Abu al-Husayn b. 
• • • 

al-Khaffaf and Abu aI-Hasan al-'Alawl. Two of his friends were Abu 
• 

Muhammad al-Juwayni and al-Bayhaql. AL-Qushayn wrote several books 
• 

such as, al-Tafsir al-Kablr and al-Ristilah and wrote some books about 

~ufism, such as Na~wu al-QuIDb. (SI,18,227-33; EIF,IV,1160; TS,2,313; 

TAR, 11, 83; AN, 10, 156; KA, 10, 88; INB,2,193; WF, 3, 205-08.) E. g. 

p,49. 

84-QUTRUB Muhammad b. al-Mustanir Abu 'Ali (206/821). A grammarian •• • 

and philologist. He studied under Sibawayh and 'Isa b. 'Umar . Ibn al-Sikkit 
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studied under him. He wrote about twenty books, most of them in al-Gharib 

such as Md ani al-Quran, Gharib al-ljadfth and al-'Ilal Ji al-Na~wu. He was a 

Ba~ran follower and he died in Baghdad.(MU, 45; MA,19,52-4; BUG,I, 242-

43; EIF, IV, 1171.) E.g. p, 147. 

85-AL-RABI' b. Sulayman al-Muradi Abu Muhammad (270/873). He was a 
• 

companion of al-Shafi and narrated the most about him amongst al-Shafi's 

companions, to the extent that he was distinguished as the narrator of al-

Shafi'i's works. AI-Muradi studied under al-Shafi, Ibn Wahab and others. 

Many distingished scholars studied under him, amongst them Abu Zur' ah, al-

Nasa'i, Abu Dawlid and Abu I}atim. (SI, 12, 587-91; BN, 11,48; JAR, 3, 

464; TS, 2, 132-39.) E.g. p, 81. 

86-AL-RAFri 'Abdul Karim b. Muhammad Abu al-Qasim (62311226). A 
• 

great Shafi'j jurist who was regarded as a Mujtahid in his time in Qazwin 

province. He shldied under his father and others. Also wrote several books, 

amongst them were al-Sharh al-Kabfr and Fath al-'AzfzJi Sharh al-Wajfz. (SI, • • • 

22, 252-55; TS, 1, 571-73; AS,2,264; WF, 2, 7-8; TS,8, 281-93.) E.g. p, 

204. 
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87-SAHrn AL-BAYAN was Yahya b. Salim b. As'ad Abfl al-Khayr. He wrote 
• • • 

several books such as al-Bayan which is a commentary on al-Muhadhdhab by 

aI-Shirazi and also wrote Gharib, a cOlrunentary on al-Wasit by al-Ghazall . 
• 

(AS, 2, 278.) E. g. p, 108. 

88-SAHrn AL-sHAMIL See Imam al-Haramayn. .. . . 

89-AL-SAM ANi 'Abdul Karim b. Muhammad Abu Sa'ad al-Khurasani al-
• 

Marwazi (56211167).A Shafi'i jurist and Muhaddith of Khurasan. He was 
• 

bonl in Marw and travelled a lot and studied under many scholars in different 

places Iraq, Syria, Hijaz, Naysabur and others'. Ibn aI-Najjar said: He wrote 
• 

more than forty seven books in different fields of knowledge such as al-Tahbfr 
• 

fi Mu 'jamih; al-Kabfr. (Sr, 20, 456-65; TQ, 2, 55; BN,12, 175; KA, 11, 

333.) E. g. p, 87. 

90-AL-SA YMARi 'Abdul Wahid b. al-Husayn Abu al-Qasim (386/996). He • •• 

was a jurist and scholar of the Shafi'i school. Al-Saymari lived in Basrah and • • 

studied under Abi Hamid al-Marwazi, Abi al-Fayyad and others. Many 
• 

scholars studied under him, amongst them al-Mawardi the eminent judge. He 

wrote several books, such as al- 'Idiih fi al-Madhhab, al-Kifiiyah and al-Qiyiis 
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wa al- 'ilal . (S1,17,14-15; TH,129-30; AS, 2, 265; TQ, 2, 127-28.) E. g. p, 

108. 

91-AL-SHA'BI 'Amr b. SharahTI Abu 'Umar (107/727) . A great successor 
• 

and a great mufassir. He saw many of the companions and studied under 

several of them. He was a mufti at the time of the companions after he had 

become an outstanding skilled mufassir. (S1, 3, 264-300.) E. g. p, 320. 

92-AL-SHAFfr Muhammad b. '1OOs Abu 'Abdullah (204/819). The Sha:fi'i ., 

madhhab ~chool of thought is referred to him. He was born in Ghazzah, in 

Palestine in (150/767) and was brought up and started his education in 

Makkah. He continued his education under aI-Imam Malik b. Anas, in 

Madinah and he stayed there until Malik's death in (179/795) and then he left 

Madinah and travelled to Yemen and 'Iraq (to Baghdad) (188/804; 195/810) 

where due to him being an outstanding skilled scholar and through his great 

intellectual ability he established al-Madhhab al-Shafi'i al-Qadim (the older 

madhhab in Baghdad and al-Jadid in Egypt). He was the first to invent the 

fundamental principles of jurisprudence, upon which he built his school of 

thought. He wrote al- 'Umm in fiqh and al-Risalah in 'usOl al-fiqh. (S1,10, 5-

99; MA,17,281-327; AS, 1,44-66; EIF, VII, 252-54; JAR, 7, 201; TAR, 2, 
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56-73~ MA, 17, 281-327~ WF, 4, 163-69~ BN, 10, 251-54~ TH, 11-14.) E. g. 

p,5. 

93- AL-SHAYKH ABO HAMID Ahmad b. Muhammad(406/1015). He was a . .. . 

Shafi'i jurist, known in Baghdad as Shaykh al-Shafi'iyyah. He studied under 

Abu aI-Hasan al-Marzubani and others and became one of the greatest scholars 
• 

of the Shafi'i school in the fourth century. He wrote several books such as al-

Td lIqah which comprises fifty volumes of commentaries on Mukh{a~ar al-

Muzanl, as al-Nawawi said. Most of the ShafiTs in Khurasan depend on this 

book. (SI ,17, 193-97~ AS, 2, 208-10~ TAR, 4, 368-70~ WF, 1, 72-4~ BN,12, 

2-3~ AN, 1,237-8.) E.g. p, 145. 

94-SIBAWAYH 'AIm b. 'Uthman (180/796). He was The 'Imam and the 

authority in grammar. He was a Basran scholar from the second class . 
• 

Slbawayh studied under al-Khalll, Yunus and 'Isa b. 'Umar. He was the author 

of al-Ki{ab. (SI, 8, 351-352~ MD, 29~ MA, 16, 114-27~ BUG, 2, 229-30~ 

EIF,VII,391-392) E. g. p, 10l. 
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95-AL-SUDDI Isma'il b. 'Abdul Rahman Abu Muhmmnad (1271745). He • • 

was a successor and a great mufassir. He transmitted Hadi'th of Anas b. Malik, 
• 

Ibn 'Abbas and others. (SI, 5, 264~65; JAR,2, 184-85.) E. g. p, 320. 

96-THA'LAB Ahmad b. Yahya Abu al-'Abbas (291/904). He was the Imam • • 

of Kufan school in his time. He studied under Ibn al-A'rabi and Ibn Sallam al-

Jumahl. Many students studied under him, such as al-Akhfash al-Saghir and 

Abu 'Umar al-Zahid. Tha'lab was contemporary with eleven Caliphs, the first 

being al-Ma'mfin mId the last al-Muktafi. He wrote several books, such as Md-

anI al-Quran mId Ikhtilaf al-Na~wiyyin. (SI, 14,5-7; MA, 5, 102-146; BUG, 

1,396-8; AS, 2, 275; WF, 1, 102-04; BN,ll, 98.) E.g. p, 161. 

97 -AL-THA'LABI Ahmad b. Muhammed Abu 'Ishaq (42711036). He was 
ilII • /' 

a great Mufassir mId Hafiz. He studied under Abu Tahir b. Khuzaymah and 
!' • 

others, and al-Wahidi studied Tafsir under him. He wrote several books • 

amongst which are included al-Tafsir, al-'Aras and Qi§'a~' al-Anbiya. (SI, 17, 

435-37; MA, 5, 36-8; BUG, 1,356; INB, 1, 119-20; TS, 4, 58-9; TQ,I, 

329-30; BN, 12, 40.) E.g. p, 123. 
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" 98-AL-TIRMIDHI Muhammad b. 'Isa (279/892). He was Imam, Hafiz and . . .. 

one of the six Islamic Traditionists who collected Ijadith and Sunnah. His 

book, al-Jiimt al-Sahfh is one of the six books which comprise the . '. 
fundamentals of Islam. He studied under al-Bukhari and in pursuit of know lege 

he travelled to Khurasan, 'Iraq and al-Haramayn. He wrote other books such .. 

as al-'Ilal . (SI,13,270-7; WF, 4, 278; BN, 11,66-7.) E.g p,129. 

99-AL-'UKBARl ABU AL-BAQA' 'Abdullah b. al-Husayn Muhib ai-Din 
• • 

(616/1219). He was a Hanball jurist and grammarian. He studied language 
• 

under Ibn al-Khashshab and Fiqh under aI-Qadi Abu Ya'ia and others. He 
• 

wrote about fifteen books in different fields, which included Tafslr al-Quriin, 

Sharb al-Fa~i~, 'I'rab al-Quran, 'I'rab al-IJadith and Shar~ al-Maqiimiit. (SI, 

22,91-3; BUG, 2, 38-40; WF, 3,100-01; BN, 13,85.) E. g. p, 147. 

1 OO-AL-'UMA WI 'Abdullah b. Sa'id b. Abban b. Sa'id b. al-'As (203/818). 

A Kufan philologist of the Third class. He travelled to and stayed in Baghdad 

where he studied and narrated from Ziyad al-Bakka'i. Al-'Umawi was 

regarded as a reliable scholar in the fields of Philology and Grammar (BUG, 2, 

43; MU,19; TAR, 9, 470-71.) E. g. p, 83. 
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101-AL-ZAJJAJ 'Ibrahim b. al-Sariyy Abu , Isl1aq (311/923). He was a 

grammarian of the Ba~ran school, but he lived in Baghdad and stayed with his 

teacher Abu al-'Abbas al-Mubarrid for a great deal of time and learned lots 

from him. He wrote various and valid books, which include, Md iinl al-Quran. 

al-']shtiqiiq. al-'Arnd and Fdaltu wa AI 'altu . (MU, 41; SI, 14,360; MA, 1, 

130-51; BUG, 1,410-13.) E. g. p, 39. 

102-AL-ZAJJAJI 'Abdul Rahman b. 'Ishaq Abu al-Qasim (340/951). A 
• • 

gralmnarian of Baghdad. He studied under al-Zajjaj, Naftawayh, Ibn Durayd 
• 

and others. He travelled to Makkah and later retunled to Tabariyyah and died 
• 

there. He wrote several books, such as al-Jumal. al-'!diih and al-Kiifi. (SI, 15, 

475-6; BUG, 2, 77.) E. g. p, 150. 

1 03-AL-ZUBA YDI Muhammad b. aI-Hasan Abu Bakr (379/989). He was a . . . . 

grammarian and , Imam of Andalus. He studied under Abu 'Ali al-Qali and al-

Riyaqi. He wrote several books, which include Mukhtasar al-'Aayn, Tabaqat 
• • 

al-Nuhiih andMii Yalhanu Flhi'Awiimmatu al-Andalus. (SI, 16,417-18; MA, 
- # 

18, 179-84; BUG,I,84-5; INB,3, 108-09) E. g. p, 5. 
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1 04-AL-W ARIDi .. 'Ali b. Ahmad Abu aI-Hasan (46811076). He was a 
f • 

mufassir, grammarian and a ShaRi scholar. He studied under Abu aI-Hasan • 

al-Darir. He wrote several books, which include al-Tats'ir aI-Bas it. al-Wasit. . . .. 

al-Wajiz, Asbiib al-Nuziil and al-'lghriib .17 'Ilm al-'!riib . (Sr, 18,339-42; 

MA, 2, 257-70; BUG, 2, 145.) E. g. p, 33. 
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